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ABSTRACT
PRINCESS ANNE COUNTY:
A STUDY IN MATERIAL WEALTH
Todd Grant Duncan 
Old Daninion university, 1984 
Director: Dr. Peter C. Stewart
This is a study of material culture in Princess Anne County, 
Virginia, frcm 1691 to 1823, based on court records. These docu­
ments allow the historian to determine the economic worth of a group 
of individuals, analyze the types of people comprising this group, 
categorize the types and quantities of possessions owned, and dif­
ferentiate between economic groups according to possessions and 
currency listed. Trends of ownership for the whole period, the deter­
mination of individual occupations, and the occupational content of 
the people of the county at large are also discussed. Other areas 
focused on included the level of literacy, the role of religion in the 
lives of county residents, and in what manner county residents spent 
their leisure time. The results demonstrate that Princess Anne County 
was a rural, agriculturally-oriented section of Virginia conprised of 
three economic groups. The conclusions suggest that Princess Anne 
County was similar to other areas in America of the same period.
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CHAPTER I
mnoDDcrioN
If one were to undertake the examination of a body of documents 
relating to a segment of the people of a particular county, over a 
designated period of time, what might the outcome be? Undoubtedly, a 
mass of material would result and a number of questions would arise. 
Princess Anne County, Virginia was the subject of just such a study. 
Through an examination of the wills, inventories, appraisements, and 
various other documents of 117 individuals over the period 1691-1823, 
an attempt has been made to describe the structure of this Virginia 
county and the life style of its citizenry.
Questions central to this issue revolve around the nature of 
Princess Anne County during this era. What did people own? What can 
be learned, through an examination of material wealth, about the 
people of the county and how they lived? These broad interrogatives 
lead to other questions such as: What were the economic and occu­
pational groups of Princess Anne County? What were the central 
factors differentiating one economic group from another? What was 
the level of comfort sustained by individuals in daily life? What 
role did religion play in the lives of the people? These and other 
questions will be examined in this thesis.
The body of published material pertaining to Princess Anne
1
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County is scant and often repetitive. The authors of historical works 
concerning the county deal largely with its economic and social con­
ditions, leaving untouched any approach from the standpoint of material 
wealth. Although numerous other geographic areas of America have been 
the subject of studies on this topic, Princess Anne County has yet to 
be approached from this perspective. A study of this area of Virginia 
focusing on material wealth should contribute greatly to the scholarly 
literature currently available.
If the issues delineated are to be successfully addressed, a 
nunfcer of points must be considered. First, the 117 entries utilized 
in this study represent less than four percent of the approximately 
3200 records for the period 1691-1823 that are shelved in the record 
room of the Princess Anne County Courthouse (an estimation was made 
page-by-page, book-by-book, to determine this total for the period). 
Although the individuals studied represent only a small percentage of 
the total county population, conclusions arrived at through an exami­
nation of this group will provide useful information of a general 
nature concerning life in Princess Anne County.
Second, the listings of possessions may not always be indi­
cative of true wealth levels. Many older individuals may have given 
most of their possessions to family or friends before having wills, 
inventories, or other documents drawn up. These individuals, according 
to the records, would then appear to be of less substantial means than 
they actually were.
Third, the status of women during the period under examination 
also merits special attention. Although women enjoyed few rights, they 
were far from being mere chattel. Women, if they so desired, could
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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keep any property they brought into a marriage and were guaranteed, by 
law, one-third of their husband's estate after his demise.^ It will 
be assured, therefore, that the women dealt with in this study owned 
the property listed in their probate and other reaords.
Finally, for the purposes of this study, it will be assumed 
that the middle-to-upper economic groups in Princess Anne County nest 
readily had access to education and owned the largest and most suc­
cessfully cultivated tracts of land.
The primary material used for this thesis came from the deed, 
will, and audit books in the record room at Princess Anne County 
Courthouse. These include a select group of inventories, appraise­
ments, ccrrbination inventory-appraisements, wills, debt lists, one 
audit, and one listing of undesignated type (i.e., entry #54—  
probably an inventory-appraisenent).
The first three of these types record listings of cash, the 
value of possessions in currency, or both cash and cash worth of 
possessions. Wills normally do not contain extensive itanized 
listings of possessions; rather they list property and less frequently 
currency bequeathed to various individuals. The debt lists contain 
information concerning money, services, or possessions cued to the 
estate of the deceased and occasionally information concerning the 
deceased debts to creditors. The audit found in the listings cata­
logues fees paid from the estate of the deceased, the sale of land and 
the profit returned, and the sale of Negroes. One record of undesig-
"Stobert E. Brown and Katherine B. Brcun, Virginia 1705-1786: 
Democracy or Aristocracy? (East Lansing: Michigan State University 
Press, 1964), p. 55.
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nated type lists possessions and their prices. Not all of the records 
employed indicate whether the person involved was alive or dead, but 
according to those that do, thirty-eight individuals or 32.5 percent 
of all the persons examined were deceased.
The term "Entry" has been used to designate individually the 
117 records of the persons examined in this project. The entries are 
conprised of twenty-seven inventories (23.1 percent of total entries), 
nineteen appraisements (16.2 percent of total entries), thirty of these 
two types contained (25.6 percent of total entries), thirty-seven wills 
(31.6 percent of total entries), two debt lists (1.8 percent of total 
entries), one audit (.85 percent of total entries), and one listing of 
undesignated nature (.85 percent of total entries).
Although sane of the entries were shortened and paraphrased, 
most are copied exactly as they appear in the records. The 117 
entries examined in this project were chosen to attain a broad 
sanpling (per decade) spanning the period 1691-1823, and are listed 
in chronological order. Tables ccrpiled from these entries and 
samples of the entries themselves appear in the appendices. Origi­
nally, this data was limited to seventy entries of individuals awning 
less than two hundred acres of land. These were chosen specifically 
to represent the small to moderate land owner in the county, but the 
list was then expanded to include samples of all economic groups in 
Princess Anne County.
The secondary sources used in this study include an assortment
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of bodes and periodicals. Virtually every book extant concerning 
Princess Anne County has been listed in the bibliography. Although 
not all of these works provided direct help in the thesis, they did 
give information concerning monetary rates of exchange, supplied back­
ground about the history of Princess Anne County, set examples for 
writing about material wealth, illustrated how probate records have been 
used in studies similar to this, and provided bibliographies of other 
potentially useful source material. Sources such as Ivor Noel-Hume's 
archaeological works were used to support statements concerning 
Princess Anne County. What was true for Colonial Virginia was at 
least sometimes true also for Princess Anne County. For example, 
according to the archaeological evidence, beef was the favorite meat 
in Colonial Virginia. Beef animals are numerous among the Princess 
Anne County listings; therefore, it was probably the most popular 
meat in Princess Anne County as well.
Possessions have been categorized by type and chronology. 
Commonly found items (pots, pans, etc.) and unusual items (a cheese 
press, wig box, etc.) were the only exceptions to this system. The 
former group contains objects found throughout the entries that all 
people used in daily life. It was, therefore, not necessary to chart 
their frequency. Those possessions that were found in very limited 
numbers in the entries are not charted because their sporadic occur­
rence in the records indicates an inadequacy to illustrate trends.
Types of chronological tables utilized for subjects other than material 
possessions include those organized according to name, year, entry 
type, occupation, sex, and economic group. This system allows cross- 
referencing according to any of these chart headings. The frequency
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of items per decade, the economic worth of individuals, and developing 
trends over the whole period can be examined. (For example, entry #7 
on the name table corresponds to #7 on the food and drink, china and 
delftware, silver and gold, and other tables. The life styles of one 
or several persons can be examined.) The chronological tables serve 
to illustrate trends of ownership and economic levels for the total 
117 entries, but also provide access to this information on an indi­
vidual basis.
The sample group was divided into three economic categories 
after the consideration of a number of factors (Individuals were 
arranged to groups for the purpose of this thesis. Colonial society 
did not recognize a tri-part class system.). First, all the entries 
were examined for material wealth (all property, real and personal).
Cash, cash worth of possessions, land, and the quantity and quality 
of personal property were all important criteria used in the determi­
ning of economic boundaries. The quantity of possessions owned was 
important because different economic groups tended to retain varying 
amounts of personal property. While the poor and middle-income groups 
owned meager to moderate amounts of common items, such as furniture 
and kitchenware, the wealthy possessed more of these. Those few 
individuals who owned expensive items possessed small quantities of 
those items (normally of the high-middle and upper-economic groups).
High quality items, such as Russian leather chairs, often suggested upper- 
economic levels. Occupation, when known, combined with the indivi­
dual's name (Throughgood for example) also served as criteria in 
determining economic group boundaries. After all this information 
was carefully weighed, the total cash and cash value of possessions
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(in Virginia pounds) was used to approximate boundaries for the eco­
nomic groups. Levels were set at the following rates: low— 99 pounds 
and less; Middle— 100 to 399 pounds; Upper— 400 pounds and above.
Hie validity of this system becomes apparent when ccnpared to that 
utilized by Alice Hanson Janes in her study of Colonial America.3 My 
three economic groups were arrived at independently of Alice Hanson 
Jones. By coincidence they are virtually the same.
After determining the different economic levels, each, entry 
was placed in its proper group according to the cash and cash worth of 
possessions it contained. The symbols "L", "M", and "U" served as 
indicators of the three economic classes (Low, Middle, and Upper).
The percentage of the sample group composed by each of the three eco­
nomic groups was determined by adding up separately the number of 
entries comprising each economic group and then determining what per­
centage each total was of the overall 117 entries.
In dealing with economic levels, it was necessary to become 
acquainted with rates of exchange for the period under examination.
The British Pound Sterling during this period was valued at twenty 
shillings and the shilling at twelve pence.3 (This rate was for 1772, 
but is cownonly accepted for all of the eighteenth century.) It was 
necessary to change local Virginia pounds, which were used in all the 
entries, to British pounds sterling before a total for pounds, 
shillings, and pence could be obtained. American Colonial pounds, 
though fluctuating in value from colony to colony, all shared the
2Alice Hanson Jones, American Colonial Wealth. Documents and 
Methods, 3 Vols. (New York: Amo Press, 1977), 3:1644.
3Martha Vfoodroof Hiden, "The Money of Colonial Virginia," 
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 51 (January 1943) :52.
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characteristic of being worth substantially less than the British 
pound sterling. Local Colonial pounds not only changed in rate from 
colony to colony, but also from year to year. In Virginia the local 
pound tended to be worth approximately one-third less than the pound 
sterling at any given time. Since exchange rates for Virginia changed 
slightly from year to year, a cannon rate (132 pounds of Virginia 
money was equal to £100 sterling for the year 1774) of 1.33 Virginia 
pounds for every £1.00 sterling has been utilized in transforming 
local to British money.^ To perform this function, the amount of 
Virginia pounds indicated was sinply divided by 1.33; this resulted 
in the pounds sterling worth of the Virginia pounds. (For exanple:
100 Virginia pounds divided by 1.33 is equal to 75.2 pounds sterling.)
The problem of money transformation was complicated to seme 
degree by the presence of a nunber of entries between 1811 and 1823 
that listed dollars. Before the total in pounds sterling could be 
determined, the dollar worth of the pound had to be approximated for 
the period under consideration. This was accomplished through the 
use of several sources. According to one of these, the pound 
sterling in 1789 and for many years after was worth, at various 
points, $4, $4.9, and $4.44.5 Another source, for the year 1801, 
rated the British pound sterling at $4.44.® In 1821, John Quincy 
Adams delivered a report to the Senate in which he stated that the 
then present rate of $4.44 to one pound sterling was too lew when one
 ̂Jones, 3:1295.
^William S. Forrest, The Norfolk Directory for 1851-1852 
(Norfolk, Va.: 1851), p. 112.
g
Simmons, conp., The Norfolk Directory For 1801 (Norfolk,
Va.: Augustus C. Jordan, Printer, MDCCCI), p. 98.
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considered that the pound's worth in gold was $4.56572 and its worth in 
silver was $4.3489.7 This illustrates that even by 1821 the British 
Pound Sterling was still worth somewhere between four and five..United 
States' dollars. Based on this information, a ratio of five to one 
($5 to a pound sterling) was adopted to change dollars listed in the 
entries to pounds sterling. The dollar count, now transformed to 
British pounds, was added to the previously obtained pound sterling 
total for the other entries to give a final total in pounds sterling 
for all listings of pounds or dollars. This amount was then divided 
by eighty-three, the number of entries listing dollars and pounds, to 
arrive at an average pounds per person rate (cash and cash worth of 
possessions); the smallest and largest amounts of cash or cash worth 
of possessions were also noted and listed. The amount of cash and 
cash worth of possessions was determined for each entry and compiled 
to give the total pounds for all 117 entries. (Some entries did not 
designate pounds, shillings, pence, or dollars. These amounts were 
not determinable and were not included in the final total.)
The total acreage listed was conpiled in much the same manner. 
All entries containing specific acreage were added together and the 
resulting amount of land was divided by the number of entries listing 
acreage to give an average acreage per individual; the highest and 
lowest amount of acreage was also listed. Many entries sinply did not 
list specific acreage; consequently, a total for the entire sanple is 
not obtainable.
7Alonzo Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in 
the United States and the Perennial Contest for Sound Money (New 
York: Greenwood Press, 1968), p. 28.
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The occupations of individuals examined in this study were 
determined by two factors: Type of possessions (livestock, land, and 
equipment) and professional titles listed. Plows, hoes, shears, har­
rows, and other agriculture-related equipment, when present in an 
entry, suggest that the individual in question was likely a farmer.
The amount of this equipment evident in the entry, along with live­
stock and land, serves to indicate whether the individual was a small 
or large farmer. Craftsmen, businessmen, or merchants are also desig­
nated by the various types and amounts of possessions they owned. 
Doctors, sea captains, and other non-agriculturally-oriented indivi­
duals had their occupations determined by the listing of their titles 
(example: Dr. John Bowser and Captain Hilly Smyth) and by their pos­
session of items relating to their chosen vocations (doctors— medical 
instruments; sea captains— boats, oars, sails, rope, etc.). According 
to Alice Hanson Jones, author of American Colonial Wealth. Documents 
and Methods, only single or widowed women had inventories made and
Qthese individuals were either small estate owners or laborers. Those 
women surveyed in this study tend to also be small estate owners or 
combination estate owner/small farmers. Some of the 117 individuals 
examined did not have titles and did not leave a large volume or wide 
variety of possessions. It was not possible to determine occupations 
for these persons. The determination of occupation is at best an 
intelligent estimate or assumption based on the limited evidence 
afforded by this study.
The percentage of individuals sampled involved in various
®Jones, 3:6.
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occupational roles was determined by adding up the total number of 
entries per occupational type and then calculating what percentage of 
the total 117 entries each group represented. A rural vs. urban esti­
mate of the study group was then made according to occupation, land 
owned, and livestock possessed. The ratio of men to women in the 
sanple was determined by totaling all the male and female entries 
separately and then calculating the percentage of the total 117 entries 
represented by each group. The results of this calculation are less 
than accurate due to the scarcity of women leaving probate records.
The nunber of Negroes (slaves and servants) and Mjlattoes in the sample 
was obtained through an entry-by-entry and collective evaluation. This 
total was divided by the number of entries listing Negroes to give the 
average nunber of blades owned per individual.
The percentages obtained are representative only of the sample 
group— the 117 entries used in this study. This body of data was too 
small for accurate percentile statements to be made for the total 
county populace; however, general insights and observations concerning 
the county can be drawn from this information.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF PRINCESS ANNE COUNTY
The successful English colonization of the New world began 
with the sailing of the Sarah Constant, Godspeed, and Discovery fran 
England on 19 December 1606. Captain Christopher Newport and 104 
Englishmen reached their destination on 26 April 1607 when they 
sailed into the waters of the Chesapeake Bay After an initial 
period of exploration they established Jamestown, the first perma­
nent English settlement in Virginia, on 13 May 1607.^
The early Virginia colonists, unlike the New Englanders who 
established the township systan, developed their landed estates into 
self-supporting feudal-like manors known as plantations, hundreds, or 
corporations.^ This resulted in a Virginia population that was widely 
separated and diverse.^ In 1634 the plantations of Virginia were
^Benjamin Dey White, Gleanings in the History of Princess Anne 
County (n.p., 1924), p. 1.
2Legh Richmond Watts, An Address Embracing a Historical Sketch 
of Norfolk County, Virginia, delivered at Berkeley, 4 July 1876, p. 22.
3Rogers Dey Whichard, The History of Lower Tidewater Virginia,
3 Vols. (New York: Lewis Historical Pub. Co., 1959), 1:254.
4Kathlees M. Eighmey, The Beach. A History of Virginia Beach, 
Virginia (Virginia Beach: City of Virginia Beach, Virginia Department 
of Public Libraries, 1976), p. 6.
12
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divided into eight shires or counties which were governed in a manner 
akin to their counterparts in England.^ Elizabeth City County, one of 
the original eight, was the shire from which New Norfolk County evolved 
in 1637.® By 1639/40, New Norfolk County had been divided into Upper
7and Lower Norfolk Counties. Lower Norfolk County, having developed a 
sizeable population, was divided in 1691 into Norfolk and Princess 
Anne Counties. The latter county was named for the daughter of James 
II, Anne, who was to become Queen of England in 1702.8
Princess Anne County, comprising an area of sane 310 square 
miles, extended unbroken from the North Carolina-Virginia border and 
included the Cape Henry, Chesapeake Bay shore, and Little Creek- 
Lynnhaven a re a s .^ The county was peppered with swanps, creeks, rivers, 
lakes, and bays and contained ridgeland which proved to be excellent 
for farming. The high clay content of the soil provided the necessary 
raw material for the manufacture of bricks and the numerous bodies of 
water supplied a means of transportation for the early settlers. 10
When it appeared necessary, man-made modifications enhanced
5William Henry Stewart, ed., History of Norfolk County,





William Broaddus Cridlin, A History of Colonial Virginia, 
the First Permanent Colony in America (Richmond, Va.: Williams 
Printing Co., 1923), p. 155.
9 .Eighney, pp. 7, 9.
10Ibid., pp. 9-10.
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this extensive system of transportation • H  Lynnhaven Bey was created 
as the direct result of such an endeavor. A trench connecting the 
Lynnhaven River and Chesapeake Bay, dug by Adam Keeling sometime before 
1673, was enlarged by tidal action until what is now Lynnhaven Bay 
was formed. 12 This and other bodies of water, in addition to providing 
a means of transportation, also acted as a system of catmunication for 
the fertile areas of the county.^
At various times in Princess Anne County's history, attempts 
were made to stimulate coranarcial growth through the construction of 
canals. In 1730, the closing of the inlet from Knotts Island to the 
sea (filled in by sand) caused settlers to relocate; many of these 
individuals moved to Currituck, North Carolina. In 1830, the Curri­
tuck Sound was clogged by sand and settlers were again cut off from 
the sea. The closing of these inlets greatly restricted the move­
ment of people and goods, and led to the ill-fated attenpts to con­
struct a canal from Kenpsville to the North Landing River and another 
to the Lynnhaven River. Neither of these ventures proved successful; 
consequently, the people remained isolated and what small hope there 




14Peter C. Stewart, "History of Princess Anne County and the 
Sea," Speech given at the Sheraton Inn for the Virginia Beach Maritime 
Historical Museum, Virginia Beach, Virginia, 14 January 1983, p. 18.
■^Ibid., pp. 13, 18.
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inproved by the early nineteenth century, the lack of bridges made 
waterways barriers rather than highways of access to the various parts 
of the county.
The population of coastal Princess Anne County was ccnprised to 
some extent of well-to-do plantation owners. According to nunerous 
sources, many of these people resided in the Lynnhaven Parish part of 
the county and made their living as shipbuilders, shipowners, or 
mariners involved in trade. A modest amount of trading with the West 
Indies and England took place and served to provide funds for the con­
struction and maintenance of large local estates. Trade also helped 
the plantation owners to sustain their position as the well-to-do class 
of the county.^
Many major landowners in the county were the younger sons of 
English gentry who, seeing little chance for economic advancenent in 
England, came to the New World to seek their fortunes. Through the 
financial support of wealthy families in England, these colonists built 
up large estates and attempted to mold life in Virginia as closely as 
possible to that of their homeland. Lynnhaven estates such as Green­
wich, Rolleston, Poplar Hall, Fairfield, Pleasant Hall, and Salisbury
Plain reflected this tendency of the colonists to copy life in
18England. One reason for examining the wills and inventories is to 
see the extent of holdings of some of these people.
^Ibid., p. 18.
^Louisa Venable Kyle, Historical Data on Little Neck Section 
of Princess Anne County (Norfolk, Va.: Viking Construction Corp.,
1960), pp. 2-3.
18Louisa Venable Kyle, The History of Eastern Shore Chapel and 
Lynnhaven Parish 1642-1969 (Norfolk, Va.: Teagle and Little, Inc.,
1969), pp. 13, 14.
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An increased population led to the creation of a few small 
tcwns throughout the county. Lynnhaven and Newtcwn were the earliest 
of these. Lynnhaven, established near the mouth of the river bearing 
its name in the early seventeenth century, and Newtown, established in 
1697 on the Eastern Branch, were both business and social centers. The 
tcwn of Kempsville, though not incorporated until 1783, had existed 
prior to this date as a small village. The courthouse and jail were 
moved there in 1778. Cypressvilie, begun by Wn. Tatham, was situated 
at North Landing and consisted of 245 quarter and half-acre lots. 
Although this town experienced rapid early growth, it fell quickly into 
ruin after an initial period of prosperity.^ High hopes sustained for 
the growth of these towns proved futile as none of the ventures ever 
amounted to much.
The early settlers of Princess Anne County, though hard working, 
also enjoyed and placed considerable importance on social activities. 
Weddings and funerals were viewed as opportunities to visit neighbors, 
eat, drink, and exchange bits of gossip. Also popular were card games, 
dancing, and parties.^ While activities such as these could be 
enjoyed by all, other forms of recreation such as horse racing were 
largely restricted to the major landowners and others of the upper- 
economic group.^ These activities again reflect the colonists' 
attempt to emulate the life and society of their brethren in England.
19White, pp. 6-7.
20Kyle, The History of Eastern Shore, p. 14.
^^Louis B. Wright, The First Gentlemen of Virginia (Charlottes­
ville: Dominion Books, a Division of the University Press of Virginia,
1970), p. 87. This was true for Colonial Virginia at large.
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The system of goverrment in Princess Anne County, like other 
aspects of early colonial society, was derived from the English pattern. 
The County Court, responsible for administrative as well as judicial 
functions, was the major unit of goverrment at the local level. The 
"presiding justice" usually dominated a clique of ccnmissioners who, 
in turn, issued directions to the sheriff and constables. Other 
officials included the clerk, who was in charge of all county records, 
and the county lieutenant, who normally held the rank of colonel and 
ocrananded the county militia.2^
The first meeting of the county court of Lower Norfolk County 
was held on 15 May 1637. This, like all meetings of the court during 
its first quarter-century of existence, was held in a private resi­
dence. A series of courthouses, beginning in 1660, was constructed 
to meet the needs of a grcwing and geographically shifting popu­
lation.^ in 1824, the county court was moved from Kempsville to 
Princess Anne, the seat of government for the county and now for the 
City of Virginia Beach.24
The Anglican Church complemented the duties of the Princess 
Anne County Court. An elected vestry, which was composed of the most 
prominent individuals of the parish, ran the established church. The 
vestry acted as a government within the county goverrment seeing to 
such problems as taxation to care for the indigent, collection of
22Whichard, 1:235.
23Ibid., 1:239-42; and 2:60, 70, 79, 81, 84.
24E. E. Ferebee, An Economic and Social Survey of Princess 
Anne County (Charlottesville: University of Virginia, May 1924), 
p. 32.
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tithes, and punishment for breaches in morality. In the latter
instance, the church normally ordered the parties involved to ask
publicly for forgiveness of their sins under penalty of the law of the
county court. In this manner, the church and county goverrment worked
25together to uphold secular and spiritual law.
The beginnings of the church in Princess Anne County can be
traced to about 1635-1640, during which period land for the glebe of
the first church in the county was set aside. This tract was part of
the 5,350-acre grant that Adam Thoroughgood received from the English
Crown. 26 During the years before the actual construction of a church,
services, as in the case of the early county courts, were held in the
27hemes of private individuals.
Prior to the American Revolution three parish churches were 
7ftbuilt in the county. After the struggle for independence, the 
Anglican Church lost its monopoly in America and in 1785, the
OQProtestant Episcopal Church was established.
Although the parish churches provided a place to worship for 
a large segment of the county population, many people who lived in 
outlying areas could not readily gain access to them. For this reason, 
snaller Chapels of Ease were erected. A nunber of chapels were built 
in various sections of the county. The last of these, erected in 1754,
25Kyle, The History of Eastern Shore, pp. 8-9.
26Kyle, Historical Data, p. 1.
27Kyle, The History of Eastern Shore, p. 24.
7ftIbid., pp. 24-28.
29Eighmey, p. 35.
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was damaged in the Civil War but survived until 1952 when it was dis­
mantled to make way for the expansion of the Oceana Naval Air Station.3® 
The Pungo region of Princess Anne County, another remote area, 
also needed a Giapel of Ease. Between 1723 and 1773 three chapels were
built; the last of these stood until the Civil War but then fell into 
31ruins.■3A
Although the Anglican Church was the established church of
Virginia until the American Revolution, dissenting religious groups
existed in the colony during both the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Quakers, Presbyterians, and Baptist^ all suffering various
degrees of persecution continued to practice their religious faiths in
Princess Anne County. The Society of Friends or Quakers existed in
the county as early as 1662, and were scorned by the established 
32church. In one instance three individuals were penalized thou­
sands of pounds of tobacco for participating in Quaker meetings. Fines 
of this sort were not uncommon for those who harbored dissenting 
beliefs.33
The Presbyterians, who were also persecuted by the Anglican 
Church, were first established in Virginia by Francis Doughty between 
1650 and 1659. Scots-Irish Presbyterians came to America in 1668 and 




33Edward Wilson James, ed., The Lower Norfolk County Virginia 
Antiquary, 5 Vols. (Baltimore: The Friedenwald Co., Printers,
1906), 4:110-11.
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first baptist church to be built in the county cane much later in 1762 
and was erected at a site in Pungo, The Methodists, though present in 
the county for mail/ years, did not build their first house of warship 
until 1789 All of these religious groups are still evident in the 
county today.
The individuals involved in church and county leadership, as 
has been stated, were the most competent, articulate, and prominent 
men of Princess Anne County. During the early years of the seven­
teenth century they came to Virginia, acquired acreage (often through
the headright system), established families and homes, and became suc-
35oessful merchants, planters, and leaders in local affairs. Among 
this group were the Kemps, Walkes, Lovetts, Moselys, Hancocks, Wind­
hams, Thoroughgoods, Woodhouses, Comicks, Keelings, and Iawsons.^ 
Many of these families were members of the Princess Anne County
*57Committee of Safety during the American Revolution and remained 
prominent in the county long after this period.
Princess Anne County's involvement in the struggle for inde­
pendence was negligible: skirmishes at Kenp's Landing on 17 October 
1775 and 16 November of the same year were the only noteworthy 
instances of county participation in this conflict.





38Whichard, 1:419; and 2:71-73.
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Assembly of Virginia divided the state into sixteen districts. Prin­
cess Anne County was part of the area occprised of Norfolk Borough, 
Norfolk, Nansemond, and Isle of Wight. Each county established a 
Gcnmittee of Safety, usually ccqposed of prominent local figures, as a 
protective measure. Princess Anne County and other counties were 
obliged to supply men, clothing, and other items for the Continental 
Army. All Virginia counties were then divided into districts: the 
County of Princess Anne contained eight such districts. They were 
required to furnish beef, drivers, wagons, horses, and harnesses to 
the army for one month each year.^ Published sources do not indicate 
any major impact from the Revolution on the internal affairs of Prin­
cess Anne County.
Princess Anne County was involved in military concerns during 
and after the Revolution, but county participation in the War of 1812 
was minimal at best. The defense of Craney Island in Norfolk County 
on 22 June 1813 proved to be the major contribution made by residents 
of Princess Anne County to this conflict.^
Even before the disturbance of 1812, population growth in 
Princess Anne County had begun to level off. From this period through 
the first third of the twentieth century, the county remained pre- 
dcminently agricultural in nature. The advent of industrial growth, 
which precipitated a slew change in the nature of the county, was not 
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The above history of Princess Anne County, covering over a 
century of the county's existence and given in oonposite form, depicts 
an area of Virginia where resided a group of planters who based their 
lifestyles on English custan and law. These individuals became pros­
perous through ccraneroe with the outside world and amassed extensive 
holdings. Let us new see how historians have used wills, inventories, 
and other sources in the examination of material wealth and other 
aspects of American history.
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CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The background materials used in this essay provided useful 
methodological suggestions. Ihese sources can be divided into five 
categories: works of a methodological nature; books and articles 
supplying such vital information as names of persons, occupation, 
lists of slave owners, rates of measurement; sources dealing with 
numismatics; works concerned with historical explanation through the 
examination of artifacts; and books and articles dealing with local 
and Virginia history.
A useful and informative work is Alice Hanson Jones1, American 
Colonial Wealth. Documents and Methods. Jones provides a solid stati­
stical base from which generalizations dealing with wealth for the year 
1774 can be made. All data is compiled in table form making it pos­
sible for historians to arrive at their own conclusions. This work 
is monumental, covering twenty-four sample counties from the south 
to New England and including 919 estate inventories. Questions 
dealing with composition and growth of the population, the percentage 
of the populace represented by free holders, the occupations, sex, 
geographic location and mode of living of individuals, their apparel, 
the division of wealth, and many other issues are examined. The
23
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author's discussion of source types, their uses, and methods of presen­
tation helped in the present study.1
The use of probate records as the basis for historical studies 
has become widespread within the last two decades. Historians have 
found these documents to be inportant sources of data for studies 
dealing with births, marriages, deaths, and social and economic 
mobility. The distribution of wealth in the American colonies has 
received considerable attention by authors like Gloria L. Main. Hie 
first of two articles by Main concerns the inequality of wealth-holding 
in America from colonial times to the late nineteenth century. She 
examines the history and inequality of wealth distribution in Maryland 
and Massachusetts.^ Main's second article enphasizes proper use of 
probate records, the resulting colonial economic, social, and cultural 
data that can be obtained through proper useage, and the various kinds 
of documents that exist and information that each type supplies. 
Problems encountered while using this type of source material, such 
as determining money values, discovering the effect of age on wealth 
accumulation, and gauging the number and status of individuals for 
whom inventories survive, are also discussed.-*
The use of documents is also the thrust of an article by 
Harold B. Gill, Jr. and George M. Curtis III. The two authors discuss
^Alioe Hanson Jones, American Colonial Wealth. Documents and 
Methods, 3 Vols. (New York: A mo Press, 1977).
2Gloria L. Main, "Inequality in Early America: The Evidence 
from Probate Records of Massachusetts and Maryland," Journal of Inter­
disciplinary History 7 (Spring 1977):559-81.
^Gloria L. Main, "Probate Records as a Source for Early Ameri­
can History," William and Mary Quarterly 32 (January 1975):89-99.
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the original intended purposes of documents such as wills, appraise­
ments, tithe lists, deeds, private papers, and other sources. They 
conclude that this data must be fully utilized if one is to comprehend 
the social and ecanonic structure of Virginia.^
The secrets of effective research are delineated in an article 
by Richard W. Hale. Steps such as surveying the actual site of 
historical events, use of original over-printed sources, examination of 
artifacts of the period, and studying the original use of records as a 
means of determining their value in present day research are recom­
mended by the author as ways to attain the proper attitude needed in 
the writing of history. ̂
Russell R. Menard, through an examination of wealth distribu­
tion, also discusses various docunent types and their use. Problems 
associated with these records are delineated and the distribution of 
wealth in Maryland is then discussed and examined according to the 
outlined research techniques.®
James T. Lemon and Gary B. Nash tackle the problems of wealth 
and status. The authors concentrate on the social structure of a whole 
county in Pennsylvania. Through an examination of the techniques and 
conclusions of four recent studies, Lemon and Nash outline the problems
^Harold B. Gill, Jr. and George M. Curtis III, "Virginia's 
Colonial Probate Policies and the Preconditions for Economic History," 
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 87 (January 1979):68-73.
5Richard W. Hale, Jr., "Methods of Research," History News 
24 (Septenber 1969):195-202.
6Russell R. Menard, "Opportunity and Inequa 1 ity-The Distri­
bution of Wealth on the Lower Western Shore of Maryland 1638-1705," 
Maryland Historical Magazine 69 (Sumner 1974): 169-84.
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one may encounter when using quantitative data in the analysis of 
colonial society. The authors state that the evidence suggests an 
upper concentration of wealth in the social pyramid in areas acces­
sible to water transportation and catmercial centers. They conclude 
that generalizations dealing with social stratification or wealth 
distribution should be made only with extreme caution.^
Allan Kulikoff focuses on wealth and economic growth and 
delineates the growth pattern which occurred along the tobacco coast 
(Chesapeake Region) in the eighteenth century. He attributes economic 
growth in this area to a rise in credit which resulted in British 
bahker-merchants advancing loans to merchants and planters and the 
local gentry doing the same for those of lower-economic status. The 
individuals receiving loans were then able to invest in tobacco and 
grain, vhich became profitable ventures and assisted in the begin­
nings of economic growth. The author also cites the income from 
Scottish ooranerce as an important factor in this growth pattern.0
The internal workings of a small population center are the 
concern of the first work in the second group of sources— The Lower 
Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary by Edward Wilson James. The volumes 
comprising this work deal with Princess Anne County and supply infor­
mation such as the names of county slave owners, lists of vestrymen, 
tobacco commissioners, land prooessioners and members of the county
7James T. Lemon and Gary B. Nash, "The Distribution of Wealth 
in Eighteenth-Century America: A Century of Change in Chester County 
Pennsylvania, 1693-1802," Journal of Social History 2 (Fall 1968):
1-24.
8Allan Kulikoff, "The Economic Growth of the Eighteenth- 
Century Chesapeake Colonies," Journal of Economic History 39 (March 
1979):275-88.
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ocranittee of safety, notes on schools and the church, historical 
genealogies, historical articles, and other pertinent data. This set 
of volumes has been particularly helpful as background information and 
as a tool for better understanding the workings of Princess Anne 
County society.9
Two other sources of county information are The Norfolk 
Directory for 180110 and The Norfolk Directory for 1851-1852.11 These 
and other directories contain lists of merchants, notaries, and fire 
wardens, advertisements, custom house fees, rates of foreign coins for 
estimating duties, ratios of foreign coinage to federal money, units 
of European and American measurement, rules for reducing the money of 
one state to that of another, rates of pilotage, and other significant 
data. The directories proved invaluable as an aid in determining the 
ratio of the English pound Sterling to the standard United States 
dollar (dollar of 1792 and after).
Other aids used in determining the values of American and 
British money are found in the third category of sources— Coins and 
Currency. Alonzo Barton Hepburn's work on this topic carbines a 
docunentary-narrative which lists events, dates, and other data in 
chronological order with the author's conclusions; yet the reader is 
allowed to establish his cwn verdict (the reader can survey original
9Edward Wilson James, ed., The Lower Norfolk County Virginia 
Antiquary, 5 Vo Is. (Baltimore: The Friedenwald Co., Printers,
1906).
^Sinmons, conp., The Norfolk Directory For 1801 (Norfolk: 
Augustus C. Jordan, Printer, MDOCCI).
"^William S. Forrest, The Norfolk Directory For 1851-1852 
(Norfolk: 1851).
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sources included in this work). Hepburn deals with the period 1776- 
1902 and covers topics such as colonial money, establishment of the 
dollar as the standard unit in the United States, Hamilton's system 
for coinage, the gold and silver content of coins, use of foreign 
money in America, and the establishment of banks and their regulation 
through law.
Smaller in scope, yet equally interesting, is an article by 
Martha Woodroof Hiden. She begins her study with the infancy of 
Colonial America (1607) and takes it to the point of the American 
Revolution. Various media of exchange are discussed among which are 
Wanpum (Indian beads), furs, tobacco, and pounds, shillings, and pence. 
Other topics covered include the use of foreign currency in America, 
clipping of coinage, weighing of money, the origin of terms such as 
"penney" and "pound," rates of exchange from one colony to the next, 
the gold and silver weight of money, and denominations of English 
money.^ Hiden's study, though brief, is a useful guide.
The study of coinage and currency in America yielded impor­
tant data about many aspects of life during this period. A knowledge 
of monetary values proved useful in transforming local to English 
currency, and in valuing - material possessions. Possessions often 
served as indicators of economic levels. Works concerning material 
objects are found in the fourth group of sources— those which explore 
history through artifacts. Ivor Noel-Hume and his wife, Audrey, have
12Alonzo Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in 
the United States and the Perennial Contest For Sound Money (New 
York: Greenwood Press, 1968).
13Martha Woodroof Hiden, "The Money of Colonial Virginia," 
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 51 (January 1943): 36-54.
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produced a number of short pamphlets which piece together patterns of 
life in Colonial Virginia through the analysis of archaeological evi­
dence. Two such works were examined during the course of this project. 
The first of these concerns delftware, saltglaze pottery, Wedgwood 
earthenwares, creamware, pearlware, slipware, agateware, stoneware, 
Iberian storage jars, and Chinese porcelain. Noel-Hume elaborates on 
techniques involved in the production of these pieces, where they were 
made and by whom, the various areas they were exported to, and the 
numerous acts and regulations affecting their dispersal.̂  This source 
proved useful as an aid in indentifying the many items of pottery and 
porcelain listed in the records for Princess Anne County.
Audrey Noel-Hume1 s work was valuable in the same sense as her 
husband's pamphlet on pottery and procelain. Through an examination 
of archaeological evidence excavated in Virginia, she outlined the 
kinds of food and drink that comprised the diets of Colonial Virgin­
ians. She describes the most popular meats, vegetables, fruits, drinks, 
and methods of preparation and storage. Information relating to 
imported food as well as that produced in Virginia proved helpful in 
the discussion of the diets of Princess Anne County residents.
Harvey Green, in an article dealing with material culture, is 
concerned more with the methodology of archaeological explanation than 
with providing conclusions about any one area of Colonial Virginia. 
Green reviews three works concerned with historical explanation
^Ivor Noel-Hume, Pottery and Porcelain in Colonial Williams­
burg's Archaeological Collections (Williamsburg, Va.: Published by 
the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 1976).
^Audrey Noel-Hune, Food (Williamsburg, Va.: Published by the 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 1978).
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through artifacts and determines the merits of each. He supports the 
use of sources, other than written, in the study of history but calls 
for a better structural method of interpretation of these artifacts of 
the past.
The study of artifacts and material culture of Colonial 
Virginia has received a great deal of attention by historians and has 
been enthusiastically embraced by many other persons interested in the 
history of various societies. The objects people owned, the clothes 
they wore, and the food they ate were personal aspects of a life forged 
in the wilderness of a relatively untouched continent. The history of 
early Virginia, focusing on Princess Anne County, is the subject of 
the fifth group of sources— local and Virginia history.
Rogers Dey Whichard (in conjunction with Katharine Fontaine 
Syer, Marvin W. Schlegel, and Floyd McKnight) sketches the Lower Tide­
water area of the colony in terms of fauna and flora, geographic 
location, and native habitation (Indians). His description of Virginia 
encompasses the earliest settlements, the creation of shires, counties, 
and finally the establishment of towns and cities. The first two 
volumes of Whichard's three volume set deal specifically with the 
development and growth of counties such as Norfolk and Princess Anne 
and trace the various villages and towns that sprang up within the 
confines of these areas. Each village, county, town, and city is 
discussed separately and put into context with the rest of Lower Tide­
water, Virginia. Volume three deals with the personal history of the
^Harvey Green, "Exploring Material Culture," American 
Quarterly 32 (Sumner 1980):222-28.
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author's family. The value of Whichard's work lies in its outline of 
the development of early Virginia and its history of the beginnings, 
growth, and maturity of Princess Anne County.^
A study similar in nature to Whichard's, though narrower in 
scope, is How Justice Grew, Virginia Counties: An Abstract of their 
Formation. Martha Woodroof Hiden traces the development of the colony 
of Virginia fran the early seventeenth to the late nineteenth centuries, 
and discusses the creation of counties, the system of courts, and other 
subjects such as improvements in transportation and ccnnunication.
This work, like Whichard's, was useful for its treatment of early 
Virginia and Princess Anne County history. ̂
Charles B. Cross also discusses the court system in Virginia. 
Cross concentrates on the history of the judicial system in the Old 
Dominion, a chronological sketch of the creation of various court­
houses, the power of the aourt to enforce laws, treatment of prisoners, 
punishments for crime, and also the creation of the town of Norfolk and 
its role in various wars. Judges, justices, clerks and other "Cannon 
Folk" of the aourt system are discussed in great detail and their roles 
in the judicial process explicated at length. Although Cross's work 
glorifies the county court system, it contains useful information.19 
The system of courts and courthouses in Virginia has been
^Rogers Dey Whichard, The History of Lcwer Tidewater Virginia,
3 Vols. (New York: Lewis Historical Pub. Co., 1959).
18Martha Woodroof Hiden, Hew Justice Grew. Virginia Counties:
An Abstract of their Formation (Charlottesville: The University Press 
of Virginia, 1973”
19Charles B. Cross, The County Court 1637-1904, Norfolk County 
Virginia (Portsmouth, Va.: Printcraft Press, 1964).
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dealt with in a narrower sense by William H. Stewart. Stewart focuses 
an the beginnings, growth, and development of Norfolk County starting 
with the year 1637 and terminating in 1900. Background information 
concerning the discovery of Virginia, creation of shires and counties, 
local Indians, and a geographic description of the area is also pro­
vided. Some of the main topics dealt with are early settlers, their 
hemes and lifestyles, the court and diurdi systems of Virginia, sig­
nificant incidents occurring in the county, county involvement in wars 
and battles, county products, education, growth of cities, population 
expansion, praninent local figures, and the creation and development of 
industry. Though it is one of the older studies of Norfolk County 
(published in 1902), Stewart's work does provide a general outline of 
significant people, events, and county institutions.
In the same vein as Stewart's work is a volune by Benjamin Dey 
White. The authors of both of these books deal with the early settle­
ments and the development of shires and counties in Virginia; however, 
White's central focus is Princess Anne County rather than Norfolk 
County. This work typifies numerous others centered around Colonial 
Virginia. The history of the county is outlined and discussed in 
terms of prominent local citizens, churdi and court development, edu­
cation, involvement of the county in the American Revolution and War
of 1812, and items of interest such as Grace Sherwood's trial for 
21witchcraft. White's history, although rather lightweight, does
^^William Henry Stewart, History of Norfolk County, Virginia 
and Representative Citizens (Chicago: Biographical Pub. Co., 1902).
^^Benjamin Dey White, Gleanings in the History of Princess 
Anne County (n.p., 1924).
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provide general information concerning the development of Princess Anne 
County and early Virginia.
Approaching the history of Princess Anne County fran a somewhat 
different perspective is E. E. Ferebee. Although containing the com­
plete text of Benjamin Dey White's study (included to give historical 
background on the county), Ferebee's work is considerably more varied 
and detailed. He focuses on statistics and other data dealing with 
economics and Princess Anne County society, leaving academic topics 
to writers such as White. Topics receiving attention include geogra­
phic location of the county, square miles of the area, climate, pre­
cipitation, soil types, mineral wealth, native wildlife, location of 
forests, wood products, county population, rural or urban nature of 
the county, race of persons residing in the county, sex of these per­
sons, literacy, education, church membership, and creation and growth 
of settlements such as Cape Henry, Oceana, Creeds, Pungo, and Lynn- 
haven. Ferebee provides a statistical evaluation of Princess Anne,
cites needed improvements, and discusses improvements already made
22within county boundaries. This work offers vital statistics on 
Princess Anne County.
The County of Princess Anne, as depicted in the current 
literature, was a rural, historically rich, yet scmewhat backward area 
of Virginia. We know that isolation of the populace due to the lack 
of a decent system of roads and mnais resulted in the slow develop­
ment of a system of towns. This slow rate of development, in turn, 
hindered the growth of industry.
22e. e. Ferebee, An Economic and Social Survey of Princess 
Anne County (Charlottesville; University of Virginia, May 1924).
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The lethargic rate of internal growth experienced by Princess 
Anne County ensured that this section of Virginia would be a long tine 
in approaching the modem era. Although the extant literature places 
considerable emphasis on the church, courts, and the planters of the 
county and their transplanting of English lifestyles to the Old 
Dominion, little is said about individuals of modest means or the 
routines of daily living. The knowledge gained from a study of 
material culture will help to fill in the gaps left by these other 
studies. A broad perspective of the county has been supplied: we 
shall new focus on the individual holdings within the county.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Between 1691 and 1823/ Princess Anne County was primarily an 
agriculture-oriented area. Although seme of the earliest settlers 
were sons and daughters of the English gentry, most individuals fell 
into the poor to moderate income bracket. The residents of the county 
possessed a variety of property; luxuries such as gold, silver, and 
china are found along with more cannon place items such as clothes and 
kitchenware. These material possessions provide a fascinating look 
at life in the Princess Anne area, both on the county and household 
levels.
The widespread distribution of furniture, kitchen utensils, 
clothes, linen, new and scrap metals, and personal items such as ccnbs, 
brushes, and razors indicates that these items were owned by most 
people in Princess Anne County regardless of economic or social 
standing. It was, therefore, not necessary to list these coranonly 
found possessions in chronological order or in table form as were 
other items. The chronological tables illustrated the frequency of 
occurrence of other possessions, money, and tobacco which serve as 
indicators of economic and social levels. These tables help to 
facilitate the organization of data dealing with economic and social 
trends.
35
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Although cairaonly found possessions are not listed in the 
chronological tables, they are still a valuable source of information 
concerning the population of Princess Anne County. The vast number of 
kitchen utensils listed in the entries suggests that kitchens of the 
period were well equipped to provide a variety of services. Kitchens 
of sudi diversity were apparently canton to wealthy and poor alike for 
as one author has noted, "Even in fairly small eighteenth-century 
households, the kitchens contained a variety of cooking equipment."l 
This statement is accurate for Princess Anne County households of the 
late seventeenth through the early nineteenth centuries. The many 
kitchen utensils would be too numerous to list in their entirety; 
however, some of the most cannon were pots, pans, plates, dutch ovens, 
kettles, mortars, pestles, trenchers, coffee and tea pots, pot racks, 
iron spits, chafing dishes, and porringers.
Furniture, though varying extensively in quality, was found 
throughout the entries of all economic groups. Ccrrmonly found pieces 
include chairs, desks, couches, beds, tables, bed bolsters, chests of 
drawers, trunks, cupboards, boxes, cradles, stooles, cabinets, baskets, 
book cases, chests, and benches. Clothing of a variety of materials 
and qualities is also listed in the entries and includes shirts, pants, 
stockings, socks, shoes, hats, coats, vests, doublets, cloaks, boots, 
wigs, belts, and other articles. Linen and personal items caimonly 
listed include table coverings, blankets, sheets, carpets, curtains, 
napkins, a valance, pillows, towels, oonbs, brushes, razors, and straps. 
The new and scrap metal evident throughout most of the 117 entries is
^Audrey Noel-Hume, Food (Williamsburg, Va.: Published by the 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 1978), p. 51.
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oonprised largely of iron and pewter; however, silver, steel, tin, 
brass and copper are also present in various quantities.
Tvro other frequently listed possessions were looking glasses 
and scales and weights. The former items, though actually considered 
furniture, are discussed here separately because of their glass con­
tent. They are found consistently in the entries through 1816 but 
cease to be listed after this date. Individuals of all economic groups 
apparently owned mirrors of some type; however, variance probably 
occurred in quality of materials, workmanship, and quantity of 
"glasses" owned per individual. Mirrors are designated as either 
"looking glasses" or "olive frame looking glasses." The listing of 
only three olive frame glasses in the entries may indicate that these 
were of a higher and more e^ensive quality. The abundance of looking 
glasses present in the majority of households studied suggests that 
wood and glass may have been easily procured. It is possible that 
these items were made in Virginia rather than imported.
Also ooraton to Princess Anne County households were scales and 
weights. The distribution of these measuring apparati remains rela­
tively constant until the early 1770s; however, no items of this type 
are listed in the records after 1778. It is not known whether area 
residents stepped using these devices after this date or simply 
neglected to report them in the documents. Measuring devices are 
designated in the entries as "scales and weights," "money scales," or
Êhe export of looking glasses from the James River upper 
district to London, England as indicated by the Virginia Gazette, 
suggests that these items were indeed made in Virginia. Purdie and 
Dixon's Virginia Gazette , 25 Juily 1766 advertises looking glasses 
for sale in Norfolk, Virginia thus confirming that they were sold 
locally and in close proximity to Princess Anne County residents.
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are sere times listed in partial form ("scales without weights").
Except where the term "money" is enplcyed, use of the scales is not 
indicated. Money was weighed in Colonial Virginia to compensate for 
the clipping and debasement of coinage that frequently occurred.
Coinage was also measured to determine more accurately its silver 
content.4 Only two pair of money scales are listed from 1778 to 1823, 
these being in an entry for the former year (entry #75— refer to Deed 
Bock , 15, Page 62). With the exception of the periods 1691-1700 and 
1720-40, the quantity of scales and weights listed per decade until 
after 1778 remains high. It is logical to conceive of spices, 
jewelry, and an assortment of other itans, in addition to money, as 
being the subjects of weight measurement. The many possible uses of 
the scale may explain the reason for the widespread possession of 
these devices by county residents.^
The high frequency of clothes and linen found throughout the 
entries of all economic groups and the origin of these items also 
needs examination. The wealthy could, no doubt, afford to buy clothes 
and linen locally or have them imported; however, this may have been 
impossible for most individuals. The prevalence of weaving equipment 
throughout the period under examination suggests that the poor as well 
as middle and upper econanic groups probably made many of these items
^Martha Woodroof Hiden, "The Money of Colonial Virginia," 
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 51 (January 1943) :49.
4Arthur Nussbaum, A History of the Dollar (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1957), p. 12.
^Dixon and Hunter, Dixon and Nicolson's Virginia Gazette, 19 
February 1780, p. 3, col. 2, shows that scales were used to weigh 
tobacco. Purdie and Dixon's Virginia Gazette, 29 October 1772, p. 2, 
col. 2, shews their usage to be for weighing people.
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themselves. The colonial government of Virginia contributed to this 
trend by encouraging the making of linen cloth. Rewards of two to four 
pounds were offered for various quantities and qualities of cloth 
produced.** Various types of textile equipment listed in the entries 
such as spinning wheels, linen wheels, wooling wheels, weaver's loans 
and geer, foot wheels, collen wheels, and hand wheels supported the 
extensive range of home production that apparently took place. This 
equipment was prevalent in all decades and appears to have been a 
necessary everyday item much like a stove and refrigerator are to us 
today. Although ready made and imported cloth and clothing was not 
unknown in Virginia, according to the evidence presented in this study, 
few people in Princess Anne County could afford such a luxury.7 Yet, 
William Clowes (entry #4) stockpiled large quantities of these items 
and apparently made them available to the public at a price. However, 
judging from the frequency of weaving equipment listed, it appears 
that most households, rather than being patrons of local merchants, 
spun their cxm thread, wove their own cloth, and probably made much of 
their oun clothing.
The abundance of spinning and weaving equipment found in the 
entries is in sharp contrast to the meager amount of raw or finished
6William Waller Hening, The Statutes at Large; Being A Col­
lection of All the Laws of Virginia, from the First Session of the 
Legislature, in the year 1619, 13 Vols. (Charlottesville: Published 
for the Jamestown Foundation of the Commonwealth of Virginia by the 
University Press of Virginia, 1969), 4:293.
7Virginia Gazette, 24 August 1739, p. 3, col. I, advertises for 
sale clothes imported to York, Virginia from Madeira. Purdie's 
Virginia Gazette, 16 October 1778, p. 3, col. 1, advertises cloth for 
sale at Kenp's Landing.
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cloth that is listed. This lack of substantial cloth listings indicates 
that material was more often made into clothes than left in raw form. 
From the last decade of the seventeenth century through the first 
decade of the eighteenth century few entries list any cloth; with the 
exception of the entry of William Clowes, cloth is listed only in 
extremely small quantities. Entries #4, #10, #12, #41, and #61 
respectively, from the periods 1699, 1700, 1701, 1745, and 1758, are 
the only ones containing cloth listings. The entry of William Clowes 
contains huge quantities of various kinds of cloth and other items 
such as buttons, hats, thread, and hankerchiefs. This suggests that 
Clowes was likely a merchant who dealt in cloth, clothes, and associ­
ated items on a huge scale. The remaining entries contain small 
amounts of cotton, linen, scotch, cerzy, ozem, and cloth trimmings 
which indicate a personal rather than business usage. The individuals 
listing this material are of the low-economic group (except for entry 
#61 which is of the middle-economic group) and probably used the cloth 
for clothes, curtains, and other everyday necessities.
The large quantity of animal skins and leather dispersed 
throughout the entries may shed light upon the cloth problem. The use 
of animal hides as an alternate source of cloth and clothing could 
account for the small amount of cloth found in the records. The dis­
tribution of hides among the entries is fairly even through 1778 and 
includes beaver, deer, otter, sheep, cow and calf hides, and leather 
in raw, tanned, and dressed forms. From 1779 to 1823, there is only 
one listing of this type (entry #82— refer to Audit Book 1, Page 13).
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oThe explanation for this phenomenon remains a mystery. Leather and 
animal hides probably provided the material for furniture as well as 
clothing and were important objects of colonial trade. It is certain 
that dressed skins had become an important article of commerce in
QVirginia for exportation to various countries by the 1760s. The 
inclusion of animal skins and leather in entries of all economic groups 
suggests a household familiarity and day-to-day use of these items by 
most individuals in the county.
The presence of large quantities of animal hides in the entries 
supports the theory that Princess Anne County possessed a substantial 
livestock population. This is borne out by the many listings of ani­
mals also found in the entries. Of the various types of livestock 
domesticated in the county, the most common appear to have been cattle 
(ccws, steer, heifers, calves and bulls), horses (mares, yearlings, 
colts, foals), pigs (hogs, sows, boars, and shoats), and sheep (ewes, 
rams, and lanbs). Also found were fowl (turkeys, geese, poultry, 
dunghill fcwls— entries #50 and #102) and oxen. Animals were raised 
as a food source and means of power and transportation as well as for 
their hides. The importance of livestock in Colonial Virginia is 
attested to by a number of acts passed in the 1750s and 1760s for pre­
serving horses, sheep, and cattle.-1-0 The abundance of beef, pork, and
^Livestock was prevalent throughout the period under study; 
therefore, it is unlikely that a shortage of animals led to the 
scarcity of skins and leather. It is possible that a change in record 
keeping took place, however, this is unsubstantiated at this point.
The non-existence of skins and leather in the entries after 1778 must 
be, for now, left unsolved.
9Hening, 8:142.
10Ibid., 6:295; 8:245; and 6:488.
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other meats listed in the Princess Anne County records attests to the 
significance of livestock as a source of food. Various carts and car­
riages also listed in the entries suggest transportation. Horses, 
utilized to power a variety of these wheeled vehicles, were also rid­
den and served as energy to pull the plow. In other parts of the 
colony, they were used to pull stage coaches from one town to another.11 
Oxen and cows served many of these same purposes and sheep, in addition 
to supplying food, provided wool for thread and clothing. All economic 
groups in Princess Anne County possessed livestock; the number of ani­
mals owned, in conjunction with the possession of other itsns, can be 
seen as a partial determinent of individual wealth levels.
The widespread ownership of livestock is further supported by 
the general distribution of numerous saddles, bridles, housings, and 
other associated items. Although this equipment was normally listed 
in general terms, listings of a more specific nature are also evident. 
Included among equipment of this type are hunting saddles, saddle 
trees, side saddles, curb bridles, bridle bitts, trooping saddles, 
riding chairs, and riding saddles. The latter items are listed for 
both men and women in specific terms such as "women's riding saddle" 
or "men's riding saddle." This and other equipment associated with 
riding is found to be quite cornnon throughout the period under exami­
nation. The numerous saddle types listed such as the side, riding, 
trooping, and hunting saddle suggest that horses were ridden for sport 
as well as utilized for work. Horse racing is known to have taken
21Ibid., 10:395.
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place on Thoroughgood land in the county.^ The main participants in 
sport-oriented activities involving the horse, judging by the ownership 
of hunting saddles, appear to have been individuals of the medium to 
upper-economic groups. Riding chairs were possessed exclusively by 
members of these groups; curiously, the side saddle was found only in 
entries of lew to medium-bracket individuals. The possession of horse- 
related equipment by menbers of all economic groups is further evidence 
of the importance of horses to residents of Princess Anne County.
Although the horse and other animals were inportant as sources 
of power and transportation, many types of livestock also provided food 
for the tables of Virginians. Residents of Princess Anne County dined 
on a variety of meats and vegetables and quenched their thirsts with 
both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. Favorite dishes were en­
hanced by the addition of spices, many of which, according to entries 
in the Virginia Gazette, could be obtained in Norfolk or in other 
nearly entreports.^ Meats enjoyed by residents of the county included 
pork, beef, poultry or fowl, and fish. These were prepared in a 
variety of ways among which included drying, salting, smoking, and 
pickling. The most popular meat in Virginia according to one author 
was b e e f . T h e  prevalence of domestic oxen and oows, both considered
^eter C. Stewart, "History of Princess Anne County and the 
Sea,” speech given at the Sheraton Inn on 14 January 1983 for the 
Virginia Beach, Virginia, Maritime Historical Museum, pp. 8-9.
13Virginia Gazette, 9 January 1746, p. 4, indicates that cin­
namon was inported to the James River, upper district, from Antiqua, 
West Indies. Virginia Gazette, 28 March 1745, p. 4, col. 1, shows 
that gar lick was imported to Hampton, Virginia from Barbados, West 
Indies. Rind's Virginia Gazette, 11 August 1768, p. 2, col. 4, illu­
strates that ginger was inported to the James River, lower district 
in Virginia from Jamaica, West Indies.
14Audrey Noel-Hume, p. 12.
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beef animals, in the entries for Princess Anne County indicates that 
beef was also relished by residents of the county. Although much of 
the livestock eaten by people of the county was raised in Virginia, a 
great deal was also inported from England. Superior methods of 
breeding and raising animals practiced by the British resulted in a 
higher grade of meat than was available in the American colonies.
Also very popular on Virginia menus were hogs, from which 
products such as bacon and ham were obtained. In Tidewater, Virginia 
the abundance of pig bones discovered in eighteenth-century trash 
deposits strongly suggests that pork, as well as beef, was popular with 
all segments of colonial society.!® Many entries list "bacon" which 
we today take to mean the back and sides of a pig and "ham" which we 
term the legs and thighs. NO such distinction was made in Colonial 
Virginia: bacon included the back, sides, legs, and thighs of the 
pig. Chickens were also popular in Virginia. Although no listings 
of "chicken" appear in the Princess Anne County entries, "poultry" 
and "dunghill fowl" both terms referring to this breed of bird, are 
listed. 1® If Princess Anne County residents were typically Virginian 
in their eating habits they likely relished chicken dinners. According 
to Audrey Noel-Hume the chicken finished a close third behind beef and 
pork in colonial gastronomic favor.Turkey and geese were probably
■̂ Ibid., pp.. 13-14.
^Ibid., P* 16.
17Ibid., P- H 00 •
18Ibid., pp.. 22-23.
18Ibid., P- 22.
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also enjoyed by county residents, though like the chicken, they are not 
prevalent in the entries. Other meat, most likely served to a lesser 
degree, included beaver, otter, squirrel, deer, and rabbit (beaver, deer, 
and otter are found in Princess Anne County entries). Goats are also 
evident in the entries for the county but they probably supplied people 
with milk rather than meat.20 The only fish listed are designated 
"dryed fish" and were probably sturgeon, shad, cod, catfish, or other 
types (sea trout for example) prevalent in Virginia waters.2^
In addition to fish and neats, Princess Anne County residents 
also enjoyed vegetables such as peas, com, potatoes, and beans.
Vinegar, starch, yeast, and spices such as salt were all employed in 
the culinary process. Sugar and molasses, both evident in the entries, 
were surely used in the distillation of run, a favorite drink both in 
the county and in Virginia in general. Rum, wine, and brandy were all 
popular alcoholic refreshments and are listed for sale in Princess Anne 
Cbunty advertisements of the 1770s.22 Wine, often imported fran 
Madeira and other foreign areas, was also apparently produced to some 
degree in Colonial Virginia.2  ̂ The popularity of beer with county 
residents is attested to by its presence in the entries for Princess
20Ibid., pp. 20-21.
^Tbid., pp. 26-29.
22Purdie's Virginia Gazette, 16 October 1778, p. 3, col. 1, 
lists brandy for sale at Kemp's Landing. Dixon and Hunter, Dixon and 
Nicolson's Virginia Gazette, 19 December 1777, p. 2, col. 2, advertises 
wine in Princess Anne County. Dixon and Hunter, Dixon and Nicolson's 
Virginia Gazette, 13 December 1776, p. 3, col. 1, advertises rum for 
sale in Princess Anne County at Kemp's Landing. Run is known to have 
been produced at a distillery in Norfolk, Virginia.
22Hening, 6:235 and 8:364-66.
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Anne County and by advertisements in the Virginia Gazette which list 
it for sale.24 The fact that beer could be easily produced from com 
and other readily attainable crops may have also contributed to its 
popularity.Non-alcoholic refreshments enjoyed in Virginia included 
cider (could be both alcoholic and non-alcoholic), coffee, and tea. 
Although cider is the only one of these three drinks to be listed in 
the entries, the latter two were undoubtedly indulged in as they are 
advertised for sale in Virginia Gazette ads for the county.2® Coffee, 
which originated in Ethiopia and was exported to the near east in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, was introduced in England by 1640, 
and was brought to the American colonies soon after this.2  ̂ It became 
a popular drink in the eighteenth century and was inported to Virginia 
from Antiqua, Jamaica, and other areas in the West Indies.2® The popu­
larity of tea in Virginia is attested to by the frequent repairs of tea 
kettles during the latter portion of the eighteenth century. Though 
tea was enjoyed in the Orient for centuries, it was only first intro­
duced in Europe in the 1600s. Originally thought to hold medicinal
^Purdie and Dixon's Virginia Gazette, 12 May 1774, p. 4, 
col. 3, lists beer for sale.
25Purdie's Virginia Gazette, 17 February 1775, supplement, 
p. 2, col. 1, gives a recipe for making beer from com.
26Purdie's Virginia Gazette, 16 October 1778, p. 3, col. 1, 
lists tea for sale in Princess Anne County. Purdie's Virginia Gazette, 
23 May 1777, p. 3, col. 1, lists coffee for sale in Princess Anne 
County. The inclusion of numerous tea and coffee pots in the entries 
is further evidence of the popularity of these beverages with county 
residents.
27Audrey Noel-Hume, p. 60.
28Rind's Virginia Gazette, 11 February 1768, p. 3, col. 1, 
advertises coffee imported to the James River, lower district,
Virginia from Antiqua West Indies.
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qualities, it later becane a popular breakfast and social drink.^
The rather expensive price ccrmanded by fine tea m y  explain why none 
of it is evident in the entries for Princess Anne County.3°
Another oonsunable, which like tea is not directly listed in 
the entries but was still apparent in the county, is honey. Although 
"honey" per se is not evident in the records, nunerous entries do make 
reference to bees and bees wax. This indicates that county residents 
most likely did enjoy this sweet delicacy. Between 1699 and 1778, 
fourteen entries contain references to bees and two mention quantities 
of wax. Only two listings of bees are recorded ffcxn 1779 through 1823 
(entries #92 and #102). During the first forty years of the eighteenth 
century, bees and wax are listed in only one decade (1710-1720); the 
largest nunber of listings occurs between 1740 and 1778. The entries 
listing bees describe them in terms such as "swarms," "flocks,"
"hives,” or "stocks." The use of honey in cooking and as a jam-like 
substance was probably the most prevalent mode of its utilization. The 
wax of the bee may have been employed in the candle-making process.
The frequency of bee listings suggests that households were most likely 
not self-sufficient when it came to the production of honey. Bee 
keepers probably provided numerous families with both honey and wax.
In any case, between 1691 and 1813, honey and wax were undoubtedly 
quite available to the residents of Princess Anne County.
The individuals owning the largest quantity of food, drink,
29Audrey Noel-Hume, p. 58.
30Though not listed in the entries per se, tea was evidently 
enjoyed by Princess Anne County residents as numerous tea pots are 
found in the listings for the county.
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spices, and other consumables per entry, as indicated by the probate 
records, tend to be of the middle to upper-economic group. However, some 
lcwer-eoonanic entries do contain substantial food listings. Generally, 
those records of middle and upper-economic group individuals also list 
silver, slaves, and fine furniture. Entries such as those for Captain 
Tully Symth (entry #27) and Patrick Brooks (entry #49) are typical of 
this group.
The dietary patterns of Princess Anne County residents have 
been illustrated through the quantity of livestock owned and the types 
of food and beverages consumed. The agricultural bent of the county 
is evidenced by the presence of garden and farming equipment in almost 
all of the 117 entries. The distribution of farm equipment over the 
period concerned testifies to the agricultural involvement of all 
economic groups in the county. Large land owners as well as small 
farmers normally owned a variety of tools associated with working the 
land. Farm equipment ccnmonly found in the entries includes spades, 
shovels, hoes, rakes, axes, hatchets, hackles, stillyards, harrows, 
shears, plcws, various types of chains, adzes, muzzels, land tillers, 
staples, and plow harnesses. This equipment was most likely utilized 
in clearing land, plowing the soil, and planting crops. Sane entries, 
for example those listing shears, hoes and other garden related items, 
may belong to small farmers or indicate individuals whose main means 
of support was something other than farming. The listing of tools in 
these entries is normally smaller in quantity and the items delineated 
are usually indicative of small-time cultivation of land. These people 
may have had small gardens from which they supplied themselves with 
food. Although people participated in fanning to different degrees,
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most were at least involved in a minimal sense. Whether full-time or 
part-time farmer, the majority of residents of Princess Anne County, in 
one way or another, were active in agriculture.
The variety of tools listed in the records, other than farm- 
oriented types, indicates that residents of the Princess Anne County 
area also practiced an assortment of crafts or trades. Generally, 
craft-related tools were owned by members of all economic classes, the 
types varying according to the trade or crafts practiced. Tools listed 
in Princess Anne County records include knives, saws, wedges, carpenter's 
tools, hammers, pinchers and nippers, mounters, nosing sticks, punchers, 
awls, awl blades, tacks, sheep shears, nailes, smoothing irons, shoe­
maker's tools, punches, rippers, whetstones, pairs of fetters, pairs of 
hylards, files, hand irons, hones, frcws, grind stones, augers, brass 
cocks, jcyner's tools, caulking irons, turner's tools, chisels, cooper's 
ware, masking irons, houndhiss tools, lecpes tules, pettyaugers, black­
smith's vice and bellows, tongs, massels, blocks, gouges, mallets, 
lathes, tailor's tooles, and blacksmith's tools. The assortment of 
tools indicates that the county contained blacksmiths, tailors, shoe­
makers, carpenters, coopers, and cabinet or furniture makers. The fact 
that the owners of these instruments usually possessed farm equipment 
suggests that trades were not specialized; rather, individuals learned 
several skills as a means of becoming somewhat self-sufficient. In a 
county the size of Princess Anne with a diverse and often isolated 
population, competency in a number of trades would seem to be a 
necessity. This is not to say that trade and craft specialization did 
not occur; rather, that it did so less frequently as a result of the 
geographic and demographic conditions existing in Princess Anne County.
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The tendency to self-sufficiency exhibited by residents of 
Princess Anne County may perhaps be further supported by the peoples' 
extensive ownership of weapons and their accessories. The ownership of 
weapons by the sanple group transcends all economic boundaries and 
includes all decades between 1691 and 1823. The most ocranonly listed 
weapons and accessories are pistols, swords, guns, powder horns, gun- 
flints, gunpowder, holsters, belts for swords, broken and fixed guns, 
gun barrels and locks, bullets, guncodcs, shot bags, bullet molds, 
hand guns, gun wells, and bayonets. The entry listing "broken and 
fixed guns" suggests that, though owned by most people, firearms were 
not inexpensive and therefore were worth repairing. Although usually 
designated as simply "guns" or "swords," unusual items such as a 
breastplate, brass blunderbuss, housing and holster capps, an old 
musket, a catuch box, powder and ball, and a rusty old firelock are 
also found in the entries.
Contrary to what one might expect, there does not appear to be 
any increase in ownership of weapons by Princess Anne County residents 
during the Revolutionary period. This may be due to the stifling 
presence of British troops in the county; firearms were certainly 
plentiful and easily obtained throughout Virginia. Though no increase 
in weapons' ownership occurred in the 1770s or 1780s guns, swords, and 
accessories were present in most households in the county. Aside from 
their use as a protective measure, weapons were probably also used in 
hunting for sport and food. The presence of bullet molds in entries 
#21 and #92 (refer to Deed Book 3, Page 151 and Audit Book 2, Page 92) 
suggests home production of these projectiles; however, the scarcity of 
these molds in other entries indicates that bullets may have also been
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produced and sold on a ooim ercial basis. Only five entries list powder, 
and of these, only one does so in large quantity (entry #4— William 
Clowes, the merchant, lists twenty-five pounds of gunpowder). Of the 
total 117 entries, only seven list powder, ball, bullets, or aranunition 
of any type. This seems unusual when contrasted with the large nunber 
of guns listed in the entries (135 guns in total). Guns were undoubtedly 
the most popular weapon in the county as their nutfoers are more than 
three times that of swords, bayonets, or any other type of defense.
The ready availability of weapons and aranunition to Princess Anne 
County residents is supported by various advertisements for these items 
in the Virginia Gazette of the 1760s, 1770s, and 1780s.^
The view of Princess Anne County which emerges is that of an 
area self-sufficient in many ways. Because of its close proximity to 
the sea, one might suppose that the ocean played an important role in 
county economic life. This, apparently, was not the case. The wills, 
inventories, and other records list few nautical-related items and 
suggests that sea-related activities within Princess Anne County were 
minimal at best. Nautical items listed in the entries, for the most 
part, are concentrated in the first two decades of the eighteenth cen­
tury. After 1724 there are few listings of items of this type. The 
types of items listed during the first thirty years of the eighteenth 
century include small boats, fish giggs, sails, ropes, canvass, rigging, 
blocks, and an anchor and oars. The only other items listed are canoes,
3^Purdie' s Virginia Gazette, 27 October 1775, p. 2, col. 2, 
states that guns were extremely plentiful in Virginia during this 
period. Purdie's Virginia Gazette, 16 October 1778, p. 3, col. 1, 
advertises firearms for sale at Kenp's Landing. Purdie's Virginia 
Gazette, 19 June 1778, p. 3, col. 1, advertises gunpowder in Princess 
Anne County. Purdie's Virginia Gazette, 25 July 1766, p. 2, col. 3, 
advertises cutlasses in Norfolk, Virginia.
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rope, a boat hook, seine nets, fishing lines, a drunline and hook, a 
sea chest, fish hooks, and fish giggs. The most plausible explanation 
for this lade of nautical equipment is that during the 132-year period 
under examination Princess Anne County was, as other evidence indicates, 
primarily an agrarian society. Most people were farmers and had little 
to do with sea-related activities. Hie lack of a decent systan of 
canals may also have contributed to the small emphasis placed on nau­
tical activities and goods. The fact that only eighteen of 117 entries 
contain items relating to nautical activities strongly indicates that 
Princess Anne County's contact with the sea was negligible. Of the 
eighteen entries listing nautical items, three are those of sea cap­
tains and contain the bulk of the items listed (entries #19, #22, and 
#27). The remaining entries are of individuals having no real con­
nection with the sea. Small boats and fishing equipment are listed 
and were probably used on a non-professional basis.
Scattered through the entries are various quantities of lumber 
and other wood some of which seem to have been used for nautical pur­
poses. The distribution of this wood is minimal until the 1740s and 
the phraseology employed to describe it is vague. Most entries prior 
to this period typically list a "parcel of wood" as their only lurrber 
statement. Quantity and type of wood are rarely made more explicit in 
the records of this fifty-odd year span. The decade exhibiting the 
greatest abundance of wood for the period is the 1750s; plank, lumber, 
poplar plank, board, and walnut are all cited in large quantities.
This may be indicative of the lucrative trade in lumber that Virginia 
was involved in with the west Indies and Madeira.^ The 1760s exhibit
32Hening, 6:233.
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entries listing a similar, yet sanewhat smaller, selection of wood 
-types which include pine planks, board, and limber. The remaining fifty- 
three-year period (1770-1823) contains only one entry listing wood 
(entry #106— lists cypress slabs (refer to Audit Book 6, Page 384)). 
Between 1691 and 1740 most entries appear to be those of small farmers 
(except for entries #18, #19, #21, and #22). The low to mediun- 
econonic groups predominate in the 1750s and the median to high groups 
in the 1760s. Indications as to the use of wood, other than its worth 
as object of export, are not given. However, it is logical to con­
ceive of it being employed in repair work and the building of new 
structures.
The agricultural orientation of Princess Anne County might 
lead one to ejqpect that most records would contain references to huge 
tracts of land and great manor houses. This, however, is not the case. 
The majority of entries used in this study contain no listings of 
houses and few make reference to any specific acreage. Although 
property is sometimes delineated in acres, it is more often merely 
described by the terms "plantation" or "land." A county quit rent 
roll for the year 1704 lists 98,728 in total acreage and an average
•33acreage per person of 459.2. Unfortunately, similar documents are 
not available for the remainder of the period under examination. It 
is not possible, therefore, to accurately determine the total acreage 
listed for the sample, an average acreage per individual, or the true 
number of dwelling houses due to this vague terminology and lade of 
souroe material. The highest concentration of entries listing houses
3 Virginia Quit Rent Rolls 1704, Princess Anne County,"
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 30 (July 1922): 280-85.
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or land occurs between 1780 and 1823, and the periods of least concen­
trations (no houses or land listed) in 1701-1732 and 1740-1749. No 
more than two entries each listing these items are found in the periods 
1691-1700, 1750-1759, 1760-1769 and only four entries containing houses 
or land are found in the 1770s. Most land is usually listed in wills 
rather than inventories or appraisements. The latter two documents 
deal more with material possessions other than land or houses. Only 
entries #63 and #79 contain any specific reference to dwelling houses 
(refer to Deed Book 8, Page 461 and Will Book 1, Page 2). The terms 
"farm" and "plantation" probably denote both houses and land and 
account for the lade of individual listings of these possessions. Of 
the entries listing specific amounts of land, the total acreage is 
1,381, the average acreage per individual is 92.1 with the smallest 
tract being ten acres (entry #90), and the largest 227 acres (entry 
#11). This information tends to indicate that land in Princess Anne 
County was allotted in small to moderate parcels. Although sizeable 
plots may have been owned by some individuals, tracts of this type 
were not listed in the records employed in this study.
Much of the productive acreage in Colonial Virginia was set 
aside for the cultivation of tobacco. Tobacco and amounts of cash 
recorded in the documents are irrportant factors in the determination 
of individual economic worth. The monetary unit of exchange for the 
period under examination varied among tobacco, the pound, and the 
dollar. During most of the eighteenth century tobacco and the English 
pound were the accepted forms of money. Tobacco in the Princess Anne 
County records is listed in three forms: total tobacco worth of pos­
sessions, tobacco paid to the estate of the deceased in pounds or
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hogsheads, and tobacco listed in small parcels. Sane portion of the 
tobacco listed may have been utilized in making snuff, a much produced 
item in Colonial Virginia.̂ 4 The ten-legible entries making reference 
to tobacco list a total of approximately 7,700 pounds of the raw weed, 
£25,454 (English pounds) worth in possessions, and £3 to £4 worth in 
parcel form. The limited nunber of entries that list tobacco suggests 
that it was not the overall standard monetary unit in Princess Anne 
County. The colonial government often allowed pertain levies and fees 
to be paid in money rather than tobacco if the persons concerned were 
not involved in tobacco production or if the year had yielded a par­
ticularly bad or small crop of the much coveted w e e d .35 This indicates 
that the English Pound, or its equivalent in Virginia Pounds, appare- 
ently held the top monetary position (in tobacco poor counties). The 
dollar did not beccme the legal monetary unit until the last decade of 
the eighteenth century and is found only in entries between 1811 and 
1823. The eleven entries containing dollars collectively list $2,429. 
The absence of any listings of cash in dollar form between 1791 and 
1812 may be indicative of low-econanic levels or a lack of use of the 
dollar as currency.
The English Pound (or its Virginia equivalent), judging by 
frequency of use, was definitely the standard monetary unit in the 
county and is listed in seventy-two of the 117 entries (only through 
1805). The dollars listed in the eleven entries from 1811 to 1823 have 
been converted to pounds sterling to reach a total pound count for the
34Hening, 12:298.
35Ibid., 5:168 and 6:568.
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county. Of all 117 entries 70.9 percent list cash (pounds or dollars 
converted to pounds), the largest amount being £4,953 pounds (entry 
#100, refer to Deed Book 27, Page 198) and the smallest amount being 
$2.00 or approximately 8 shillings (entry #112, Will Book 3, Page 371). 
The total amount of pounds listed is approximately £16,058.53 and the 
average amount per entry is approximately £193.5. Often times the 
writer of a will would indicate his desire to sell his property and to 
distribute the proceeds among family members. In this way, although a 
definite amount of money was bequeathed, the true amount was undeter­
minable. The pounds, shillings, and pence average per entry, therefore, 
is ccnposed of the cash and cash worth of possessions in each house­
hold and does not include money listed in the aforementioned manner.
As based on the three economic groups of this study, forty- 
three entries or approximately 36.7 percent of the individuals surveyed 
were of the Icwer-econanic level. Another thirty-two entries or 27.4 
percent of the total 117 entries listed were of the middle-economic 
group and eight entries or 6.8 percent were of the upper-economic 
group. Thirty-four of the 117 entries (29.1 percent of the total 117 
entries) are either unreadable or do not list pounds, s h i l l i n g s ,  pence, 
or dollars. The evidence clearly shows that the lower and middle- 
economic groups predominated in the county; the upper-economic level 
was represented by very few individuals.
Although separated to some degree by economic barriers, resi­
dents of Princess Anne County for the most part shared agriculture as 
a ccnrnon occupation. Individuals involved in a variety of professions 
were present in the county but the majority of persons whose occupa­
tions could be reasonably determined were farmers of some sort. These
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individuals have been divided into three groups according to the type 
and amount of equipment owned, land possessed if stated, and the 
quantity of livestock owned. The small fanner is represented by fifty- 
eight entries or 49.6 percent of the sample group. The farmer- 
craftsman is evident in five entries or 4.3 percent of this group and 
the large farmer (farner-landowner) is represented by sixteen entries 
or 13.7 percent of the total 117 entries. Together these groups com­
prise a majority (67.6 percent) of the total entries listed. This 
percentage would undoubtedly be higher if some of the twenty undeter­
minable occupations could be clarified. In ary case, roughly three- 
quarters of the individuals surveyed in this study were involved in 
agriculture. The residue were in business, medicine, nautical pursuits, 
trades, or were women (small estate owners or small fanners). Less 
than 1 percent (.85 percent) of this group were businessmen or merchants 
(one entry) and only 2.6 percent of the sample were doctors (three 
entries). Sea captains appear in five entries and represent 4.3 per­
cent of the total listings and specialized trades or craftsmen repre­
sent .85 percent of the saitple (one entry). women are represented by 
eic£it entries or 6.8 percent of the 117 wills, inventories, appraise­
ments, and other records. The remaining 17.1 percent (twenty entries) 
of the sample did not list a sufficient number or variety of posses­
sions to determine their occupations. The fact that most individuals 
were involved in agriculture and that even those of other occupational 
groups usually possessed livestock suggests that a majority of the 
survey group were rural rather than urban dwellers. The 6.8 percent 
of the sanple represented by entries of women is certainly not indi­
cative of the true men to women ratio. This low percentage may be due
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to the fact that only single or widowed wcmen left inventories. Mar­
ried wcmen whose husbands survived them did not have inventories made.36
The overwhelmingly rural, agricultural nature of Princess Anne 
Oounty was undoubtedly instrunental in creating a demand for labor.
The land;development depended on a ready supply of workers. It ccmes 
as no surprise, therefore, to find ownership of slaves a valuable 
determinant of the middle- to upper-economic groups (the groups owning 
the largest amounts of and most successfully cultivated tracts of 
land). The term "slave" is rarely used in the entries, however, when 
the terms negro or negro servants are employed, it is fairly safe to 
assume that these individuals were in a state of bondage. Only forty- 
one entries or approximately 35 percent of all those noted list any 
slaves, servants, or Mulattoes. The presence of only one Mulatto 
(entry #24) and four servants (entries #4 and #8) indicates that the 
vast majority of people in bondage were Negroes. The total number 
of Negroes listed cane to 234 and brings the final count, when com­
bined with servants and Mulattoes, to 239. The average number of 
slaves, servants, or Mulattoes per entry works out to be 5.8 percent 
and the largest number of slaves owned by any individual ccmes to 
twenty-six (entries #68 and #71— both are upper-economic groups). This 
information suggests that the majority of the people examined did not 
own slaves and the ones that did, on the whole, owned few of than. 
Negroes of all ages and genders are found in the entries and occupied 
positions as both servants and slaves. The most concentrated period 
of Negro ownership occurred between 1750 and 1769 and the periods of 
least concentration took place from 1720 to 1729 and 1740 to 1749 (no 
Negroes listed). Other than the nineteen-year period between 1750
36 .Alice Hanson Jones, American Colonial Wealth. Documents and 
Methods, 3 Vols. (New York: Amo Press, 1977), 1:6.
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and 1769, entries listing Negroes are rather sparse in distribution 
(few per decade). No Negroes are listed after 1805. Since servants 
and slaves were a staple of the large-landed estates of Virginia, their 
ownership by approximately one-third of the sample group suggests that 
few wealthy land owners were present in the county. Although matters 
of the upper-economic group did retain substantial holdings of slaves, 
even the nest affluent of this group cannot be considered truly wealthy.
Individuals of the upper-econanic group, though owning the 
largest number of slaves, did not retain exclusive control over gold or 
silver items. The small percentage of the persons possessing gold and 
silver (18 entries— 15.4 percent of the total entries) is oenprised of 
members from all three economic groups. The gold and silver items 
listed in county records tend to be utilitarian, sometimes ornamental, 
but rarely extravagant in nature. Silver items listed include buttons, 
a dram cup, silver furnished saddles, a salt-seller-partly silver, a 
silver head cane, a can, a cup, a snuff box, spoons, buckles of various 
types, clasps, a silver mounted hanger, silver in ounce form, two 
watche% and a tankard. Items of gold include buttons, gold bobs, 
trenchers, and rings. The evidence shows silver to be mudi more pre­
valent than gold.Except for the period 1730-1739, which contains 
no entries listing gold or silver, the first half of the eighteenth 
century provided a fairly even, if sparse, distribution of entries 
listing precious metals. The highest concentration of gold or silver
37Generally, gold was worth more than silver for the entire 
period under examination. A 15:1 ratio (silver to gold) was fairly 
standard. Alonzo Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in 
the United States and the Perennial Contest For Sound Money (New 
York: Greenwood Press, 1968), pp. 37-38, 42.
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bearing entries occurs between 1750 and 1769; from 1789 to 1823 neither 
gold or silver are listed in the records for the county. The eighteen 
entries containing precious metals over the entire coverage are those 
of four upper-econcmic, eight-middle economic, and five low-economic 
group individuals. The remaining entry is undecipherable. (Pounds, 
shillings, and pence are not delineated. This is entry #8. The pos­
sessions listed indicate that this individual is probably of the low- 
economic group.) The distribution of gold and silver in the Princess 
Anne County records, surprisingly, is fairly even among all three 
economic groups.
Possessions which serve as indicators of middle to upper- 
economic levels are china and delftware. Though found extensively in
opexcavations at Colonial Williamsburg, these items turn up only in 
small quantities in Princess Anne County. China and delftware were 
apparently cannon to most individuals in the colonial capital of 
Virginia. They were, however, possessed with one exception (entry #51—  
Deed Book 7, Page 472) only by the middle to upper-economic groups in 
the county under examination. The term "china" which originally 
referred to porcelain inported from the eastern country of that name, 
was in eighteenth-century Virginia applied to ". . . ceramics other 
than porcelain. "39 china apparently typified ceramics of a finer grade 
than earthen or stoneware. Imported china ware remained unsurpassed in 
quality until the end of the eighteenth century when the English
38Ivor NOel-Hume, Pottery and Porcelain in colonial Williams­
burg's Archaeological Collections (Williamsburg, Va.: Published by 
the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 1976), p. 11.
^Ibid., p. 41.
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managed to perfect their own process for its production.4® Delftware, 
a cannon household item in Williamsburg, was inported in the early 
eighteenth century and remained in vise throughout the period. The 
English Embargo of 1672 restricted the inportation to England of most 
types of decorative pottery except for china and stone bottles. Under 
the Navigation Acts of 1660, 1663, and 1673 all goods had to be shipped 
on English vessels out of English ports if they were to reach the 
colonies of the mother country. 4̂  Although this legislation did not 
affect colonial ships, the practical result was that little European 
decorative pottery reached the American colonies until after the Navi­
gation Acts were repealed in 1775. Delftware, however, the most 
ornamental of the eighteenth-century's inexpensive wares, was copied 
by English potters and shipped to the North American colonies. 43 The 
delftware found in eighteenth-century Virginia, therefore, was largely 
of English origin but the china, not subject to trade restrictions, 
was often inported from its home country.43
The fact that china and delftware were cannon in Williamsburg 
but rather scarce in the Princess Anne County records, suggests an 
overall lower-economic level in the latter area. Generally, the sarrple 
group owned very little china or delftware and the pieces that are 
listed are found, with one exception (entry #86), only in entries for
40Ibid., pp. 38-39.
41Ibid., p. 12. If delftware could not enter England due to 
the Embargo of 1672, it could not be shipped (legally) to the American 
colonies. The Navigation Acts stipulated that all goods bound for 
English colonies had to be shipped out of English ports on English 
vessels.
42Ivor Noel-Hume, pp. 12-13.
43Ibid., pp. 12-13 , 38-39.
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the period 1750-1780. Those who owned these items were usually of the 
middle to upper-econcmic group and often possessed other things indi­
cative of this level (silver, gold, slaves, etc.). Occasionally, an 
entry of the lower-econanic group lists a small quantity of china or 
delftware but entries of this type are not the norm (only entry #51 
does this— refer to Deed Book 7, Page 472). The types of china listed 
vary considerably but the most ooomonly found are saucers, tea caps, 
plates and bcwls. Delftware listings also consist largely of items 
such as plates, dishes, and bowls. Although other pieces of china 
and delftware may have been utilized and oould be represented in the 
entries by the terms "parcel china" and "parcel delftware" the 
vagueness of these terms renders speculation pointless.
An examination of the books owned and read by county residents 
and Colonial Virginians on the whole is plagued by much the same 
problem as encountered with china, delftware, and various other pos­
sessions— vagueness of terminology. Titles are rarely given, the 
usual reference made being a "parcel old books" or similar phrases.
More often than not, this is the only type of notation pertaining to 
literary works given in an entry. Thus, the reader is left guessing 
as to both title and subject matter. Even if titles are listed, this 
does not necessarily mean that those who owned the books actually read 
them.^ For the purposes of this study, however, we will assume that 
possession of a literary work inplied that it was read. As Louis B. 
Wright, author of The First Gentlemen of Virginia, noted:
^^Louis B. Wright, The First Gentlemen of Virginia (Char­
lottesville, Va.: Dominion Books, a Division of the University Press 
of Virginia, 1964), p. 119.
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Generalizations about the ownership of books and the reading 
habits of Colonial Virginians are subject to many qualifications, 
and our conclusions often can be little better than plausible 
guesses.45
Inspite of the pitfalls one may encounter in such an examination, it 
may be possible to determine distribution of books among the saitple 
populace, choice of reading material, and, to some extent, the general 
literacy of the sanple group through a study of books listed in the 
county probate records.
The first printing press in Virginia was not established until 
1730; consequently importation, a costly enterprise, was necessary 
before this date if books were to be obtained.45 Inspite of this 
hindrance, members of the saitple group were apparently able to afford 
books as quite a few are listed in the records before 1730. The 
presence of Bibles and other religious texts does suggest that a 
portion of the populace could read. According to Wright, the libraries 
of Virginia planters contained works pertaining to law, religion, Latin 
and Greek for children, the classics, histories, agriculture, gardening, 
hunting, and other subjects.4  ̂ Princess Anne County residents 
apparently shared an interest in seme of these subjects as histories, 
religious texts, and Latin and Greek books are listed in small quanti­
ties in the entries. The 15 August 1766 edition of Purdie and Dixon's 
Virginia Gazette serves as evidence of another type of text evident in 
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treaties on physick surgery, midwifery, and anatomy, by celebrated 
authors."4® The 7 July 1768 edition of this same paper also lists for 
sale "... spelling books, Horn books, Psalters, Bibles, Testaments, 
and a variety of pretty books for children."49 For the most part, the 
individuals examined in this study apparently owned and read books for 
utilitarian rather than casual purposes. This finding agrees with 
Louis Wright's conception of the reading habits of Colonial Virginians.90
The majority of books listed by title in county entries are 
either Bibles, Cannon Prayer Books, or other books of divinity. Seme 
of the latter type include Primitive Christianity, The Devout Christian 
Instructed, and The Beauty of the Lord in His Temple. Aside from works 
on religion, the only types listed are the aforementioned Latin, Greek, 
and English books (entry #55— refer to Deed Bode 7, Page 470), a 
dictionary, a volume of Tillotson, and an almanac. Until 1779, books 
are quite prevalent in the records (some are still listed until 1816). 
However, only entries #55, #62, and #63 list specific titles (other 
than Bibles and Caution Prayer Books). This information indicates that 
though most people owned religious works and a few other topics, seldom 
did any individual possess volumes enccnpassing a truly broad selection 
of subject matter. The widespread distribution of religious texts 
suggests an interest in matters concerning God. Individuals of all 
economic groups apparently paid some attention to matters of religion 
if judged by the ownership of volumes dealing with Christianity.
48Purdie15 Virginia Gazette, 15 August 1766, p. 3, col. 1.
49Purdie and Dixon's, Virginia Gazette, 7 July 1768, p. 3, col. 1.
50Wtight, p. 154.
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Although nunerous entries contain references to works concerned with 
religion and other subjects, the majority of book entries do not give 
titles. Consequently, little or nothing can be determined as to the 
nature of most of these vrorks. The literacy of the county populace 
cannot be speculated upon without information relating to quantity and 
subject matter of these volumes.
Some items possessed by residents of Princess Anne County do 
not fit into any particular category. These miscellaneous or unusual 
items are irrportant indicators of wealth and other aspects of activi­
ties. leisure time interests such as games, cards, music, and smoking 
were apparently enjoyed by county residents to seme degree as a back- 
ganmon table, numerous decks of cards, a fiddle, and a pipe are listed. 
A nunber of entries contain references to "leather," "leather Bot­
tom'd," or "Russia Leather" chairs. These items are unusual in the 
sense that their leather content suggests importation and an expensive 
price tag. Of the ten entries listing leather chairs, five are of the 
middle, two are of the low (unusual), and three are of the high- 
economic group. The possession of Russian leather chairs by William 
Byrd I on the James River confirms the expensive quality of these 
pieces and supports their use as an indicator of the middle to upper- 
economic groups in the county.^
Other items infrequently listed in the entries and, therefore 
unusual, are wigs and wig boxes, spectacles, an ink bottle, a seal 
skin trunk, mouse and rat traps, a cheese press, paper, ink horns, 
spoon molds, a map of the West Indies, a slate, a fountain pen, slider
51Ibid., p. 317.
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gunter rule and set of drawing instnxnents, safes, a pocket ocnpass, 
spie glass, surveying instruments and a magnet, and a parcel of whale 
bone. Of these items the spectacles, wigs and wig boxes, mouse and 
rat traps, ink bottle, slate, cheese press, watches, spoon molds, and 
safe are self-explanatory in purpose and require little ocnmentary.
The remaining items, however, suggest literacy, moderate wealth, and 
add to the slight nautical bent apparent in the county. The listing 
of paper, ink horns, a fountain pen, slider rule, drawing instruments, 
ocnpass, and surveying instruments suggest educated individuals with a 
knowledge of mathematics. This tends to hold true as the majority of 
these items are owned by the middle to upper-economic groups (those 
to whom education was most attainable). Although the ocnpass and 
paper are possessed by two individuals of the lcw-econanic group, these 
men were both sea captains and were probably at least literate. The 
seal skin trunk, parcel of whale bone, and a map of the West Indies 
all suggest a connection with the sea. However, none of these items 
are cwned by sea captains. The map, possessed by an upper-economic 
individual, may indicate a trading connection with the West Indies 
butt this is far from conclusive. The sea or trading connection sug­
gested by the seal skin trunk and whale bone is e q u a l l y  unsubstanti­
ated.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The county records of Princess Anne have yielded a wealth of 
information concerning material culture and the lifestyles of the early 
residents of this area of the Old Dominion. Data extracted from in­
ventories, wills, and other local records, in conjunction with supple­
mentary information obtained from published sources dealing with 
material wealth and Virginia history, has dramatically increased the 
extent of our knowledge about early life in Princess Anne County.
WOrks centering on the county have overlooked the abundance of infor­
mation to be found in the county documents. Therefore, a concentrated 
systematic search of these reoords was necessary.
The wills, inventories, and other documents used in this 
thesis shew that Princess Anne County residents owned a wide variety 
of material goods. Types of property listed in county records 
included land, houses, money (in various forms), slaves, livestock and 
related accessories, farm equipment, craft and trade related tools, 
spinning and weaving equipment, animal hides, food and drink, weapons, 
lumber, nautical supplies, clothing, furniture, kitchen utensils, 
china and delftware, precious and non-precious metals, books, mirrors, 
scales, and an assortment of miscellaneous property.
The various kinds of material wealth possessed by members of the
67
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Princess Anne County sanple group tell us that the county during the 
period 1691-1823 was rural, agricultural, and stable with a population 
sustaining economic levels ranging from poverty stricken to relatively 
well-to-do. The livelihood of most people in the Princess Anne County 
area was tied directly to cultivation of the soil; however, a smat­
tering of business, medical, nautical, and trade people representing a 
minute portion of the total population co-existed in the county.
Although some individuals undoubtedly enjoyed a fairly com­
fortable mode of living, the average person, being of the low to middle- 
economic group, lived anything but extravagently. Luxury items were 
possessed by the few in the high middle or upper-economic groups. Even 
then, expensive possessions such as slaves, china, and delftware were 
owned only in moderate quantities. Since the vast majority of persons 
surveyed had no stake in luxury items, it was surprising to find that 
gold and silver items were possessed in small amounts by members of all 
three economic groups. Conrnon place household items such as clothes, 
linen, pots and pans, and simple furniture were also found in the 
records of all economic groups. The top individuals, economically, 
merely owned more of these items than members of the poor or moderate 
income groups.
Although individuals representing the low, middle, and upper 
groups in the county possessed Bibles or other volumes dealing with 
Christianity, this information by itself was not sufficient to deter­
mine the peoples' depth of involvement in matters of religion. Neither 
did the records shed light upon questions pertaining to literacy of the 
county populace, the role of the court in county life, or the effect of 
the American Revolution on internal affairs of the county.
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Although composed of divergent groups, Princess Anne County did, 
in fact, share several characteristics with other areas of Colonial 
America. The evidence suggests a people interested in matters of God, 
yet one that enjoyed gambling, horse racing, and strong drink. This 
trend is equally applicable to Colonial Virginia. Home production of 
cloth and a lack of trade specialization are trends evident both in 
the county and in the thirteen colonies. Limited industrial develop­
ment, the overall agricultural nature of the economy, and wealth-status 
indicators such as slaves, fine clothes, and furniture are also found 
on the American Colonial level as well as in Princess Anne County.
Stated plainly, the findings for Princess Anne County, for the most 
part, coincide with those established for Colonial America. In addition 
to giving validity to this study, the evidence shews Princess Anne 
County to be, in a number of ways, typical of various areas in America 
during this period. Further research along these lines is needed to 
substantiate this claim fully.
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APPENDIX A
ITEMS OCNMONIX POUND THROUGHOUT THE 117 ENTRIES
FURNITURE:
chairs, desks, couches, beds, tables, bed bolsters, bedstead, chests 
of drawers, trunks, cupboards, boxes, case drawers, cradles, stools, 
cabinets, baskets, table frames, quilting frames, couch frames, 
chaises, bock cases, lye stands, pictures and frames, chests, 
benches, corerlet cord (bed item), chair franes, table forms
KITCHEN UTENSILS:
(brass, copper, iron, tin, crockery, stoneware, pewter, earthenware, 
glassware, woodenware) brass and copper kettles, brass scales, pots, 
pans, mortar and pestles, coffee pots, tea pots, iron skrewers, 
iron doggs, iron pot racks, skillets, ladles, tankards (usually 
pewter), chafing dishes, iron hooks and hinges, iron spitts, drip­
ping pans, grid irons, kettle frames, com pestles, pewter and 
earthware plates, saucers, pewter and earthware porringers, chamber 
pots (stoneware and earthware usually), spoons, knives, forks, jugs 
(usually stone), pewter cullenders, slices and funnels, butter tubs, 
noggins (often of wood), bowls, trays, earthen pots, basons, wanning 
pans, fire tongs (usually iron), cups, mugs, mills, patty pans, 
flesh forks, grindstones, millstones, diggins, glass and stone 
plates, milk pans, butter pots, crean pots, tin cans, wine glasses, 
tumblers, trivets (usually iron), dye pots, graters, punch bowls, 
glass decanters, glass caribcy, vinegar cruet, pepper boxes (wood) , 
bread and hominy and wheat sifters, dutch ovens, glass bottles, 
shot glass bottles, dishes and standards, pitchers, 1/2 pint pot, 
jars, lye tubs, cedar cans, skimners, muslin pots, pint mugs, 
trenchers, baskets, handmills, plastering bowl, dry measure, dutch 
ovens, pepper mill
CLOTHES:
shirts, breeches, pants, stockings, shoes, buckles, socks, hair 
cuffs, caps, gloves, hat bands, girdles, coats, vests, doublets, 
cloaks, neck cloths, cravats, sleeves, morning gowns, buttons, 
boots, jackets, clasps, wigs, purses, hangers and belts, handker­
chiefs, women's head clothes, pairs of hose, hats, pairs of 
garters
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LINEN ITEMS:
table coverings, blankets, sheets, carpets, Indian mats, curtains 
valance, table cloths, napkins, pillows, towels
PERSONAL ITEMS:
conbs, brushes, razors and straps, wallets
NEW AND SCRAP METAL:
pewter, silver, steel, iron, tin, brass, ccpper







































(Number, Year, Name, and Type) 
Women are designated by an asterisk
1691) Avery, John— Will
1696) Bartholowmew, Richard— Inventory
1699) Lane, Daniel— Will
1699) Clowes, Vin.— Inventory
1699) Legget, Jhn.— Inventory
1700) Brinson, Matthew— Inventory
1700) Evans, John— Will
1700) Evans, John— Inventory
1700) Taylor, Jos.— Inventory
1700) Hannay, Robert— Inventory
1700) Benson, Thomas— Will
1701) Comick, Martin— Inventory
1701) Lybum, Jno.— Inventory
1701) Keeling, Jno.— Inventory
1703) Dixsons, William— Inventory
1704) Macarty, Denis— Inventory
1706/7) Hall, Thomas— Inventory
1708) Moor, Jean— Inventory
1713) Haywood, Capt. Anthony— Inventory
1714) Smyth, Doc. George— Debt List
1716) Morse, Capt. Francis— Appraisement
1716) Cock (Cook?), Capt. Christopher— Inventory
1716) Richardson, Thomas— Inventory
1717) Angus, James— Inventory/Appraisement
1720) Dearmone, Robert— Inventory/Appraisement
1722) Finckey, Thanas— Inventory
1723) Smyth, Capt. Tully— Inventory/Appraisement
1724) Weblin, Well— Appraisement
1725) Machis, John— Inventory
1733) James, Mary— Appraisenent
1733) Jackson, John— Will
1734/5) Holmes, Edward— Inventory/Appraisement
1734) Whites, Solomon— itaventory/Appraissnent
1734) Franklin, Simon— Appraisement
1734) Lester, William— Will
1734) Creed, Thomas— Will
1741) Lamount, James— Inventory
72
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38. (1743) Woodhouse, Henry— Inventory/Appraisanent
39. (1744) Weblin, Geo.— Inventory/Appraisement
40. (1745) Taylor, Thos.— Appraisement
41. (1745) Staith, Demoni— Appraisement
42. (1752) Daug (Doug?), William— Inventory
43. (1752) Whitehurst, Batson— Appraisement
*44. (1752) Williamson, Dinah— Inventory/Appraisement
45. (1752) Absolan, Ecknond— Inventory/Appraisement
46. (1753) Holmes, Samuel— Inventory
47. (1753) Haynes, James— Inventory
48. (1753) Whitehurst, Antho.— Inventory
49. (1753) Brooks, Patrick— Appraisement
*50. (1753) Montgomery, Elizabeth— Inventory/Appraisement
51. (1753) Jacob, Wn.— Appraisanent
52. (1753) Brcwn, Edward— Inventory
53. (1753) Qakhan, Will— Inventory
54. (1753) Gwin, John— Undesignated
55. (1753) Martindale, Robert— Appraisanent
56. (1753) Lawson, Picraas— Inventory/Appraisement
57. (1754) Comick, Joel— Appraisanent
*58. (1755) Moore, Mary— Debt List
59. (1757) Thorcwgood, Capt. An.— Appraisement
60. (1758) Burrough, Capt. Anthony— Inventory/Appraisement
61. (1758) Pallet (or Pallet), Marthen— Inventory/Appraisement
62. (1759) Hancock, William— Appraisement
63. (1760) Lawson, Jonas— Appraisement
64. (1760) Roberts, Moses— Inventory/Appraisement
65. (1760) Purdy, Hugh— Inventory/Appraisement
66. (1761) Thorowgood, Fran.— Inventory/Appraisement
67. (1762) Bonneys, VJn.— Inventory/Appraisement
68. (1762) Hunter, Thcmas— Inventory/Appraisement
69. (1763) Ewell, James— Inventory/Appraisement
70. (1763) Ackifs, George— Inventory
71. (1763) Thorowgood, John— Inventory/Appraisement
72. (1764) Nirtmo, Gersham— Inventory/Appraisement
73. (1770) Bonney, John— Inventory/Appraisement
74. (1777) Simmons, James— Will
75. (1778) Ellegoode, Peter Norley— Inventory/Appraisement
76. (1778) Bowser, John— Appraisement
77. (1778) Roberts, Elias— Inventory/Appraisanent
78. (1778) Boush, Zachariah— Appraisement
79. (1781) Moseley, William— Will
80. (1783) Land, Robert— Will
*81. (1783) Buskey, Rebahah— Will
82. (1784) Smith, Thcmas— Inventory/Appraisement
83. (1784) Cornish, John— Will
84. (1784) Grimstead, Joseph— Will
85. (1785) Brcwn, Thcmas— Will
86. (1788) Woodhouse, Thcmas— Inventory/Appraisement
87. (1790) Kilgore, William— Appraisement
88. (1792) Wildbore, John— Will
89. (1792) Lamount, Henry— Will
90. (1794) Whitehurst, Francis— Will
91. (1794) Bams, Absolam— Will
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92. (1795) Seneca, Jonathan— Appraisement
93. (1795) Morris, Caden— Will
*94. (1798) Mills, Elizabeth Guion— Inventory and Sale
95. (1801) Kensey, Henry— Will
96. (1801) Griffin, Thurmer— Inventory/Appraisement
97. (1801) Capps, Edward— Will
98. (1803) Davis, Edward— Will
99. (1804) Nottingham, William-Wili
100. (1805) Walker, Thcmas— Audit
101. (1807) Murden, Batson— Will
102. (1812) lemon, Matthew— Inventory/Appraisement
*103. (1813) Capps, Hillary— Will
104. (1815) Salisbury, John L.— Will
105. (1815) Lovett, Adam— Will
106. (1816) Langley, Willis— Inventory/Appraisement
107. (1816) Batten, George— Will
108. (1816) Williamson, diaries— Will
109. (1818) Hamnors, Vto.— Will
no. (1819) Gomto, Reuben— Will
111. (1820) Hood, Dr. Wn.— Will
112. (1821) Stone, Richard— Will
113. (1822) Stone, John— Will
114. (1822) West, Willoughby— Will
115. (1822) Bonney, John M.— Will
116. (1823) Sirrmons, John— Will
117. (1823) Mears, Nathaniel— Appraisement
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93. Not determined
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APPENDIX D
DISPERSAL OF INDIVIDUALS THROUGHOUT 
THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS: 1691-1823
LOW ECONOMIC GROUP: (99 Pounds and less)
6. (1700) Brinson, Matthew
10. (1700) Hannay, Robert
12. (1701) Comick, Martin
13. (1701) Lybum, Jno.
14. (1701) Keeling, Jno.
18. (1708) Moor, Jean
20. (1714) Smyth, Doc. George
21. (1716) Morse, Capt. Francis
22. (1716) Cock, Capt. Christopher
25. (1720) Dearmone, Robert
26. (1722) Finckey, Thomas
28. (1724) Weblin, Well
29. (1725) Machis, John
30. (1733) James, Mary
32. (1734/5) Holmes, Edward
33. (1734) Whites, Solomon
34. (1734) Franklin, Simon
39. (1744) Weblin, Geo.
40. (1745) Taylor, Thos.
41. (1745) Smith, Demoni
43. (1752) Whitehurst, Batson
48. (1753) Whitehurst, Antho.
50. (1753) Montgomery, Elizabeth
51. (1753) Jacob, Wta.
52. (1753) Brown, Edward
54. (1753) Gwin, John
55. (1753) Martindale, Robert
67. (1762) Bonneys, Wm.
78. (1778) Boush, Zachariah
81. (1783) Buskey, Rebahah
84. (1784) Grimstead, Joseph
92. (1795) Seneca, Jonathan
94. (1798) Mills, Elizabeth Guion
96. (1801) Griffen, Thurmer
102. (1812) Lemon, Matthew
105. (1815) Lovett, Adam
78
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106. (1816) Langley, Willis
108. (1816) Williamson, Charles
111. (1820) Hood, Dr. tin.
112. (1821) Stone, Richard
113. (1822) Stone, John
115. (1822) Barney, John
117. (1823) Mears, Nathaniel
MIEDIE ECONOMIC GROUP: (100 to 399 Pounds)
17. (1706/7) Hall, Thomas
19. (1713) Haywood, Capt. Anthony
23. (1716) Richardson, Thcmas
24. (1717) Angus, James
27. (1723) Smyth, Capt. Tully
38. (1743) Woodhouse, Henry
42. (1752) Daug (Doug?), William
44. (1752) Williamson, Dinah
45. (1752) Absolom, Ectaond
46. (1753) Holmes, Samuel
47. (1753) Haynes, James
49. (1753) Brooks, Patrick
56. (1753) Lawson, Thcmas
57. (1754) Comick, Joel
58. (1755) Moore, Mary
59. (1757) Thoroughgood, Capt. An.
60. (1758) Burrough, Capt. Anthony
61. (1758) Pallet (or Pallet), Marthen
63. (1760) Lawson, Jonas
64. (1760) Roberts, Moses
65. (1760) Purdy, Hugh
69. (1763) Ewell, James
70. (1763) Ackifs, George
73. (1770) Bonney, John
76. (1778) Bowser, John
77. (1778) Roberts, Elias
82. (1784) Smith, Thomas
83. (1784) Cornish, John
86. (1788) Woodhouse, Thomas
87. (1790) Kilgore, William
110. (1839) Gomto, Reuben
114. (1822) West, Willoughby
UPPER ECONOMIC GROUP: (400 Pounds and above
4. (1699) Clowes, Wta.
62. (1759) Hancock, William
66. (1761) Thoroughgood, Fran.
68. (1762) Hunter, Thcmas
71. (1763) Thoroughgood, John
72. (1764) Nimro, Gersham
75. (1778) Ellegoode, Peter Norley
100. (1805) Walker, Thcmas




2. 1,965 pounds of tobacco
5 . 2,449 pounds of tobacco
8. 13,387 pounds of tobacco
9 . 898 pounds of tobacco
15. 6,755 pounds of tobacco
20. 2,857 pounds of tobacco paid to the estate
22. 4,843 1/4 pounds of raw tobacco
57. 10 parcels of tobacco
62. 406 bushels of tobacco
78. 60 shillings of tobacco
2. POUNDS, SHILLINGS, PENCE, AND DOLLARS
4. 530 pounds, 1 shilling, 8 1/4 pence
6. 12 pounds, 1 shilling, 7 pence
10. 6 pounds, 17 shillings, 5 pence
13. 13 pounds, 12 shillings
14. 15 pounds, 15 shillings, 9 pence
17. 162 pounds, 9 shillings, 8 pence
18. 84 pounds, 2 shillings, 8 pence
19. 372 pounds, 11 shillings, 10 pence
20. 9 pounds, 5 shillings, 7 pence
21. 60 pounds, 11 shillings, 7 pence
23. 120 pounds, 1 shilling, 2 pence
24. 120 pounds, 5 shillings, 8 pence
25. 55 pounds, 11 shillings, 4 pence
26. 21 pounds, 14 shillings, 1 1/2 pence
27. 147.05 pounds
28. 59 pounds, 18 shillings, 2 3/4 pence
29. 28 pounds, 2 shillings
30. 73 pounds, 7 pence
32. 24 pounds, 6 shillings
33. 60 pounds, 15 shillings
34. 31 pounds, 7 shillings, 8 1/2 pence
38. 139 pounds, 4 shillings
39 . 69 pounds, 13 shillings
40. 23 pounds, 10 shillings, 6 pence
41. 52 pounds, 17 shillings, 8 pence
42. 116 pounds, 10 shillings, 9 pence
43. 23 pounds, 15 shillings
80
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44. 124 pounds, 11 shillings, 1 pence
45. 139 pounds, 8 shillings, 3 pence
46. 198 pounds, 12 shillings, 3 pence
47. 112 pounds, 6 shillings, 4 pence
48. 20 pounds, 10 shillings, 5 pence
49. 107 pounds, 10 shillings, 11 pence
50. 25 pounds, 8 shillings, 9 pence
51. 31 pounds, 5 shillings, 6 pence
52. 45 pounds, 6 shillings
54. 10 pounds, 14 shillings, 3 pence
55. 44 pounds, 9 shillings, 1 pence
56. 310 pounds
57. 186 pounds, 8 shillings, 7 pence
58. 167 pounds, 12 shillings, 9 pence
59. 259 pounds
60. 199 pounds, 3 shillings, 6 pence
61. 234 pounds, 6 shillings, 5 1/2 pence
62. 1,126 pounds, 1 shilling, 10 1/2 pence
63. 162 pounds, 4 shillings, 10 pence
64. 129 pounds, 11 shillings, 1 pence
65. 194 pounds, 14 shillings, 7 pence
66. 717 pounds, 10 shillings
67. 62 pounds
68. 1,706 pounds, 3 shillings, 11 pence
69. 182 pounds, 6 shillings, 8 pence
70. 301 pounds, 14 shillings, 6 pence
71. 1,768 pounds, 16 shillings, 1 1/4 pence
73. 117 pounds
75. 816 pounds, 10 shillings, 6 pence
76. 194 pounds, 14 shillings, 3 pence
77. 364 pounds
78. 67 pounds, 3 pence
81. 8 pounds, 9 shillings
82. 117 pounds, 7 shillings
83. 100 pounds
84. 15 shillings
86. 412 pounds, 6 pence
87. 101 pounds, 12 shillings, 2 pence
92. 56 pounds, 6 pence
94. 23 pounds, 13 shillings, 9 pence
96. 35 pounds, 10 shillings
100. 3,253 pounds, 50 shillings, 1,656 pence
102. 204.56 dollars






113. 86.00 dollars and all notes held against him
114. 600.00 dollars in place of a negro boy his grandfather gave him 
after the death of his mother
115. 24.00 dollars
117. 218.32 dollars
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3. Lvnber
2. parcel of old luirber
6. parcel of old lumber
8. parcel of old lvnber
13. parcel of old lumber
15. parcel of lvnber
16. parcel of old lumber
18. parcel of old lvnber
19. logwood
2 1 . old lumber, parcel of s m a ll  lvnber
22. parcel of lvnber In black walnut desk
23. parcel of lvnber
30. parcel of lvnber
32. parcel of old lvnber
47. some plank, parcel of lvnber
48. parcel of lvnber
49 . 499 feet pqpler plank
52. parcel of lvnber
54. 300 boards
56. 2,433 feet of inch plank, 330 feet of one inch walnut
57. parcel of plank, parcel of lvnber
63. parcel of lumber
66. ten planks, 1,250 boards
72. 530 feet inch-pine planks
106. cypress slabs
4. Delftware and China
49. 6 china saucers, 2 tea cups, 2 delft bowls
51. parcel china, earthenware
57. parcel of glass and china ware
59. china ware
61. china ware
62. one set china ware, 1 dozen china plates, 6 delft plates,
1 china bowl
69. parcel of delftware
71. parcel of china ware, 2 small china bcwls
72. 1 china bowl, 8 china cups and saucers, 6 delft bowls, 1 delft
dish
75. 2 china bowls, coffee cups, and saucers
76. parcel of china and glass
86. parcel of delftware
5. Animal Skins and Leather
4. small doe skin, 3 deer skins, 10 pound beaver skin,
9 pound otter skins, 20 raw deer skins, 212 parcels of tanned 
leather
9. sheep skin, buck skin
10. pair of old skins, 19 stands of leather, 4 raw deer skins,
3 buck skins dressed
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12. 2 deer skins dressed
22. 3 deer skins
23. 38 hides
29. parcel of leather
30. 6 small sides of leather
39. 9 sides of leather
40. 5 deer skins
42. sane land leather, 4 hides
43. parcel of deer skins dressed
44. 6 pieces of upper leather, 3 sides sole leather
46. 7 cow hides
47. 2 hides
50. 1 cow hide, 1 calf skin
57. parcel of leather and raw hides
60. 5 raw hides
62. 9 sides soles-leather, 2 sides leather, 3 skins, 2 sides of
upper leather
64. parcel of leather
66. 1 calf skin
67. 1 tanned leather
69. 2 raw hides, sane tanned leather
70. 5 hides
71. 6 sides soles-leather, 5 sides of leather
73. tanned leather
75. 1 side leather, one raw hide
77. 1 small hide
78. 4 hides
82. 1 raw hide
6. Scales and Weights
4. small scales and weights
14. brass scales and weights
17. 7 pair money scales
18. pair of brass scales without weights
21. 2 pair brass scales
22. 1 pair money scales and weights
23. pair money scales
24. money scales and weights
27. 1 pair scales and weights
28. weights for scales and pair money scales
39. 1 pair scales
40. 1 pair money scales
44. 1 pair money scales
49. 1 pair money scales
51. pair money scales
59. 1 pair money scales
62. money scales
63. 1 pair money scales
64. 1 pair money scales
65. 1 pair money scales
66. money scales
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69. 1 pair old money scales
71. 1 pair money scales
75. 2 pair money scales
7. Looking Glasses
4. small looking glass
6. 1 old looking glass
8. 1 snail locking glass
14. looking glass
17. 8 large olive frame looking glasses
18. 1 looking glass
21. 2 looking glasses
22. 1 looking glass, 1 olive frame looking glass
23. 1 large looking glass, 1 small looking glass
24. looking glass frame, 1 large looking glass
27. 3 looking glasses
28. looking glass
44. 1 looking glass
45. 1 looking glass
46. 1 looking glass
51. 1 looking glass
59. 1 large looking glass
60. 1 small looking glass
61. 1 looking glass
62. 3 looking glasses
63. looking glass
64. 1 looking glass
65. 3 looking glasses
66. 1 small looking glass
68. 1 looking glass and slate
70. 1 looking glass
71. 1 large looking glass, 1 small looking glass
72. 2 large looking glasses, 1 small looking glass
75. 1 small looking glass
76. 1 looking glass
82. 1 looking glass
92. 1 looking glass
101. 1 looking glass
102. 1 looking glass
106. 1 looking glass
8. Bees and Wax
4. 13 pounds of bees wax
22. 3 pounds of bees wax
38. 2 flocks of bees
39. 3 hives of bees
40. 8 stocks of bees
46. 3 hives of bees
52. 2 swarms of bees
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53. 3 hives of bees
61. hive of bees
64. beehives and bees
69. 3 hives of bees
70. 4 stocks of bees
71. 7 flocks of bees
75. 1 beehive
92. 1 stock of bees
102. 1 stock of bees
9. Cloth, Thread and Other Sewing 
or Weaving Materials
4. huge anoint of cloth
10. 14 yards of cotton broadcloth, 4 3/4 yards linen, 2 1/4 yards
broadcloth
12. large quantity of cloth
41. 5 yards of virga linen
48. parcel of spun thread
61. cloth trirmdngs
82. cotton cloth, parcel of unwanted flax
92. lot of flax thread and yam
96. 1 lot of cotton
106. 1 lot flax in straw
10. Textile Equipment
2. 2 spinning wheels
4. 3 old spinning wheels
5. 2 old spinning wheels
9. 3 old spinning wheels
14. 1 old spinning wheel, 2 linen spinning wheels
15. 1 spinning wheel
16. 2 old spinning Wieels
18. 3 linen spinning wheels
22. parcel of old spinning wheels
24. 1 woo ling and 1 linen spinning wheel
25. 1 weaver's loan and all ye geer belonging, 2 old spinning wheels
26. 2 spinning wheels
27. 1 spinning wheel
28. 3 spinning wheels
30. 5 spinning wheels
34. loan and tackling, 3 old spinning wheels
37. 2 linen wheels, 1 woolen spinning wheel
39. 6 spinning wheels, 1 loom gears and stays
41. weaver' s loan and furniture, 2 spinning wheels
42. parcel of old spinning wheels
43. loom, foot wheel
44. 1 foot wheel, 1 collen wheel
46. 4 spinning Wheels
47. 2 spinning wheels, 2 old spinning wheels
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48. 2 linen spinning wheels
49. 1 old spinning wheel
52. 3 spinning wheels
53. 3 spinning wheels
54. 2 spinning wheels
57. 5 spinning wheels, 2 loans
59. 1 loan and furniture, spinning wheels
60. linen and 1 woolen spinning wheels
61. 2 spinning wheels
62. 2 wooling wheels
63. 1 linen wheel, 1 wooling wheel
64. 1 loom
65. 2 spinning wheels
66. linen wheel
67. 3 spinning wheels
68. 3 spinning wheels
71. 4 spinning wheels
72 2 foot-wheels
73. loan and gear, 3 old spinning wheels
75. 3 spinning wheels
76. 1 linen wheel
77. 1 foot wheel, 1 woolen wheel, 1 hand wheel, 1 loan and tacking
82. loan complete, 1 linen wheel, 1 woolen wheel
86. 2 spinning wheels
87. flax brade, loan and gear, 2 linen wheels, han will, pare cards
92. 1 loom and gears, 1 spinning wheel, 1 flax brake, 1 wheel
94. 1 foot wheel
95. 1 loom with gears
96. 2 spinning wheels
99. 2 spinning wheels
101. 1 linen wheel
102. 2 flax wheels, 1 woolen, 1 pair gears and flag
104. 1 woolen wheel
105. 1 linen wheel
106. 1 linen wheel and reel, loan, woolen wheel, flax brake
114. 1 spinning wheel
115. 1 linen wheel
116. linen wheels
117. loan gear, 1 thread wheel, 1 cotton wheel
11. Livestock
2. 2 cows, 4 shoat, 1 ewe
4. 30 hogs, 5 horses, 1 mare, 26 sheep
5. 7 hogs, 19 cows, 14 yearlings, 1 5-year-old steer, 3 3-year-old
steers, 1 two-year-old heifer, 5 young calves, 1 ram, 2 mares
6. 5 hogs, 1 yearling steer
8. 9 ccws and calves, 3 heifers, 8 yearlings, 1 horse, 28 sheep,
1 mare
11. 7 sews, 1 old mare and her increase, 1 black mare and her
increase, 3 ccws, one calf, 1 speckled fowl yearling
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12. 4 ccws, 3 calves, 3 heifers, 3 steer, 1 stone-about horse three 
years old blind of one eye, hogs
13. 22 head of cattle, 3 sheep, 8 hogs
14. 3 cows, 3 two-year-old steers, 1 two-year-old heifer, 1 yearling,
8 hogs, 5 sows, 7 shoats, 7 pigs
15. 3 sows, 10 shoats, 4 cows, 1 yearling
16. 11 sheep, 5 cows, 3 heifers, 1. steer, 3 yearlings (2 old sows
and 11 shoats are not appraised)
17. 1 young horse, 60 hogs, 92 pigs and shoats, 1 old mare, 1 old 
horse
18. 1 old mare and foal, 8 cows, 4 calves, 5 steer, 3 bulls, 13 
sheep, 4 lanfos, 2 rams
22. 2 horses, 1 mare, 12 sheep, 21 head of cattle
23. 2 horses, 2 mares, 32 head of cattle, 1 head of hogs, shoats
and pigs
25. 15 head of cattle, 38 old hogs, 82 head of pigs, 5 head of 
sheep, 1 horse, 1 mare
26. 11 head of cattle, 3 sheep, 2 old hogs, 15 shoats
27. 17 sheep, 3 horses
28. 21 head of hogs, 3 mares
29. 2 mares, 1 horse, 4 cattle, 1 old cow
30. 12 head of cattle, 12 head of hogs, 5 head of sheep, 12 sews 
and pigs, 1 old marton, 1 year-old onscolla, 1 old horse, 2 
young horses
32. 5 old horses, 4 cows, 4 yearlings, 1 heifer, 22 head of hogs
33. 2 old horses, 1 mare, 15 head of cattle with yearlings and
calves, 6 head of sheep, 31 young hogs
34. 20 head of cattle, 17 hogs, 10 head of sheep, 1 young marsal
35. 1 ewe, 5 pigs, 1 young heifer
36. 1 cow, 1 calf, 1 ewe and her increase
37. 2 horses, 10 cows and calves, 3 heifers, 7 steer, 19 sheep,
40 head of hogs
38. 37 head of sheep
39. 23 shoats, 5 sows and pigs, 2 mares, 12 cows and calves,
2 yearlings, 16 sheep, 4 hogs, 6 head of cattle
40. 3 sows, 5 shoats, 1 old horse, 1 young bay mare
41. 4 cows, 2 yearlings, 2 calves, 3 young cows, 2 sews, 10
shoats, 2 pigs, 2 mares
42. 1 horse, 1 ccw and heifer, 1 yearling, 3 ewes and lairfos, 1 ram,
1 sow, 17 shoats
43. 12 old and young sheep, 2 cows and calves, 2 heifers, 1 mare 
and colt
44. 10 old sheep, 14 lambs, 4 sows, 2 shoats, 24 pigs, 1 old horse,
1 bay mare, 1 young mare, 1 heifer, 2 steer, 7 cows, 6 calves,
7 young cattle, 1 pair steer and yoah, 1 cow and calf, 2 
yearlings
45. 1 pair draugh steer, 7 sheep, 1 mare, 4 cows and yearlings
46. 1 yoak of draft steer, 10 head of cattle, 18 head of sheep,
22 head of hogs, 6 male hogs, 27 pigs, 2 mares, 1 horse
47. 1 yoak steer, 12 head of cattle, 6 cows and calves, 2 ccws 
and yearlings, 10 sows and pigs, 1 yoak of old steer, 2 mare, ;
2 young hogs, 17 yews and lambs, 7 old sheep, 3 young cattle,
1 horse
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48. 4 head of cattle, 1 sew and pig, 9 shoats, 1 horse
49. 12 ewes and 6 lanfos, 14 head of cattle, 1 calf, 1 pair draught 
steer, 2 mare, 1 cow and calf, 1 ram, 4 geese, 2 turkeys, 1 cow 
and calf, 1 ram, 2 geese, 2 turkeys, 1 sow and pig, 1 ram
50. 1 sew, 4 pigs, 3 shoats, 1 old mare, 2 cows, 2 yearlings,
1 ccw and calf, 1 small ccw and calf, 1 small steer, 18 
dunghil fowls
51. 1 horse
52. 9 ccws, 6 calves, 2 steer, 2 young cattle, 38 shoats, 1 sow,
7 pigs, 1 mare, 12 lanfos
53. 13 head of cattle, 46 head of hogs, 11 head of sheep, 1 horse,
2 mares
54. 2 horses, 9 shoats
55. 1 horse
56. 1 ginnis, 1 draught steer, 1 stone horse, 1 mare
57. 1 yoke of steer, 12 cows and calves, 3 ccws and 19 yearlings,
1 yoke of steer, 4 young cattle, 2 horses, 1 mare and colt,
9 sews, 47 pigs, 64 shoats, 43 sheep, 36 lambs
59. 28 ccws and calves, 7 steer, 4 heifers, 6 yearlings, 4 bulls,
2 ccws and calves, 1 steer and heifer, 54 sheep, 2 mares and
colts, 1 young horse, 52 head of hogs, 2 pair hoft oxen, 3
old horses
60. 15 yews, 14 lanfos, 9 cows, 10 yearlings, 1 ccw and calf, 9 
heifers, 2 small heifers, 1 bull, 1 old white horse, 20 hogs,
20 shoats
61. 1 horse, 3 mares, 29 old sheep, 16 lanfos, 289 steer, 24 cows,
15 yearlings, 105 pigs, 22 sows, 40 shoats, 9 calves, 5 
heifers, 1 bull, 1 horse, 2 colts, 2 old sheep, 6 lanfos
62. 5 cows, 4 calves, 5 steer, 8 heifers, 2 bulls, 9 pair old
draught steer, 58 old sheep, 20 lanfos, 6 mares, 2 horses,
35 hogs, 23 pigs, 6 sows
63. 3 sews, 15 pigs, 1 cow, 3 yearling, 1 mare, 11 sheep, 4 lanfos,
9 shoats, 1 horse, 1 mare colt, 1 pair draft steer
64. 2 gray horses, 1 bay horse, 10 cows, 3 calves, 5 yearlings,
2 heifers, 2 sheep, 3 bulls, 10 sews, 10 pigs, 10 hogs
65. 2 horses, 2 cows, 1 yearling, 9 head of sheep
66. 27 hogs, 2 sows, 2 pigs, 1 old bay mare, 11 draught steer,
5 large steer, 10 yearlings, 14 cows, 14 calves, 53 sheep
67. 4 sews, 6 pigs, 1 young horse, 1 mare, 1 boro, 1 yearling,
1 pair draught steer, 4 head of cattle, 3 ewes, 1 lamb, 2 
shoats, 10 head of hogs
68. 4 pair draft steer, 1 draft steer, 45 head of cattle, 29 head 
of sheep, 1 nare, 1 young bay mare, 1 stone hound, 63 head of 
hogs, 43 pigs, 5 sows
69. 1 horse, 1 mare, 16 sheep, 27 head of hogs, 3 ccws, 2 yearlings, 
5 two-year-old cattle, 1 calf
70. 2 horses, 2 bulls, 6 cows, 4 calves, 2 yearlings, 9 head of 
cattle, 1 bay mare, 1 roan mare, 47 head of hogs, 18 head of 
sheep
71. 1 horse, 45 cows, 27 calves, 2 pair draught oxen, 34 grown 
sheep, 5 dry cows, 16 large steer, 1 four-year-old steer,
1 two-year-old steer, 11 yearlings, 3 ewes, 3 lanfos, 1 young 
bay horse, 10 head of cattle, 77 sheep, 2 heifers, 1 bull, 1 
young mare, 1 bay mare, 2 colt, 1 sorrel mare, 1 bay horse 
with one eye, 45 hogs, 1 pair draught oxen
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72. 1 horse, 2 old mares, 1 mare, 1 colt, 16 hogs, 2 sows, 14
pigs, 4 young sows, 1 boar, 17 shoats, 3 cows, 2 calves
73. 1 ccw, 2 yearlings, 2 horses, parcel of hogs, yoak of steer,
8 head of cattle, 13 head of sheep
74. 1 horse, 4 cows, 4 calves, 1 white mare, 2 sows
75. 1 mare, 2 horses, 18 sheep, 9 head of cattle, 7 hogs, 2 sows,
2 pigs, 1 pair steer
76. 1 horse, 1 mare, 2 mare colts, 1 cow, 1 calf, 1 sew, 5 pigs
77. 27 head of hogs, 13 head of cattle, 10 head of sheep, 4 head
of horses
78. 6 sheep, 4 hogs, 7 pigs, 4 cattle
80. 5 cows, 3 calves, 3 lambs, 3 ccws, 2 heifers
82. 11 hogs, 4 head of cattle, 2 horses
84. 6 head of hogs, 2 ewes
86. 2 horses, 1 pair steer, 7 head of cattle, 25 head of sheep,
11 head of hogs
87. 1 horse, 2 cows, 2 calves, 2 heifers, 5 cows, 1 yearling, 7 
hogs, 10 head of sheep
88. 2 ccws
89. 1 mare, 4 head of sheep, hogs, 1 cow and calf, 2 bulls, 1 
red heifer, 2 heifers, one mare to be sold to pay ddat, 2 
sheep
90. 1 yoak of oxen, ewes and lambs, 1 cow and yearling, 2 cows 
and calves, 2 ewes and lanbs, 2 sows and pigs, 1 white horse
92. 1 mare and colt, 6 lot of hogs, 1 lot of fowl, 4 geese, 2
head of cattle
94. 1 white face cow, 1 small heifer, 1 brinded heifer, 1 cow and
calf, 1 heifer
96. 1 cow, 2 sews, 9 shoats
99. 1 sow, 10 shoats, 2 ccws and calves, 1 horse
101. hogs, 1 old mare
102. Dunghil stock, 2 cows and calves, 1 sow and seven shoats,
4 hogs, 1 horse
104. 2 heifers, 2 cows, 1 calf, ccw or heifer, 1 young heifer
105. 1 yoak oxen, 2 cows and calves, 2 ewes and lambs, 4 house
hogs, 2 sows, 10 shoats, 1 horse
106. 2 sews, 16 shoats, 2 black mare, 1 red ocw, 2 heifers
107. 1 horse
109. 1 black shoat
115. 1 horse, 1 ccw, 1 calf
116. 1 cow, 1 yearling, 1 yaller cow
117. 1 young mare, 1 young horse, 1 cow, 1 heifer, 2 sows, 9
shoats
12. Books
4. 11 horn books, 4 Cannon Prayer Books
12. 1 old Bible
24. 1 Bible, 3 small books of divinity
25. parcel of old books
27. parcel of books
28. parcel of books
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29. parcel of old books
33. 1 old Bible
39. parcel of old books
41. 4 old books
44. parcel of old bodes
46. 6 books
47. parcel of books
49. parcel of books, 2 old bocks, 2 books
51. 1 large Bible
52. 2 old books
53. parcel of old books
55. 184 Latin and Greek bodes, 55 English books
59. old bodes
60. parcel of bodes
62. 1 volune of Tillitson, 1 dictionary, 1 large Bible, Nelson's 
Festival, Primitive Christianity, 2 old Prayer Books, The 
Devout Christian Instructed, The Whole Duty of Man, 5 old books
63. Almanac, History of the Kings Under the Romans, 1 small 
history book, 1 Bible, 2 Prayer Bodes, The Beauty of the 
Lord in His Tenple
65. 1 large Bible, parcel of old books, pocket book
66. parcel of books
67. old books
68. parcel of old books
70. parcel of books
71. 1 large Bible, parcel of small books
72. parcel of old books
75. 2 parcels of old books
76. lot of bocks
77. parcel of books
78. 4 bodes
92. lot of books
102. lot of books
106. lot of bodes
13. Tools
2. an old brake
4. 4 wooden hafted knives, parcel of carpenter's tools, cross
cut saw, 3 wedges, 3 hammers, 2 pair pinchers and nippers, 2 
mounters, 2 nosing sticks, 5 paring knives, 5 cutting knives, 
9 punkers, awl blades, 9 dozen small tacks, 15 heel tacks, 
sheep shears and pinchers, lathing hanrner, nails
5. pair of querns with a frame, 1 set of wedges
8. 2 old flat smoothing irons
10. cutting knife, 17 shoemaker's knives, 98 awl blades, 8 awls,
69 tacks, punch, ripper, 2 pair of pinchers, 2 hanmers, wet- 
stones, 1 old cutting knife, broken draping knife, old knife, 
2 awls, 1 pair of fetters
11. smoothing iron
12. 1 claw hanrner
13. 1 pair hy lards
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15. smoothing iron, 2 hanraers, awls and nipper, knife, 1 cutting 
knife
16. 1 set of iron wedges, 1 pair small quames
17. 4 iron wedges, old saw, knives
18. 1 pair querins, 1 pair of shears, 1 hand saw, 1 old saw, 1 
set of iron wedges
19. files
21. 1 pair hand irons, 1 hone, 1 set of iron wedges, hand saw, 
spade, drawing knife, cross cut saw, a frow, 1 old cross cut 
saw
22. 6 maple handle knives and forks, pair of quen stones, parcel 
of carpenter's tools, pair sheet shears, 1 grind stone
23. 1 pair hand irons, parcel of shoemaker's tools, curring knife,
1 pair old hand irons
24. 1 hammer, knives and forks
25. 6m of new nails, 5 iron wedges, 1 drawing knife, 1 hammer,
1 smoothing iron and auger, 1/4 part of auger
26. parcel of shoemaker's tools
27. plcw chain, 1 iron plow, 1 small nails, 1 brass cock, knives,
1 parcel joyner's tools, 3 iron wedges
28. parcel of knives and forks, 1 hammer, a set of wedges
30. stools, 1 smooth iron, 1 hand saw and carpenter's ajz., 1
auger, 1 draw knife, 3 old iron wedges
32. parcel of turner's tools, chisel, hand saw, drawing knife
33. 2 wedges, 1 pair old hand irons
38. 2 iron wedges, 1 pair old hand irons
39. 1 flesh knife, 1 curring knife, 1 drawing knife, 1 flat iron,
6 knives and forks, 4 wedges
40. 1 whip saw, parcel of ship-carp. tools
41. knives and forks, 1 pair hand irons, 2 iron wedges, 2 saws,
old haamer, nippers, parcel of augers, parcel of turner's tools
42. 1 wedge, 1 case knives^and forks, some sorry tools, parcel of 
copper's ware, old tenant saw
43. draw knife
44. sheep shears, knives and forks, 2 pair masking irons, 1 hound 
hiss tool, parcel of old carpenter's tools, 2 brod irons and 
heaters, parcel of old cooper's ware, 3 iron wedges
45. 6 knives and forks
46. 1 cutting knife, 1 1/2 iron wedges, parcel of carpenter's tools, 
1 ship saw, files, saw rest, iron peps at auger rensel square
48. parcel of leppes tules
49. brafs cock, 1 pair iron wedges, drawing knife, hine, parcel of 
knives and forks, 1 spade
52. 1 old mill draw knife, 1 pair sheep shears
53. 3 iron wedges, carpenter's tools, 1 hh of cupers ware
54. tools
56. 2 pitt saws, 4 wedges
57. parcel of knives and forks, 1 hone, 2 wedges, parcel of coopers 
ware, half a petty auger and gigg
59. drawing knives, forks
60. 1 hand saw, drawing knife, haitmer and auger, 1 steel srap and 
1 inch auger
61. case of knives and forks, blacksmith vice anvil and bellcws, 
harrmer, 2 toon wedges, 1 blacksmith's harrmer and tongs
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62. 1 pair hand irons, 1 pair wind j. blades, 1 hone, 1 pair hand 
irons, shovel, 2 wedges, 2 augers, 3 chizzels, 1 spade, 1 
whip saw, x cut saw, 1 hand saw, 1 chopping knife, 1 pair of 
garden shears
63. knives, 1 tool chest, 1 pair sheep shears, hone fleatnes,
4 hand saw files, knives and forks, 1 lan tiller, 1 auger, 1 
pair winding blades, 1 whip saw, 2 timber chains, 1 maul, 1 san,
2 masse Is, 2 blocks, 1 gouge, 7 augers, 1 hanmer, 1 mallet
64. shoe tools, knives and forks, 2 wedges, shares, coopers ware
65. 2 iron wedges, 1 pretty augua, shoemaker's hammer
66. 1 pitt saw and files, parcel of carpenter's tools, 4 wedges,
1 spade, grinding blades, branding iron, knives and forks, 
hone, 1 petty auger
67. 1 hand saw and drawing knife
68. parcel of old tools, 1 petteauger, 1 whip saw
69. 1 set of wedges, knives and forks
70. 1 hand saw, 1 hone jack, 2 iron wedges, 1 hand saw
71. knives and forks, parcel of old tools, 3 old lathes, 1
petteauger
72. knives and forks, 1 whip saw, 1 cross cut saw
73. cuppers ware, parcel of carpenter's tools, iron wedges, knives
75. 2 iron wedges, 1 old saw, 2 pair shears, 1 hone, 1 pair flat
irons, parcel of cooper's ware, 1 whip saw
76. shovel
77. 2 iron wedges, cooper's ware, knives and forks, drawing knife,
1 saw
78. 1 hand saw, 1 twtt saw, 1 lott tooles, 2 iron wedges
81. 1 iron
82. cooper's ware, 1 hand saw, chizzel, gouge, 1 drawing knife,
1 auger, 1 harrmer, 2 old tules, winding blades, laythe, 820 wt.
blades 
84. 1 pair of wedges
86. 1 + cut saw, parcel of cooper's ware
87. 1 curring knife
92. 1 hamner, 1 whip saw, hone, hand saw
96. cooper's ware, lot of tools
99. knives and forks
102. shoothing irons, 1 hand saw, 1 lot cooper's ware
104. tailor's tools
105. knives and forks
106. lot cooper's ware
108. blacksnith tools
117. pairs of wedges, lot of tools, lot of cooper's ware
14. Farm Equipment
4. 9 pair small hoes, 9 weeding hoes, 5 falling axes, 2 grubing
hoes, 5 hilling hoes
8. 7 very old hoes, 2 old axes
9. 7 old hoes, 2 old axes, 1 old hatchet
12. 2 broad and 2 narrow hoes
15. 2 old hoes, 1 hatchet
16. 1 hackle, 2 old hoes
17. 7 pair stillyards
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18. 1 hackle, old stillyards, 2 old hilling hoes
21. 1 plow, 1 harrow, 4 iron chains
23. 2 old wooding hoes, 3 falling axes, 2 hilling hoes, 2 weeding
hoes, 2 old weeding hoes, old pair of stillyards
24. pair stillyards
25. 1 ax
27. 1 set of harrow hoes, 3 marro axes
28. parcel of old hoes and axes
30. hoes, 1 plow, 1 new axe
33. 1 pair old small stillyards, 2 old axes
37. 1 plow, 3 axes, 5 hoes
39. 5 axes, 3 adzes, 9 old hoes, 1 pair of stillyards, one hackle
40. 1 pair stillyards
41. 3 old hoes, 2 broad axes, 1 old harrow
42. 1 plow and harrow, 2 axes, pair stillyards
43. 1 hoe and axe
44. 1 hackel, 2 pair stillyards, old hoes, 1 plow and chain, 1 
grubbing hoe, 2 harrows and hoes
46. 1 phon harron, 8 hoes
47. plow and harrow, sane old hoes
48. parcel of old axes and hoes
49. 1 pair stillyards, 1 plow and chain and muzzel, 3 harrow hoes,
2 broad hoes, 2 old axes
52. 1 plow and chain, harrow hoes, 2 other hoes, 6 chains
54. 1 axe, 1 hoe
56. 2 new weeding hoes, 3 old, 5 hilling, 1 plow, 3 broad axes,
2 harrow hoes
57. 2 plcws, pair of stillyards, 2 hackles, 2 harrows, 1 plow 
chain, 2 axes
59. 2 stillyards, axes, 1 flax hackle, plows, harrow and chains
60. 3 plcws, 1 harrow, parcel of old axes and hoes
61. 1 pair of stillyaids, 1 old hackle, 2 axes and 3 hoes, 27
houghs and chain, 1 old plow and harrow, one tooth harrow, 2 
hoes and 1 old ax, 1 old harrow stock and hoes
62. 1 hackle, 1 pair stillyards, 1 chain and muzzels, 2 old narrow 
axes, 3 broad axes, 1 hatchet, 7 broad hoes, 2 narrow hoes,
1 grubbing hoe, 1 broad ax and Addz., 2 harrows, 1 plow
63. 1 hackle, 1 land tiller, a parcel old axes, 2 tinfoer chains,
3 ship ax, 3 old axes, 1 plow stock, 2 axes, 2 hoes, 1 harrow,
1 weeding plow
64. 1 hackle, 1 pair stillyards, 1 harrow, 4 hoes, 2 axes, 1 plow
65. 1 hackle, 2 chains
66. 5 plcws, 2 harrows, 7 axes, stillyards, hackel, branding iron
67. 1 ax, a broad hoe, 1 plow and harrow, 1 round plow
68. 12 hoes, 3 grubbing hoes, 3 axes, a plow and chains, 12 harrcw
hoes, 3 plows, 1 hackle, 1 pair of stillyards
69. 1 hackle, 1 plcw and stock, 2 axes, 2 hoes, 1 set of harrow 
hoes
70. 1 pair stallyards, 1 hackle, parcel of hoes and axes, 2 plcws
and staples
71. 1 pair steelyards, 6 harrcw hoes, 2 harrows and hoes, 1 plow,
9 hoes, 5 axes, 1 hatchet, 1 hoe, 30 plcws, 2 plow chains
72. 1 old flax hackle, 2 harrows, plcws and 1 chain, 10 old hoes,
14 axes
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73. 1 old hackle, 1 pair stillyards, 1 plow, harrows, hoes,
parcel of hoes
75. 3 plows, 3 sets of harrow hoes, 5 old axes, 10 old hoes
76. 1 small ax and spitt (Dr. Bowser)
77. 6 hoes, 3 axes, plow hamefs, 1 pair stillyards
78. 3 axes, 3 hoes
82. 3 axes, 3 hoes, 2 adzes, 1 harrow, plow geers
84. 1 plow (sell it to pay debts), 1 ax, 1 hoe
86. 2 axes, 2 heading hoes, 1 plow and stock, 1 plow chain and
buck, 1 harrow and buck, 1 hilling hoe
87. 3 plows and gear, 2 axes
92. lot of plows, hoes, axes, plow hamefess
96. 1 plow, harrow and ax
102. iron tooth rake, 2 axes, 2 plows, 1 shade and nine hoes
106. lot of axes and hoes, plow and hamefs
113. 1 pair of stillyards
117. 2 plows, 3 hoes, 1 hewing ax, 3 axes and adze
15. Weapons and Accessories
4. pair of pistols, 10 swords, 2 powder horns, 4 guns, parcel of 
gun flints, 25 rounds of gunpowder
5. 3 old guns
6. 1 old gun, pair of pistol holsters, sword and belt
8. 1 old gun unfixed, 1 old gun barrel and lock
10. sword without a scabbard, a gun
11. gun, sword
12. 1 sword and belt
13. 1 old barrel of a gun
14. gun, sword and old belt
15. 1 old sword and belt, 18 bullets, 1 old gun
17. 1 sword belt, 3 guns in kilter, pair of holsters and holster
worme and breast plate
18. 1 old barrel of a gun
19. guncock, old brass blunderbuss
21. 3 old guns, 1 gun barrel, 1 shot bagg, bullet molds
22. 1 hand gun
23. 1 old gun pistol
25. 3 old guns
26. 1 old gun unfixed
27. 1 gun well first, 1 pair pistols and holsters, 1 sword and belt
28. 3 guns
29. 3 old guns
30. 1 old gun, 1 case pistols holstery, 2 swords
32. 1 old gun
34. a gun and sword
35. 1 gun
37. 1 gun, 1 pair of pistols and holsters
39. 2 old guns, 1 old gunn
40. 1 housing and holster capps
41. 1 old rusty firelock
42. 1 hand gun, old sword
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43. 2 guns, pair of pistols
44. 2 guns, 1 sword
45. 1 old gun, 1 new gun, 1 pair of holsters, pistols and bullets
46. 1 gun, 17 pistols, sword
47. 1 gun, 1 sword and pistol
49. 1 gun, 1 pair pistols and holsters
51. 1 gun
52. 1 old hand gun and sword
53. 1 gun
54. 1 hand gun
56. 1 gun, 1 pair pistols and holsters, 1 sword and belt
57. 1 pair pistols, 3 guns
59. 2 guns, 7f pistols, 1 old sword, 1 old broad sword
60. 1 gun, gun worm and sword
61. 1 old gun
62. 1 pair pistols and holsters, 1 gun and bayonet, 1 sword, 
catuch box pcwder, ball
63. some powder and ball, 1 bayonet, 1 gun
64. 1 gun diest, powder and ball, pistols and sword, gun




69. 1 gun and bayonet, 1 other gun
70. 1 gun
71. 2 guns, 1 sword
72. 1 snail sword, 1 cutting sword, 1 gun
73. 2 hand guns, bayonet and sword, nd 4/6 of ball
74. 1 gun
75. 1 gun, gun barrel









102. 2 enpty guns, 1 gun and peas
104. 1 gun
115. 1 small gun
117. 1 gun
16. Food, Spioes, and Drink
4. 100 bushels of salt
7. crop of wheat growing upon the ground
12. 6 barrels indian com, several parcels of nubins, 2 fletchers 
of bacon weighing 62 1/2 pounds, a few pieces of dryed breast 
and pork, a peck of pees, salt
20. 11 bushels of com
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22. 27 gallons of mollasses
27. 43 gallons of run, 30 gallons of mollasses, 70 shuger, busk
com, 6,371 pork, 3 1/4 bushels of peas
30. 2 hogshead of cider
33. parcel of com
40. 2 barrels of brandy, ten hogsheads of cider
44. parcel of com
45. 20 gallons of run
47. 20 barrels of indian com, some beans
48. parcel of dried meat, hogs fat and peck of salt
49. 1 goose, 70 pounds of beef, 2 tubs of fat, 2 geese, 2 turkeys
50. 20 hogs fat, 6 pfs. smoked beef, parcel of bacon
52. 7 barrels of com
53. 3 stocks of beef
54. 1 bushel com, 1 lot of meat, 1 lot of dry fish
57. 1 cask of rum, a stock of beer
58. 2 gallons of wine, 2 gallons of rum, sugar spice (money left 
to pay for all this)
60. 4 1/2 bushels of peas, parcel of dryed bacon, 63 barrels of 
com
61. 9 bushels of peas, wheat, fat, 5 barrels of rotten com, 29 1/2 
barrels good com
62. yeast, 12 bushels of wheat, 1 cask vinegar, 1 barrel cider,
5 bushels of oats, 20 barrles of com, 2 pots of hogs lard, 
parcel of salt, 771 pounds of bacon
63. bag of starch, bag of clover seed, 11 pans of lard, 2 goards 
of fat, pork, 6 -bushels of oats
65. parcel of indian com
66. 45 bushels of oats, 60 3/4 bushels of wheat, old sundrys on 
smoke house, 5 1/4 gallons brandy, 1 tumbler cider, 110 1/2 
barrels of com, 2 fodder stacks
67. parcel of meat, 2 stocks of beer, 36 barrels of indian com
68. 243 barrels of com, 21 gallons of brandy, 7 bushels of salt
70. parcel of meat, parcel of com, parcel of tallcw and fat
71. 20 1/2 bushels of wheat, 50 barrels of com, 88 barrels of com
72. 65 barrels of com, 2 bushels of peas,
73. bushel of wheat, 32 baskets indian com, parcel of meat, 5 1/2
gallons of brandy, parcel of hogs fat
75. parcel of com, 1 stack of oats, 2 houses top fodder, 1,021 tt 
pork, 5 bushels of peas, 1 barrel cider, 2 ttt brandy, 6 
bushels of wheat
76. lot of bacon and beef
77. parcel of wheat, parcel of com, parcel of meat
78. 1 bushel of beans, bacon
82. 276 pounds pork and ttl, 30 wt. beef and ditto, fat, 3 3/4
bushels peas, 2 bushels of pees, 2 baskets 15 ttt com
84. old com, all ny crcp
86. 140 pounds of bacon, 55 barrels of com, 12 bushels of peas
87. parcel of bacon, 1 barrel of pork, hogs lard, quantity of com
89. com
92. 1 barrel and half of pork, 16 barrel of com, parcel of salt,
lot of peas, flax seed and beans, lot of potatoes
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96. 1 pot of fat and sundries, 1 cask of irish potatoes, 203
pounds of bacon, 9 1/2 barrels of com, 35 bushels of oats
99. all the poultry, 25 barrels of com, 500 weight of bacon,
50 weight of hogs lard
101. 8 barrels of com
102. the crop on the ground, 1 lot of wheat, 2 bushels of com, 
some pork, fish, and fat
105. 20 barrels of com, 3 stacks fodder, 50 bushels of oats
106. lot fresh potatoes, com, lot of pork, bacon, lard, 10 dunghil 
fowls
117. lot of oats, 15 barrels of com, 4 barrels of short com, 
cornfield
17. Carts, Wheels, and Belated Equipment
4. cart and wheels
17. 1 ox cart and wheels worn
18. 1 ax cart and wheels
22. 1 pair cart wheels and two carts
23. 1 old cart and wheels and yoak
27. 1 cart, wheels and 3 yoaks
37. 1 pair of cart wheels
41. 1 cart and yoak




49. 1 cart and wheels and a yoak
52. 3 wheels
53. 1 cart and wheels
57. 2 carts and wheels
60. 1 horse cart and wheels
61. 1 old cart and 2 yoaks
62. 1 yoak, 5 cart wheel boxes
63. 1 horse cart and wheels, 1 steer cart without wheels, 1 yoak, 
ring, staple, and bonn, 1 horse cart ram
64. 1 cart and wheels, 2 yoak
66. 1 cart and wheels
68. 1 pair cart wheel boxes, 1 cart and wheels, 1 cart and wheels
69. 3 wheels
70. 1 cart and wheels
71. 1 pair cart wheels, 1 ox cart and wheels
73. 4 old cart and wheels
75. 1 horse cart and wheels, 1 steer cart and wheels
77. 1 cart and wheels
86. 1 ox cart wheel and yokel
87. 1 cart
105. cart and wheels
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18. Saddles, Bridles, Housings, Etc.
4. 4 old saddles and bridles, a hunting saddle and bridle
6. 1 old horse bridle and saddle
8. 1 old saddle
10. 2 old saddles and bridles
14. old saddle tree
15. 3 saddles
16. 1 saddle
17. 7 saddles and bridle much worn
18. saddle and old bridle
22. broken side saddle, 2 old saddles and bridles
23. saddle and bridle
25. saddle for horse
27. 2 old saddles, hunting saddle, 1 trooping saddle and bridle
28. saddle and bridle
29. 2 old saddles
30. new saddle, saddle and bridle
33. 1 side saddle
38. 2 saddles and housing
39. 1 man's saddle and 2 bridles
40. 2 old saddles
41. 1 old saddle
42. 1 saddle and bridle
44. 1 man's and one woman's saddle
45. 1 saddle
46. 2 saddles and bridles
48. saddle
49. saddle and housing, bridle and saddle
51. saddle and bridle
52. 1 saddle and bridle
53. 2 saddles and bridles
54. saddle and bridle
55. saddle and bridle
56. saddle and housing
57. saddle and housing
59. old saddle and bridle, 1 old riding chair
60. 1 old side saddle, old saddles and bridles
61. 2 old saddles and housings
62. 1 man's saddle, 1 housing and curb bridle
63. 1 bridle bitt, 1 saddle and bridle, 1 woman's saddle
64. 1 saddle and bridle
65. saddle and bridle
66. 2 saddles, bridle and housing, 1 saddle, bridle
67. 1 woman's riding saddle
68. 1 saddle
69. 1 saddle and bridle
70. 1 woman's saddle and housing, 1 man's saddle and housing
72. 1 riding chair and harness, 1 man's saddle and bridle
73. 2 saddles and bridles
75. 1 man's saddle
76. 1 man's and one woman's saddle
77. 1 man's and one woman's saddle
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82. saddle and bridle
86. 1 man's saddle
87. 1 saddle
89. 1 saddle and bridle
92. 1 saddle and bridle
106. 1 saddle and bridle
117. 1 saddle and bridle
19. Houses and Land 
(Land is used when specific acreage is not given.)
3. land
II. 120 acres and plantation, 2 1/2 acres, 105 acres
31. plantation, land, town (All left to wife.)
36. 100 acres, plantation and land
61. 2 fodder bouses
63. lot of land and houses in Newtown L60
64. 75 acres of land
74. plantation
77. parcel land
79. land and house
80. plantation, land, 16 3/4 acres in the piney swanp, 6 acres
83. plantation and marsh
85. 75 acres, 50 acres, 25 acres
88. boundaries of land are given - acreage is not
90. plantation of 150 acres
91. plantation
93. land and plantation bought of Francis Barnes, land and 
plantation
95. 10 acres
97 . 20 acres swampland, land I bought of Reuben Wright
100. 184 acres sold at L9 12 1/2 p an acre
103. land
104. 25 acres, 20 acres
105. use of land
107. 35 acres, use of land and plantation
108. use of land to wife
109. use of land and plantation for wife during her lifetime
110. part of farm, land called Chapels old Field
III. land
112. land




116. 25 acres, wife's use of plantation for life (46 acres)
20. Slaves, Servants, and Molatoes
4. servants-1 man, 1 boy, 1 wanan; negroes-3 men
8. 1 woman servant
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16. 3 old negroes
17. 2 negro women, 4 negro men
18. 2 male negroes
24. 1 Molattoe woman, slave called Madge
31. 7 negro women, 2 negro beys
33. 1 negro man, 1 negro woman and child
42. 1 negro girl
45. 2 negro men, 1 negro girl
46. 2 negro men, 2 negro women
49. 1 negro man, 2 negro women
56. 2 male negro children, 1 female negro child, 3 negro men, 2 negro
(gender unsure due t° names), 3 negro women 
60. 2 male negroes, 2 female negroes
62. 9 negro men, 10 negro women
64. 1 male negro
65. 1 negro woman, 1 negro child, 2 negro boys, 2 negro girls, 1 
negro ship
66. 5 negro women, 2 negro children, 12 negro males
68. 12 negro men, 8 negro women, 3 negroes (gender uncertain)
69. 1 negro woman, 2 negro girls, 1 negro bey
70. 1 negro man, 3 negro women, 1 negro boy
71. 5 negro men, 4 negro women, 10 negro men, 7 negro women
72. 5 negro men, 1 negro boy, 1 negro woman, 2 negro children
(girls), 4 negro girl children
74. 2 negro girls
75. 2 male negroes, 3 female negroes - 1 named "Africa" (gender 
unknown)
82. 1 negro wench
83. 2 negro boys
85. 3 negro men, 3 negro women
86. negroes - Tom, Ishmael, Nancey, Amey, Rachel, Dinah, Lilah,
John
87. negro Africa
90. 4 male negroes
91. 1 male negro
93. 2 negro beys
98. 1 negro bey
99. 1 negro girl
100. negroes - Phillis, Anthony, Mary, Cloe, Mary, Mingo, Peter,
Charles, Rose, Dewy, Isbel, Sue, Isbel, Roger
103. 1 negro woman
105. 1 negro boy, 1 negro man
110. 4 negro men, 4 negro women
114. 1 negro woman
115. 1 negro woman
21. Gold and Silver Items
8. 7 pair of silver buttons
13. silver dram cup
22. 1 saddle and housing furnished with silver, 6 dozen silver
buttons
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23. 21 ounces of old silver, salt seller - not all silver, 1 pair 
of^gold buttons
24. 1 silver head cane
27. 1 silver can, 1 old silver cup, 1 silver snuff box, pair of
gold bobs
28. 3 silver spoons
41. 8 silver spoons, gold trenchers
49. a stock buckle of silver, 1 pair gold sleeve buttons, a gold
ring, 6 silver tea spoons
55. 1 pair silver shoe buckles, a pair of silver knee buckles; a
pair of silver clasps
56. 1 pair of silver buckles
59. 1 silver mounted hanger, 30 ounces of old silver
63. 3 silver tea spoons
66. 6 silver tea spoons, 1 silver watch
68. 1 dozen silver spoons
71. 1 silver tankard, 1 gold ring, 12 silver tea spoons, 13 
ounces of old silver
72. 1/2 dozen silver tea spoons
86. 1 silver watch
22. Nautical Items 
4. 2 fish giggs, an old canoe
8. 1 old boat
16. a fish gigg
17. 7 boats and canoe both old
18. 1 old fish gigg
19. 4 old sails all to tatters and out of the bolt, ropes canvas 
lamaunt, parcel of old rigging and blocks, most of them split 
with some iron scrap and dead eyes, the rigging only fit for 
ocean, a snail anchor, 2 old boats bottcmers cotten out with 
worms and the stem frosts split by the county people for the 
ring bolts and thereby almost spoiled, 70 feet of worn roap
22. boats, sails, oars and other appurtenances 
27. a small boat
44. 1 sea chest
57. 1 gigg
65. parcel of fish hooks
66. fish hooks
75. sein net, 1 drum line and hook
77. sein net, part of an old sein, 2 fishing lines




23. Miscellaneous or Unusual Items
4. 79 quire paper, 36 pair playing cards, 7 dozen horn ccurbs, 2
dozen small ivory combs, packs playing cards, 2 ink horns 
10. ps. of whale bone
17. 7 pillo bottle, 6 Russian leather chairs, sealed skin trunk
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21. pocket ocnpass, brass tobacco box, cheese press, parcel of 
feathers, 1 old watch
22. paper fine and coars, 2 hour glasses, parcel of feathers, 6 
old leather chairs
23. leather chairs
24. 6 new leather chairs, 1 hour glass
27. 1 old pine safe, 2 walking sticks
33. 1 pair spoon molds
38. 1 safe, Russian leather chairs
40. 9th feathers, 6 old leather chairs




49. wigg box, 1,600 shingles, 30 bushells lyme
52. 1 pair of spectacles
55. 3 papers of ink powder, 2 rulers, a watch and silk purse, 1 bac 
gamron table, 1 bottle snuff, old wigg
56. 1 wigg
57. 2 pair spectacles, 1 safe, 1 wigg, 1 watch
59. 2 cockle shells, bag feathers, 1 spie glass
60. 1 old safe
62. hour glass, leather bottom chairs, a small map of the West
Indies, 1 quantity shells, part of a barrel of tar
63. 1 fountain pen, a slider gunter rule, 1 set of drough instruments,
and paper, 1/2 ocnpafses, quantity of oyster shells, 1 safe
65. parcel of fish hocks
66. 1 safe, 1 flower tub, rat trap, fish hooks, 12 leather chairs,
1 seale dividen and laucet
68. 1,600 shingles, mouse trap, 1 flower tub
70. mouse trap, half-barrel pitch
71. 12 leather chairs
72. parcel of surveying instruments and magnet, 2 kiln bricks,
1 flower tub
75. 1 pipe, potato cups
76. 1 medicine chest and instruments, 1 safe and 2 small cubb.,
2 leather bottom'd chairs
77. a pair of spoon molds, 1 safe
82. 1 safe, 1 set nell, 1 cag, scrubbing brush, 1 bushell slipis
87. 1 lott cask, lott bands
92. spoon molds, slate, ink stand
96. 1 pair of pressing irons
99. 1 safe
102. 2 pair cords, lott shells
106. 2 bails, flax seed in chaff, safe, ink bottle
117. dry measure, lott of trumpery
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APPENDIX F
SAMPIE WILLS, INVENTORIES, APPRISEMENTS, ETC.
Inventory of Wu. Clowes "Estate", Sept. 25, 1699, Deed Book 1-1691- 
1708-Page 238.
In The Chanber L s D
10 pieces of course color'd fustian at 16d pair 08 00 00
1 piece more ditto 00 16 00
5 pieces tufted holland at 14d pr. piece 03 10 00
4 pieces vermillian at 12d pr. piece 02 08 00
1 piece more ditto 00 12 00
7 pieces vermillian fine at 15d pr. 05 05 00
1 piece more tufted holland 00 14 00
8 pieces flower'd dimety at 18d pr. 07 04 00
6 ends fine white dimety at 2od pr. 06 00 00
9 ends narrow ditto at 16d pr. 07 04 00
2 double pieces fine tufted holland 40d pr. 04 00 00
4 dozen small white yam stockings, 1 dozen ditto
stirrup, most of them much damnified 01 00 00
5 dozen ditto color'd 02 00 00
4 dozen and 7 pair men's ditto and 1 pair socks 02 10 06
39 yards printed dimety remits. 12d pr. 01 10 00
12 yards 1/2 ditto remits. 00 11 00
26 yards printed ditto, 2 remits. 9d pr. 00 19 06
6 pounds rotten colour'd fustian 00 01 06
27 yards colur'd fustian 9d pr. 01 00 03
11 1/2 yards broad colour'd ditto 12d pr. 00 11 06
14 1/4 yards white fustian at 9d pr. yd. 00 10 08 1/4
8 yards fine ditto 00 09 00
56 16 11 1/4
14 yards 1/2 fine White fustian 12d pr. 00 14 06
16 3/4 yards vermillion in 2 remits. 00 15 00
7 yards fustian in 4 remits. 00 04 00
45 yards vermillion in remits. 01 10 00
25 yards tufted holland at is 3d pr. yd. 01 05 00
20 yards ditto damnified 00 12 00
A child velvet cap 00 02 06
27 pair bey's gloves at 3d pr 
37 women's and girl's ditto at 6d pr.
00 06 09
00 18 06
5 pair women's ditto wash leather at 9d pr. 00 03 09
6 grosse haire cuffs at 6s pr. grosse 01 16 00
3 dozen horn books at 18d pr. doz. 00 04 06
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44 primers at 4d pr. piece 00 14 08
15 dozen and 4 hat bands at 3s pr. doz. 02 06 00
34 gross thread laces at 3d pr. 05 02 00
6 gross ditto at Id pr. 00 06 00
5 pieces mainchester binding at 18d pr. 00 07 06
23 pieces stay tape at 6d pr. 00 11 06
8 pieces wasted tape at 3d pr. 01 04 00
5 pair children's stockings 00 02 00
5 dozen shirt buttons Is pr. 00 06 00
2 pieces striped tape 00 04 09
75 13 10 1/2
Jan. 1699-1700
11 horn books at Id 1/2 pr. piece 00 01 04 1/2
About 24 dozen tape to make lace on 02 00 00
79 quire paper 00 16 00
36 pair playing cards 00 03 00
7 dozen horn carbs at 2d pr. doz. 00 14 00
2 dozen small ivory ditto at 6d pr. 00 12 00
6 dozen brass thinbles won, at 18d pr. 00 09 00
28m pins at 8d pr. m 00 18 08
3m more ditto 00 02 00
A parcel of course thread 00 08 06
1 1/2 and fine thread 00 15 00
4 dozen tape lace 00 07 00
29 pieces holland tape at Id pr. piece 01 09 00
2 dozen course inkle at 8s pr. 00 16 00
19 pieces fine narrow tape at 4d pr. 00 06 04
4 pieces gallons at lOd pr. piece 02 00 mOO
36 yards braid ditto at 3d pr. yd. 00 09 00
1 3/2 pieces white mainchester 00 03 06
2 pieces plain Renting at 13d pair 01 06 00
3 pieces stripd lanbrick at 16d pr. 02 08 00
7 yards ditto at 2d pr. yd. 00 14 00
15 1/2 yards ditto at 2s pr. 01 11 00
3 pieces tinsie lace cont. 42 yds. at 8d pr. 01 08 00
13 yards black crepe at 15d pr. yd. 00 16 03
6 yards muslin and 3 yards stripd cairbrick at 2s pr. 00 18 00
13 yards stripd muslin at 3s pr. yd. 01 19 00
23 10 07 1/2
7 1/2 yards white sasnitt at 2s 6d pr. yd. 00 18 09
18 yards plain course muslin at 20d pr. yd. 00 13 04
70 yards gauge in remnts. at 2d pr yd. 07 00 00
59 yards silk crepe in remnts. at 20d pr. yd. 04 18 09
2 yards silk stript stuffe 00 05 00
19 1/4 yards flowr'd demaske at 21d pr. yd. 01 13 08 1/4
2 pieces stiffe cont. 17 1/2 yd. sat/6d pr. yd. 01 03 04
6 1/4 yards hair shay 01 04 00
2 1/2 yards ditto 00 10 00
29 1/2 yards stuffe at 12d pr. yd. 01 09 06
6 1/4 yards ditto at 12d pr. 00 06 03
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2 1/2 yards hair shag 00 10 00
3 pieces ticking at 18d pr. piece 02 14 00
2 1/2 yards ditto at 14d pr. yd. 00 02 11
25 1/2 yards linsey wolsey at 13d pr. yd. 01 08 01 3/2
4 yards drugget at 2s bd pr. yd. 00 10 00
40 yards drugget at 3s pr. yd. 06 00 00
8 3/4 yards corsey at 3s 6d pr. yd. 01 10 07 1/2
3 3/4 yards ditto 00 08 09
13 yards gray serge at 2s 6d pr. yd. 01 12 06
21 3/4 yards ooloru'd fustain at 8d pr. yd. 00 14 06
3 snail remnts. gause 00 05 00
A dozen large silk hankerchiefs at 2s pr. 01 04 00
3 ditto course 00 03 00
25 yards rengal sturre at 2s pr. yd. 02 10 00







5 yards blew linen at 8d pr. yd. 00 03 04
7 yards 1/2 colour'd linen at lOd pr. yd. 00 05 07
2 yards 1/2 white flour'd linen 00 03 09
3 1/2 muslin 2s pr. yd. 00 07 00
7 1/4 ells ezenbrigs at Is pr. ell 00 07 03
12 3/2 yards dowlas at 18d pr. yd. 00 18 09
50 1/2 ells white ozengrigs at 15d pr. 03 03 01 3/2
1 yard 3/4 ditto 00 02 03
37 3/4 yards Hanib linen at lOd pr. yd. 01 11 05 3/2
4m needles at 12d pr. ct. 02 00 00
3 paire wool cards at Is pr. 00 03 00
16 yards printed linen 00 16 00
2 paire of breeches lin'd 01 00 00
37 yards flower'd curtains stiff at Is pr. 01 17 00
37 yards ditto at lOd pr. yd. 01 11 10
11 yards flcwr'd calligo at 2s pr. yd. 01 02 00
94 yards blew linen at 8d pr. yd. 03 02 08
80 yards blew checkered linen at Id pr. 04 00 00
23 1/4 fone broad ditto at 18d pr. yd. 01 14 10 3/4
20 yards searge in 2 drmnts at 3d pr. yd. 03 00 00
1 piece ditto 02 00 00
32 1/2 yards white linen at 15d pr. yd. 02 00 07 3/2






1 piece tufted holland 01 00 00
7 pieces vermillion 28s pr. 09 16 00
22 yards ditto at 7s pr. yard 01 02 00
8 pieces fushan at 20s pr. 08 00 00
2 pieces painted fushan 21s 6d pr. 02 03 00
4 bedtidcs at 20s pr. 04 00 00
9 pr. small hoes 01 01 00
4 wooden hafted knives 00 00 08
A pair of pistols and flask 01 00 00
10 swords 04 00 00
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25 bockeet at 15d a piece 01 10 00
30 pair childrens first shoes 00 05 00
8 pair broad ribband qt. 70 1/2 yards at 18d pr. yd. 05 05 09
39 1/4 yards ditto Narr 01 12 00
2 white girdles 00 02 00
44 yards linen ribband 8d pr. yd. 01 09 04
200 yards ferreting ribband at 2-5d pr. 02 01 08
2 ribband stanachers 00 02 06
3 razors at 15d pr. 00 03 09
A parcel of fine thread 00 01 06
A small locking glass 00 00 08
A dressing box 02 00 00
A small scale and weight 00 06 00
A small doe skin drest 00 01 06
57 taylor thinbles at Is a pr. 00 04 09
2 setts of frings for vallians 03 00 00
84 09 06 3/4
Jan. 1699-700
3 1/2 yards colour'd fushan 00 03 00
Neck cloaths kenting 00 08 00
14 snuff boxes 00 05 00
4 cannon Prayer Bodes 00 06 00
4 pieces feretting 00 12 00
A parcel of galloon and briad 01 00 00
2 powder horns 00 00 06
A parcel of rustle head wires and cannodes 00 02 06
A sarge scarfe 01 10 00
19 yards lace at 15d yd. 01 03 09
13 yards ditto 
A lac'd petticoate stuffe
00 04 00
01 00 00
143 1/2 yards broad ribband at 18d pr. yd. 10 15 03
214 yards ditto narr at 8d pr. yd. 07 03 00
144 yards 1/2 ditto at 4d pr. yd. 02 08 02
3 black hoods all a mode crazie 00 17 06
A pac'd neck cloativ 1/2 yard muslin, a parcel 
hatbands and a small sash 00 10 00
A parcel guase, fringe, tape lace and odd things 00 10 00
2 pds. fine whited brown thread 00 04 00
1 pd. 3/4 fine thread at 8s pr. pnd. 00 14 00
4 pd. whited brewn ditto at 3s 6d pr. 00 14 00
28 brass thimbles 00 03 06
Packs playing cards 00 01 00
2 ink horns, a rasor, a bunch of tape 00 02 06
A parcel of odd things 00 10 00
34 pair of gloves at 3d a pr. 00 08 00
3 pair blariketts at 7s 6d pr. 01 02 06
3 rugs at 16s, 1 rug at 12s 6d, 4 chests and 2 boxes 
at 2L 03 08 06
25 pound gun powder at 9d pnd., 18s 9d; 3 deer 
skins 3s 9d 01 02 06
37 09 08
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In The Hall loft and Porch Chamber L S D
6 boarded chaires 00 19 06
A feather bed bolster pillow, pair of sheets,
blankets and rug 02 15 00A cattaile bed, ozenbrig ticking, an old haroacoo,
old rug and old sheet 01 00 00
A feather bed and bolster virga hicking, a pair
sheets, rug and bedstead 02 10 00
3 old spinning wheels and 4 old caske 00 16 00
10 pnd beaver and 9 otto skins 02 09 00
20 raw deer skins 01 00 00
In The Parlor
An old feather bed and bedding, turkle bedstead 01 15 00
2 new table cloath and 22 napkins 01 15 00
2 old table cloath and 22 old napkins 00 08 08
A pair of old sheets 00 10 005 tcwells and 5 pillobers 00 08 09
2 old pillobers and pillcws 00 02 06
1 old trundle bedstead 00 06 00
3 pair shoes sometime wome 00 06 00
54 11 01
6 shirts, 3 neck cloaths and 3 cravaits 01 14 06
3 pair of handshaws and 3 pair of sleeves 00 02 06
4 old hatts 00 15 00
4 old saddles and bridles 01 00 00
1 stone jug and a parcel carpenter's tools 00 11 00
A cross cut saw and 3 wedges 00 10 00
A small brass mortar and pestill 00 04 00
2 sauce pans, copper tankard, brass skillet and
brass scumer 00 08 00
A brass kittle qt. 26 1/2 pnds. 01 04 00
33L of old pewter at 7d pr. pnd. 00 19 03
54L halfe worn pewter at 8d pr. pnd. 01 16 00
20 1/2 old hollow pewter at 7d pr. 00 12 00
5 old dishes and 2 new plates 00 06 00
4 guns 03 00 00
3 chests, a small table, 5 chairs 01 18 00
2 pestills, 1 fire shovel, 1 pair of firetongs,
1 gridiron and c. 00 10 00
15 11 07
In The Hall
110 felt hats at 2s 4d a piece 12 16 08
A hunting saddle, bridle and c 00 12 06
23 jugs and mugs at 2d a piece 00 13 10
12 gimletts at 3d a piece, 3 hammers 00 06 06
1 stock lock, 3 spring ditto and staples 00 07 00
2 curry combs and a chizell 00 03 00
5 pieces colour'd dimety 20s a piece 05 00 00
1 piece tufted holland 01 00 00
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1 pitch ladle 5s a parcel gun flints 7d 1/2 00 05 07 1/2
2 chests 01 00 00
12 cane chairs at 7d a piece 04 04 00
A chest of drawers 03 10 00
A bedticking quilt bedstead and hangings 13 00 00
3 old chests 00 12 06
5 drinking glasses 6d pr. 00 02 06
13 pieces of earthen ware 00 07 00
2 old hamacco's 01 00 00
A suite of damicks curtains and vallens 00 12 00
A suite of ditto virga cloath 00 15 00
A new suite cloathes, coat and breeches and vest 03 10 00
3 old coats 02 10 00
4 old vests, coat and doublet 02 10 00
A gamlett cloak, 2 pr. old breeches 
A vest and 2 tufted holland and breeches and 1 pr
02 10 00
linen drawers 00 16 00
A long table and foam, dish and palm basket 01 00 00
A parcel of old books 00 08 00
8 pounds gar licks and 6 yards virga. cloath 00 18 00
18 and hafts 3s, 2 pear pinchers and nippers 00 05 06
2 rounters, 2 rubbing sticks 00 01 00
A size stuck, a hammer and dresser 00 03 00
2 pairing knives, 5 cutting knives 00 07 00
75 18 02 1/2
9 punchers 2s 6d, oz., awl blades 3s 00 05 06
A gross and 9 dozen small tacks, 15 heel ditto 00 05 00
In The Kitchen
7 iron potts 03 00 00
2 frying pans, 1 dripping 00 06 00
5 pailes and tubbs 00 05 00
3 chaines, 2 spitts and odd things 00 09 00
In A Small Outhouse
9 weeding hoes 11s 3d and 5 falling axes 6s 3d 00 17 06
2 grubbing hoes, 5 hilling hoes 00 07 06
1 box iron, 1 sheep shear and pinchers 00 02 00
About 100 pounds of ocum stuffs and old batter tub 00 10 00
212 pounds of tan'd leather at 3d pr. pnd. 02 13 00
A parcel of old casks and runletts 01 06 00
Servants
William Webster: 3 years left to serve 06 00 00
Bcy-Jno. Flavahan: 10 years to serve 06 10 00
Hannah Elms: 2 years to serve 02 00 00
Negro man-Jasper 18 00 00
One young Negro maiKTack 22 00 00
One young Negro man-Phillip (One leg) 12 00 00




30 hogs 05 00 00
5 horses and a mare 24 00 00
26 sheep at 6s a piece 07 10 00
A cart and wheels 02 00 00
An old bedstead and old canoe 00 03 00
130 09 06
13 pound of bees wax, 2 pounds mirtle wax at 7d
pr. pnd. 00 08 09
7 barrels 00 14 00
1 lathing haimer 00 01 06
1 pottle pott, 1 quart pott 00 03 00
A half bushel measure and 1m 4d nailes 00 03 00
7 new chaires 00 14 00
1 new bedstead 00 08 00
2 small tables 00 16 00
45 gross white thread buttons at lOd pr. gr. 01 17 06
12 gross small breast buttons on cards Is pr. 00 12 00
21 gross small coate ditto in hogs Is 3d pr. 01 06 03
10 gross of large coate ditto Mohaire 2s pr. 01 00 00
45 gross small huire breast ditto Is pr. 02 05 00
29 gross small thread coate ditto Is 3d pr. 01 03 09
40 gross ditto in bags at Is 3d pr. 02 10 00
2 gross large Mohaire coate ditto 3s pr. 00 08 00
10 gross thread breast ditto on cards 8d pr. 00 06 08
22 grosse Mohaire breast ditto in bags Is 4d 01 09 04
86 gross black haire breast ditto Is pr. 04 06 00
30 gross of thread breast ditto on cards Sd pr. 01 00 00
25 gross Mohaire ditto in bags Is pr. 01 05 00
Jan. 1699-700
21 gross black haire coate ditto Is 8d 01 15 00
55 gross small coate ditto in bags Is 3d pr. 03 08 09
12 gross small thread ditto Is 3d 00 15 00
26 gross large Mohaire coat ditto in bags 3d pr. 05 04 00
2 gross coate 1 1/2 breast 00 10 00
164 18 09
1 pair of men's shoes 00 03 06
2 fish giggs 00 02 06
100 bushells of salt 10 00 00
Total = 530 01 08 1/4
November 30, 1699
Inventory of the Estate of John Evans, Deed Book 1
1 old boat 400
To 1 old pewter bason at 30
To 1 small new dish at 15
To 6 plates at 50
To 1 old dish at 10
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To a dozen spoons at 30
To 5 earthen milk pans at 30
To a parcel of old earthen ware mugs & cups at 30
To 2 large old pewter pails and 30 old piggins at 50
TO 3 old milk trayes, 1 old runlett at 15
TO 18 glass bottles at 36
To 3 iron potts and pothooks, 2 very old at 120
To 1 small iron spit and very old frying pan at 20
To 1 pr. of pothangers and a parcel of iron hooks at 50
To 1 iron pestill at 20
To 7 very old hoes and 2 old ax'es at 20
To 2 old flat smoothing iron at 20
To 1 very old flesh fork, and 2 pr. broken fire
tings at 10
To 5 old sifters, 2 heive, 3 leather at 18
To 1 bed filed with flocks and feathers, 1 old
flanket, bedstead and cord at 600
To a parcel of old lurrber at 100
To 1 old gun unfixed at 80
To 1 old ditto barrel and lock at 30
To 2 old pestills at 100
To 2 old chests and 1 old box at 120
To 1 old feather bed and bolster pillow and 2 pr. 
of blankets, and pr. of sheets, old bedstead 
and cord at 1100
To 1 old book at 155
To 1 small looking glass at 155
To 1 iron candlestick at 3
To 1 Virginia cloath wsstooat, vest and pr. shoes atl30
To 2 pair of old cards at 10
To 1 old saddle, and 1 hat at 120
To 1 wcman servt. 2 years and 1/2 to serve at 1000
To 3 cows and calves at 450 pr. piece at 3150
To 6 ccws at 400 pr. piece at 2400
To 13 yeare old heifer at 300
To 2 two yeare old heifer at 200 pr. at 400
To 8 yearlings at 800
To 1 horse 5 yeare old at 700
To 28 sheep at 80 pr. piece at 2240
To 1 mare about 11 years old at 800
13387
To 7 paire of silver buttons at 6
May the 21 day 1700, In obedience to an order of court we whose names 
are hereafter subscribed have appraised the several particulars on 
the other side mentioned according to our knowledge. Simon Handcocks, 
Adam Thorougood, George Pcwler, Tho. H. Harvey.
Accot. of things not appraised: To 1 mare of three years old, To 1
mare of one yeare old, To 1 old adze, To 1 old razor and hoane, To
1 paire of old gloves, To 12 hogs.
Signed
Recorded on July 3, 1700 Elizabeth E. Lilley
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Investory of Hannay Estate, Deed Book 1, Page 273, Hannay, Robert, 
Oct. 19th. 1900
To 14 yards of cotten broade 14
4 3/4 of linen 4
2 1/4 yards of broad cloath 18
1 hank, silk and dozen buttons 1
To 2 LL of shoe thread 2
3 buck skins drest 7
3 pair of nanps 2
pair old skins, 2 razors, old tcb box, cutting 
knane and sorry stone sains thread coll. 7
To ready money 15
1 old diest, old runlet and glass botle and a goard 
with trancyl with 3 or 4 LL tob 10
To 1 very old small chest 2
To 19 stand leather 2 5
4 raw deer skins 6
~6 17
An account of sans goods that were forgotten at ye other appraise­
ment and now by former sppraisers by us whose names are under written 
this first day of March 1700.
To an old saddle and bridle saddle, chest and 1 old bucket and
old stole frame and a pering and ps of whale bone - 11L 10D 00S.
Jno. Richason, Peter Malbone, Alex. Willey, Ribt.
Hannay's Last Will and Testament, Deed Book 1, Page 274.
Left his son all his wearing cloaths and books, a sword without a 
scabbard and a gunn to be given to him upon his eighteenth birthday, 
17 shoemakers, knives, some old seme new 98 all blades, 8 auls, 2 
piggins D, 69 tacks, 1 punch, 2 pr. of rippers, 2 pr. of pinchers,
2 hauliers, whetstones, 1 devesare, old laces, worth little, 6 old 
ditto and 3 small D, 1 old cutting knife, a broken draying knive 
and an old knive, flesh hides with 1 old broadcloth coate, 1 good 
ditto, 1 old ccrrfolet coat, 1 old sergest and calimanco ditto, 3 pr. 
of linen breeches, 1 pr. of leather britches, 1 pr. of stuff ditto,
1 pr. of wosted stockings, 1 pr. of old yard D, pe of thread ditto,
1 pair of yam ditto, 1 dimety westooate, 1 paire of yam gloves,
1 pair of leather ditto, 1 hat; An accot. of ye books a cematary 
upon ye Epistle of Paul to Clitow, an expetition on ye Epistle of 
Judge by Wn. Jenking, and Ye Spirit of Prophesy, extraordinary 
adventure ye accot. of ye general assembly a proving ye confession 
of faith, a book of letters by Geo. Burnett, an abridgmt of Catume 
instruction, direction for ye profitable rending of ye acripture, 
harto humiliation of small book called ye description of Japan, ye 
Forme of friendship a small book, ye right course presuring health, 
ye stuff filling of ye scriptured, ye order of ye cause of caluation 
and damantion ye drunkard, Several of the above books are old and 
tom. Two auls, one pair of fetters and paire of shoes:
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Appraisers of the estate— Jno. Richason, Jno. Keeling, Peter Malbone, 
Alex. Willey.
Total Amount of appraised items— six pounds, seventeen shillings 
and five pence half penny.
Benson, Thomas, Last Will and Testament, Deed Book 1, Part 2
Son-William Benson-120 acres and the plantation. Also, 2 sows.
Son-Thanas Benson-105 acres.
Daughter-Eldest-Mary Benson-21 and 1/2 acres.
Sons-William and Thcmas-1 old mare named Bess-All her increase.
Daughters-Mary and Elizabeth-One black mare and her increase.
SonrThomas-gun, sword, one cow, one sow, her increase (other half 
to his mother).
Daughter-Mary-1 oow, 1 calf, one new dish, 1 flagon, 2 sows.
Daughter-Elizabeth-1 oow, 1 speckled fowl yearling, one new dish with 
a smoothing iron with two sows.
Wife-Rachell-All nty estate left both within doors and without after 
all debts are paid. December 19, 1700.
Inventory and Appraisement of Martin Comick "Estate," Deed Book 1, 
Part 2, Page 8, May 13, 1701.
L s D
Inpes: TO 2 iron potts weighing with L S D 51 LLs 00 17 00
at 4d pr
To 1 small broken ditto at 2d pr. LL 00 01 66
To 1 pr of iron potts hangers 00 02 06
To 1 spitt and gred iron att 00 06 00
To 2 broad and 2 narrow hoes att 00 04 00
To 1 frying pann, 1 pr. old firestongs 00 08 06
To 14 pr. of old iron at 14d 00 01 02
To 1 claw hantner 00 01 06'
To 16 LL of good pewter at 14d pr LL 0 18 68
To 2 pewter basons and pewter plate 00 12 00
To 1 tankard, 3 pewter porringers and a littleOO 07 00
old pewter
31 44 10
To 2 candle, 3 pieces of earthen ware and a bottle 00 01 06
To 1 old bible, 2 meal sifters, 1 bed cord 00 04 00
To 1 new broad cloath ooate, 2 serge D, 1 old 4 17 00
cerzy, 1 serquest, 1 pair of serge britches
To 1 course felt hatt, 2 pr. old stockings, 11 pr. 00 88 00
shoes
To 1 linen, pr. britches on linen westcoate, 3 00 14 00
neckcloaths, 4 shirts
To 1 new sheets and 2 course D, old and one hander- 00 10 00
chiefs
10 09 04
TO 2 yds scotch cloath Is 6d pr. yd with linn 00 15 00
To 13 yds brown ozm at 1 pr. yd 00 13 00
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To 4 yds white linen Is pr. yd 00 14 00
To 6 yds half thicks at 2 pr. yd 00 12 00
To 2 remnants oerzy at 7 1/2 yds 3s 01 01 00
To 12 yds blew lining at 7d - 1/2 00 07 06
To 10 yds white ozen Is pr yd 00 10 00
To 2 drest deers skins 00 05 00
To 2 old chest, 2 trayes, 2 hauls and a remnant 00 03 00
2 basketts and c
06 0415
Brought Over:
To a small parcel thread silk and three bags 00 06 00
To 3 thairs flagg bottomed and low 00 05 00
To 1 feather bed bolster rug and three blankets 04 00 00







Edw. Attwood, Win. X More 
Otho. Russell, Peter Malbone
Things not appraised: 6 barrels Indian com, several parcels of
nubins, 2 fletdiers of bacon weighing 62 1/2 pounds, a few pieces of 
dryed breast and pork, iron pestill weighing 10 lbs, about a peck 
of peas, beame and salt 6LL 390 in cash and 2 silver spoons, ye 
cattle are followeth:— Four cows and three calves and three small 
runthing year things, two of them booles and one heifer, 3 three 
year old stiers and two 2 year old heifers being all ye cattle known 
of by me. And one Stone horse about three years old blind of one 
eye, Except ye hoggs Rxamd. C. C. Cl. Cur.
Joel Comick
Inventory of Jean Moor's "Estate," Deed Book 1, Part 2, Page 460,
June 22, 1708
L__ S_ D_
1 feather bed, bolster rug and sheet and bedstead
4L 5s 6d to 6 wooden chaires 18s 05 03 06
To 1 feather bed bolster tick, 1 sheet, 1 blanket, 
3L 4s 0 to 5 flag chairs 6s 03 10 00
To 1 sheet 13s to 1 bedstead 10s to 5 napkins, 2 
towels, 2 table cloths 12s 01 15 00
To 1 anker, 2s 6d to 1 feather bed bolster and 1 
pillow wth. 3 sheets and bedstead 5L 11s 05 13 06
To 1 old lining wheel 2s to 1 hackle 4s to 2 
lining wheels, 1 old box 14s 1 00 00
To 1 pr. of brass scales without weights 5s to a 
parcel of lasts 8/8 00 13 00
To a parcel of tan'd leather 2L 3s to 1 pr. querins 
2L 04 03 00
To 1 ox cart and wheels 11 10s to 1 old horse 2L 
10 to 1 old Mare and Foal 2L 5s 06 05 00
To 2 pr. of old cards 2s 6d to 1 looking glass 3s 
to a candlestick 4s to 1 box iron 5s 00 14 06
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To 1 pr. of shears, 2 capps, 1 peper base Is 6d to 
34L of pewter 1L 14s OD 
To 8L of old pewter 4s to a parcel of spoons, 1 
Funell Is 9d
To 1 saddle and old bridle, 3s to 39L of Pott iron 
13s to 2 brass skillets, old grindiron, 1 pan,
1 old pott
To 2 pot racks, 1 spitt, 1 old pistle 1L 0 0 to a 
parcel of old lumber 12s 
To 1 wooling wheel 8s to 6 sider caske and 2 tubs 
1L 7 0 to 10 old iron lOd 
TO 3 hoes, 1 hand saw 7s, 6 pr. of old stillyards, 
1 old saw 4s to 1 chanter pott 3s 6d 
To 1 Brass Kettle 2L to 1 Table and chest 10s to 
1 Gall, pott with hooks 5s to one Barrell 2s 
To 1 jugg Is to 1 negro named Peter 20L 00 to 1 















Cattle: 8 cows, 4 calves, 5 steer, 3 bulls, 13
sheep, 4 lanbs, 2 rams
Things Forgotten: 1 pestle, 1 old barrel of a gun, 1
earthen pot, 1 set of iron wedges, 2 old hilling 
hoes, 1 old fish gigg, 3 silver spoons, 1 ditto 
broke.
July 7, 1708
Inventory of the Estate of Capt. Anthony Haywood, Deed Book 3, 
Part 1, Page 3, 1714-22. March 2, 1713
To 3 old sailes all to tatters and out of the bolt 
Ropes Canvass Lamaunt, old wash cloths 
To a parcel of old rigging and blocks, most of them 
split with some iron sraff and dead eyes, the 
rigging only fitt for ocean 05 11 00
Some old iron and old lead sold out of JLelter 
Blunder bushes and some other small things 
To a small anchor about 150 gooplan-them bock 
To 2 old boats bottomers ootten out with worms and 
the stem frosts splitt by the county people for 
the Being bolts and thereby almost spoilled 
To 2 worn shirts, 6 yd: blanketing, neck cloth and 
pair garters
To a carpet, old pair of britches, old shoes, old 
sheet
To a guncock, old brass blunderbuss and files and
old bcplodke keys and derreng.........
To 64 gun 8c. 3 grt & 20 lb of logwood in the 
house at Linhaven and 5 Tenn Eighteen C hundred 
at Norfolk Tcwn according to the best account given 
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per lord 309:11:10
To'60 ltt old iron + 70 ft of worn roap 3 11:11
Total L 372 ten pence 372:11:10
Subscribers— Capt. Henry Chapnan 
Executor— Christopher Cocke
There was two ton eleven hundred three quarters and twenty pounds 
too much logwood valued and that it did amount to thirteen pounds 
one shilling and six pence halfe penny nor had he received the same 
to the inventory is accounted and deemed right for the just sume of 
three hundred and fifty eight pounds nineteen shillings and three 
pence halfe penny and no more and that if any more shall at any time 
thereof to the court and is ordered to recorded.
Test C. Cock C. Curr.
Inventory of ye Estate of Capt. Christopher Cocke taken ye 10th 
day of Decenfcer 1716.
L_ S_ E
1 feather bed bedstead and blanket bolster sheets 
and oorerlet cord all at 3
7 quier of fine and 7d course or paper 9 4
A black walnut table w. drawer and green cloth 6
5 yards of seer succours 15
1 old 1 new hat, 1 old 1 new perry prigg 3 5
1 caniblet coat bulue damask vest breech 1 new 3 5
1 old black trunk, 1 small gilt leather trunk, 1
larger ditto 10
1 old black coah vest and breeches w. 4 pair of 
stockings, 1 seer succour vest and brech., 1 
tecthen D and old flannel west coat all at 1 2  6
1 durget coah broad cloth vest Ip. leath breeches 
blue riding coat and 3 p. old gloves 1
1 ticken bolster and 2 pillows meer: 1 old pair of 
curtains and vahis belonging to y bed in this 
chamber 15
4 shirts 1 p. striped hollwed breeches, 2 turn over 
flourish'd neckcloths, 4 pillows cases and 1 capp 
of linen w: ap of virg gloves 18 6
A black walnut desk with a parcel of old luntoer
contained with all at 10
6 old flagg chairs 6
1 p. money skales and weights w: 2 hour clases 5 6
3 deer skins, 1 box w: a parcel of wafers mettle
buttons 4d Oz: and some qnip D at 6
1 sorry bed rugg sheets callico counter parre Bedstead 
cord and old mat standing at ye stare head 1
1 saddle and housing furnished with silver 1
1 old box with lock and key and old table 6
IN YE PARLOR CHAMBER
1 feather bed bolster curtains valuns bedstead, 1
blanket and sheets all at 3 5
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Black walnut square table and pair sty lards 15
6 old leather chairs 12 5
6 wainscott chaires 15
2 pictures in guilt frames and 1 looking glass 15
To doz: black ooah buttons and 6 doz: silver buttons 7
A chest and small table 5
A parcel of pictures glasses tin casters earth cups
glasses on ye mantle tree all at 12 6
His horse called Dapple wth. Snafle bridle 6
Old horse Thunder and black old mare 1 10
12 sheep at 5: each 3
21 head of cattle young and old 15 15
Com cradle 1 pr. cart wheels and two carts 1 5
Plow harrow with ye appurtenances 8
Boat, sails, oars and other appurtenances 1
1 morning gown 1 5
57 10
IN YE PARLOR
1 bed bedstead cord rugg, blanket bolster sheets
and curtains at 2
1 ditto trundle bed furniture 1
Black walnut chest of drawers 1 10
3 pewt. casters 3 glas salt pee 11: pep mill 9
1 olive frame looking glass 4
1 hand gun 1
6 candlesticks and other lurch, on ye mantle 10
9 old glagg chairs, 1 old chest and table 15
A parcel of earthen ware 12
6 maple handle knives forks and a pcell. of others 7 6
4 butter pots, a case of bottles and stone jugg 11
59 p: old pewter at 1 14 5
1 pewter punch bowl and cover 5
2 doz: plates and a half a doz. deep ones 1 10
29 pd. of newter being a batter pcell 16 11
17 pound of another sort 17
3 doz: and ten bottles a tul.ibub pot and jugg 9 10
6 tinn patty pans 5
1 old chest and coat brush 1 3
A parcel of cask and other lunherrin ye seler loft 2
A small tinn'd pot and cover 2 6
1 brass skillet and ladle 5
3 iron pots qt: 84 pds. at 3 p. pound 1
2 ditto q 76 at 2 p. pound 12 08
A pair of quen stones frame wth. mill peckers 1 15
1 pair of large old iron doggs 1
96 pounds of old iron at 10
1 brass kettle qt. 18 1/2 p. at 6 p. pound 9 3
1 pr. men's shews 1 sdrch peper box earth porringer
with meale sifter and p. slipers 6
1 fire sovel tongs and pot racks at 8
A parcel of carpenters tools and curry ccmb 1
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L_ S_
2 woolen spinning wheels and a hackle 15
2 old saddles and bridles 12
1 frying pan, 3 old water pailes and a half bushell 6
1 pr. large sty lards and a p. sheet shears 5
2 iron spits 6
Cash molasses qt., 27 gallons at 15/ gallon 1 13
A parcel of table linen 2
1 grind stone 2
1 old cubbard 5 
7 and a half pounds of tallow
3 pounds of bees wax
2 pr. of old skales with some weights 
Cash in the house 16
Cash rec. of Wm. Johnson Bermudan 14
Ditto of John Marrott 2
Ditto of W Argal Thowgood
Of Capt. Wm. Moseley for ye mean proceeds of a bau 










AN AOCr. OF TOB. DEBTS EEC. SINCE YE APPRAISEMENT 
Mr. Argali Thorowgood 2195
Mr. Francis Land 1443
Capt. Horatio Woodhouse 486
Mr. Edward Moseley jun. 100
Mr. Thomas Attwood 67 1/4
William Creedle 552
4843 1/4
An Inventory and Appraisment of ye Estate of M. James Augus Dec'd, 
Deed Book 3, Page 174, 8ber 12, 1717.
IN THE NEW HOUSE CHAMBER
1 new bed bolster pillows sheets blankets quilt 
curtains valuis bedstead cord and mat 
6 new leather chairs 7/6 each 
1 small table and a looking glass frame 
1 ceader chest and a flagg chair 
A parcel of earthen ware and glasses
1 pr. of ozen briggs cowl: 72 Ells and 12 p ell
2 p. 3/4 quarlix q: 33 yds. each 11 16 
1 p. of 7/8 Ditto q 25 yds. 202
IN THE NEW BOOME
1 good bed bolster pillows sheets rugg blanket 
curtains valius bedstead cord and matt 
1 trundle Ditto bolster sheets two blankets bedstead 
cord and mat 
6 new leather chairs 11 7/6 each 
1 large cedar oval table
1 large 1 small ceader chests wth. locks and keys 
1 large looking glass
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L_ S D
1 large stone jugg 2 smaller D 3 butter pots 10
1 doz. large new pewter plates 2 smaller D and porringl 2 6
1 pr. fire tongs shove 11 3 gimblets a hammer box
iron pair stilyards 16
6 new pewter dishes wth. 25 11 182 1 18 3
A parcell of old pewter wth. 19 11 12 19
1 pewter tankard six spoons 4
1 box of new knives forks one old do 11 3
1 hour glass pr. money scales and weights 5
1 silver head canee 12
1 sute of silk drugget cloaths lin'd with solk 6
2 Cats 2 pr. britches a vest very old one pr. sils
2 pr. worsted and 1 pr. yam stockings 2 10
1 sute of Virg. cloth clothes very old 7 6
Brought Forward
A parcel of earthen ware and glascon on ye mantle
piece 1
1 doz. Virg. Napkins and table cloath new 12
1 Cotton corpet seven towells course fine 10
3 chex pillo cases a large zliapr tab:cloath 12 6
2 pr. and one odd course sheet 1 pr. fine ditto 12 5
A parcel of hollan and oz: Jackets and brethes 4
sheep linn shirts 2 white 2 1
IN THE OLD HOUSE
1 feather bed bolster 2 pillows pr. sheets blanket :rugg
bedstead cord and mat 6 6 6
1 large ceader table forme 12 6
1 wooling one linin wheeles 2 pr. cords 15
1 bras spice morter and pestle one D candlestick
tin funnell glas salt bras peper box 10
1 chest one table 7 chains bery old 9
1 Bible and 3 small books of Divinity 4
1 saddle houser and bridle 7 6
3 gilt trunks wth. locks and keys 15
77 15 ~4
IN THE HITCHING
3 ceader tubs 5 do. pales great and small 1
1 hand mill France cullen stones 2
1 spit grid iron flesh fork frying pan 7
3 Iron pots w: 96 1/2 11 4 1 12 4
1 large brass skillet 5
2 p. potracks 2 hoes 3 sifters broad ax iron pestle 12
1 new lie tub and old canew 9
1 1/2 bush measure one pewder rig tub three old barrles .
and 2 round lsts 5
1 Molatto Wcm: Slave called Madge 1[ 36
120 “5 “8
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An Inventory and Appraisment of The Estate of Capt. Tully Smyth- 
Dec. 4th, 1723, Deed Book 3, 1722-24, Page 540.
L_ S_ D_
1 walnut case drawer, 5 1 pine scruths 6 17 6
Ditto oval table 30/one small square d 10/ 3
6 d chairs 3/p 5 flags d 15 1 4
2 kiijubg gkasses k6/l case bottles 12/6 1 8  6
1 gun well first 30/one hunting saddle 17/6 2 7 6
3 earth punch bowls one dish one plate 4 6
1 ordinarly bed with furniture belonging 4
1 old pine safe 12/6 one walnut cradle 15/ 1 7  6
1 spuare pine table and 2 chairs 5 6
1 small pine box 5/ one walnut closs stools 22/6 1 7  6
1 walnut oval table frame 1 5  6
1 small gilded trunk 7/6 1 small still 30/ 1 17 6
1 looking glass and 1 small cabinet all old 5
1 bed and furniture 6 12 6
1 old ditto 42/6 1 large old chest 7/6 2 10 6
1 large new chest 10/2 large wicker bask 8/9 18 9
1 pr. pistolls and holsters 50/1 sword and belt 40/ 4 10 9
1 silver can 3 2 6 one old silver cupp 14/ 3 16 6
1 trooping saddle and briddle 40/ one good mill 35/ 3 15
1 large pot 50 three old 75 11 2 1/2 1 14 10
1 spit and old frying pan 5/6 1 morter and pestle
15/ 1 6
1 brass skillet and 2 old candle sticks 4 3
3 old ceader pailes and 1 cam 4 6
2 old d noggins 2/2 stick baskets 18 3 6
1 iron pestle and 1 1/2 buskel 4
1 brass ladle and old flesh fork 2 1 warm pan 7/ 9
2 pr. tongs 1 old grindstone 1 box iron and chafn
dish 6/ 11
A peel books 30/ a pewtr. punch bowl 3 flowr. boxes
6/ 1 16
14 good pewter at 15 31 ditto old at 7 1/2 1 16 10
2 tin funnels and 6 patty pans 4
1 set of harro hoes wt. 17 1/2 at 2 p. 3
3 marro axes 6/ one old pewter dish 12 7
6 pine chests 8 ditto boxes 3/ 3 3
3 wheel benches and 1 table frame 4
1 pine oval table and 1 cardie 1 3
1 19 ft. pine plank at 5: A pcell of walnut 2/6 8 6
6 quarter cyprus timber 12 1 pr. oxen 3 3 1
1 cart, wheels and 3 yoaks 1 15
1 85 foot pine planks at 4 1 good grindstone 5/ 12
1 iron plow 6/ 17 sheep at 4/ 3 14
43 galls, rum at 2/ 30 gals, molas at 4/ 6 1
70 shuger at 4 2 cours bed ticks 37/6 3 6
Brought Forward
52 yds. cantaloons a 6 20 tallo 4 1 12 8
2 1/2 mirtle wax a 6 7 small knies a 4 3 7
A parcel old trifles 6/-14 busk com 20 1 7  8
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L s D_
6371 pork at gl 3 1/4 bush peas gl 28 15
21 3/4 feathers a 12 cash 35/ 2 16 9
A silver snuf box 5/ 1 small nails 2/6 7 6
7 girl budcels 3 duf tails 1 3
1 brass cock 1 pr. w sdales 4/two walk sticks 6 6
1 pr. gold bobs caring 18/4 Knives 7/6 1 5 6
3 brefes 1 quilting frame 1 pr. cards 4
1 good horse 5 2 ditto 5 10: 0 10 10
1 spinning wheel and 4 old barrels 10 12 6
1 raw hide 2/6 old chest and caske 2/ 1 7
4 new side caskes 3 old D 16
2 old saddles 1 of 3 maple baskets 12
10 draper napkins and table clo. 12 6
135 pieces earth ware 52/6 10 spdr. hamees 3/4 2 15 10
1 parcel jcyner's tooles 30/ a pr. old scales and
hoc. 7 1/2 10 10 73 iron wedges 5/ a small boat 15/ 1
A table cloath bagg and wallet 2
18 glass bottels and 1 quart lineid qyle 3 6
A pr. of scales and weights 2
Appraisement of the Estate of Danoni Smith, Dec'd, Deed
Book 6, p. 429. Sept. 1, 1745.
L_ s_ D_
1 bed and furniture L4 1 lew bedstead and D at L2
10 6 10 0
1 D and D at L2. . .10 1 old bed at LI.5 3 15 0
1 pr. fine sheets at 20/ one coarse D at 5/ 1 05
1 table cloath and 1 doz. napkins at 1 00
2 coarse D and 4 towels at 0 06
5 yds. virga linin at 7/6 1 box iron and heaters
at 3/ 0 10 6
38 lbs. old pewter at 8=1 . . .  5 . . .  4 16 lbs.
new D at 16 LI.1.4 2 06 8
8 silver spoons 16 16 L6 2D old 3 oz. Ll 7
1 spice morter at 6/2 2 old chests and 2 D boxes
at 7/ 13
3 small tables at 12/6 14 old chairs at 10/ 2 2 6
2 old tubs 3 pails and 2 piggins at 6/6 a weaver's
loom and furniture 30/ 1 16 6
1 pr. old stilliards at 3/ 2 spinning wheels and 3 pr.
cards at 19/ 1 02
2 Bread trays and 3 small D 4/ gold trenchers and 1
stone jugg 0 03
5 milk panns and 1 butter pott 4/ 1 hand mill 15/ 19
4 old iron potts and pott hooks at 5/ 2 panns 3/
knives and sprks 7/ 15
1 pr. -an irons and pott rack spit and tongs 10/
1 old rusty firelock 3/ 13
1 flax brake at 3/ 3 old hoes 3/6 and 2 iron wedges
4/ 10 6
2 broad axes and 2 saws at 10/ 8 plains and irons
at 5/ 15
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1 old harrmer nippers and oonpasses at 1/6 
A parcel of augers and c: at 4/6 a parcel of turner: 
tools and c 12/6 
1 old bench leath and c at 2/6 1 old harrow 5/
1 old fluke 2/6 1 cart and yoke and an old draft ox
40/
2 cows and yearlings at 13. . .10. . .2 cows and
calves L3
3 young cows L3. . .10 2 sows and 8 shoats at Ll
. . .5
2 D and piggs at 20/ 2 barrows at 16/ 2 mares at
4. . .10

















An Appraisement of the Estate of M. Patrick Brooks,
Dec'd, Deed Book 7, Page 495. March 30, 1753.
L_ S_ D_
1 large walnut oval table 25/ 1 small oval table
15/ 2
1 small corner tub are 32/6 1 large gum plank
chests/ 1 shop board 2 8 6
1 Bed and furniture 70/ A parcel of old earthen ware
7/ 1 large stone jugg 4/ 4 1
6 china saucers and 2 tea cupps 2/6 27 pewter
plates 27/ 1 9  6
2 large pewter dishes w g a 1/3 A parcel old pewter
old pewter w 11 a 10 1 6
2 old pewter dishes w 10 1/2 A pewter spoons 1/4 A
parcel of books 14/ 1 4  1
2 butter pots and a stone mugg 3/4 2 old books 1/4
2 table cloths 17/6 1 2  2
2 damas towels 6/ 1 table cloth 3/6 1 Gotten counter
pin 10/ 19 6
4 sheets and 2 piller cases 25/ 1 suit vira. cloth
curtains 25/ 2 10
1 hanger 15/ 1 gun 20/ 1 goose and shears and wigg
box 5/ 1 pr. stillards 6/ 2 6
1 pr. money scales and 2 books 5/ 1 pint pott and
brafs cock 2/ 7
A parcel of tin ware 5/ 1 pr. iron vredges a drawing
knife and 1 old ax 5/ 10
4 iron potts and flesh forks 22/6 2 frying pans and
a spit 0/ 1 10 6
1 plow and chain and muzzel 15/ 3 harrow hoes 6/
2 broad hoes 2/6 1 3  6
A half bush, a pale and a tubb 5/ 2 razors a hone
and strap 7/6 1 small desk 10/ 1 2  6
9 round bottles and candle stick 3/ 2 pin tavles
7/6 1 case and 12 bottles 12/6 1 3
1 pr. brafs candlesticks a tea kettle and old fire
tongs 7/ 20q bacon 69/ 3 16 8
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L S D
70 lb. beef 17/6 1 chafing dish 4/ 3 cotes 3 pr.
briches and all escote 60/ 1 hatt 20/ 5 1 6
Sane cauls thread and 3 stockins 2/6 2 pine chests
10/ 1 negro man named Jack 5 12 6
1 negro woman named Linner 50/ 1 ditto Menear L15
1 bed and furniture 70/ 21
1 date board chest 7/6 1 parcel of knives and forks
5/ 5 old barrels 5/ 17 6
1 candle box and a stone jugg 3/ 1 ceader cam
3 woman's gowns 70/ 3 14 4
1 basket and woman's head clothes 20/ 1 pine chest
and a tin sugar chest 13/ 1 13
2 muggs 2 round bottles and a p. sole leather 2/
1 old bed and furniture 40/ 2 2
1 pr. pistols and holsters 20/ a tub and 2 delph
bowls 2/6 9 black chaires 13/6 1 16 0
1 side leather and 2 old cask's 5/ 5 lac chases 5/
1 spice morter and pestle 2/6 12 6
1 cullen hand mill 35/ 2 pott racks and 1 iron
pestle 2 3
1 small iron kettle 2/ 2 old axes 5/ 1 old spinning
wheel 2/6 9 6
1 old flag malt 2 old cask and a tray 2/ 12 ews and
6 lambs 90/ 4 12
1 pr. shoe and knee buckles and a stock buckle of
silver 1 1 6
1 pr. gold sleeve buttons and a gold ring 26/ 14
head of cattle a calf L14 15 6
1 pr. draught steer a cart and wheels and a yoak
6. . .10 1 mare L6 12 10
6 silver tea spoons 20/ 1 mare 70/ 1 cow and calf
27/6 1 ran 5/ 6 2 6
2 raw cow hides 0/ 3 white linen shirts and 1 linen
wescote 26/ 1 14 0
1 tustian f rode cote and cloth wescote 3 pair of
hose 30/ 1 pr. leath briches 10/ 2
2 cheek linen shirts 1 silk handk 10/ 2 tubbs fatt
15/ a taylors goose 3/ 1 0
2 geese and 2 turkeys 5/10 1 spade 2/6 1 old bridle
and saddle 6 314 7
1 box iron and heaters 2/ 1 sow and pigg 9/ 499 foot
popler plank 25/ 1 16 1
6 barr. com 66/6 1 old bedstead 1/2 1 bolt and 2
locks 1/3 1 hand saw 2/6 3 11 5
1 old cubbard 1/1 1 saddle and housing 20/ 1700
shingles 17/ 1 10 1
30 bush lyme and 4 old cade 13/ 1 ram if gott 2/7 15 7
Tho Lesters bond dated July 30, 1751 for 6£____ __
L107 10 11










Inventory and Appraisement of the Estate of Elizabeth Montgomery, 
died March 31, 1753, Deed Book 7, Page 456.
L_ S_ D_
1 sow and four pigs 10/ 3 shoats 15/ 1 old mare
with fold 15 6 15
3 old iron potts 10/ 1 amenon 2/ 2 old dishes
2 basons 7 spoons 6/ 18
1 old box 2/6 1 bread tray and sifter 1/ 3 6
1 pitcher 3 old pails 2/ 2 old washing tubs
6 bottles 1/ 3 6
1 wanning pan 5/ 1 p small shily 2/6 about and woolen
yam 3/4 about 4 p cotton yam 9/ 1 bed and furniture 
13:
iron pessel frying pan and spit 4/ 1 old box iron 
1 old adz. 5 pot hang 3/ 
old woolen wheel 1 old runlet and ab. 20 hogs 
fatt 6/8  8
6 pfs smoked beef 5/ a parcel bacon 2 238 at 4L
3 19 4
2 oows 2 yearlings 1 cot and calf L4 15 
1 small ccw and calf 25/ 1 small steer 20/
18 Dunghil fowles 10/ 1 old table 1/U 1 cow hide
1 yearling D 1 calf skin 7/   8 11
9
Appraised date - March 21, 1753
Entered in Court - April 17, 1753
An Inventory of an Appraisement of the Estate of M.
Marthen Dallet (or Pallet)
1 horse and 2 mares 19L/ and 1 D 30/ 29 old sheep 
and 16 lanbs 7. . .10 
275 of steer L9,10 and 6 cows 1 steer and 5 
yearlings 10 0 
1 steer 25/ 2 cows 12 pigs 22/ 2 sows 13 pigs 30/
10 shoats 3. . .12 
9 shoats 27/ and 2 cows and 9 pigs 16/ 2 shoats 32/ 
and 3 sows 13 pigs 30/
1 desk 4/ 1 oval table 25/y L20/ ID 25/ 1 small 
D 20/ 6 chairs 10/ 1 looking glass 7/6 
1 gag 2 runlets 12 bottles 1 pair of stillards 
1 old case of 5 bottles 4 earthen plates 1 teapot 
1 tea kettle 1 buttor pot 3 stone pots 1 milk pan 
22 plates 21/ 1 soope spoon and small D 2/3 1 tea 
kettle 10/
1 brafs ta 5/ 10 of pewter 10/ 1 coffee pot 4/ 1 
case of knives and forks 6/6 
1 box iron 4/ seme earthen and china ware 7/6 13 
bottles 2/6
1 old search and sive 1/6 1 butter pot 2/ seme 
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1 pr. fire tongs and shovel 2 tables 10/ 1 old 
chest of draws 25/
1 bed and furniture 6/ 1 snail bed 3/ 2 candle sticfc
2/
2 spinking wheels 7/6 1 bed some furniture 3/
parcel of sec 3/
1 old bedstead 2/6 parcel old iron and brass 2/6 
A parcel of coopers ware 15/ 1 old hackle 3/
2 old saddles and housing 7/6 1 old brass kettle 5/
pot hoks 6/6
2 pans, 1 spit 1 old mill and 2 old wheels 19/2 pot
racks and 1 old pan 20/
1 old cart and 2 yokes 15/ 1 old hand bellows 1/3 
2 axes and 3 hoes I V  
1 grinding stone 2/ hives of bees 2/6 
27 houghs and chain 25/ and 1 hogstead of sider 10/
A parcel of old casks 10/ and old whip lan 7/6 a 
parcel flax 7/6
3 hides 9/ 7 bush, peas 17/6 2 bush beans 5/
1 old plow and harrow 6/6 1 tooth harrow 0/ 1
fat pot
Com at 5/72 barrel 56 B and 1 bush.
695 of wheat a 3: 385 of D 2 1/2 214 Fat a 3:
2 fodder houses 20/ 5 sow and 23 pigs 40/ 15 shoats
50/
1 old safe 2/ spice morter 7/6 flax feed a 3/ p Bu
2 3/4
To cloth trimmings 2/ a parcel of slays and gear an 
old svrne 40/
2 sider cask 5/ 1 old bedstead mat and couch frame
2/
6 steer at 25/ 9 cows and calves a 30/ 4 cows and
3 yearlings 6/
4 heifers at 15/ a yearling at 10/ 1 bull 12/6 
1 old gun 10/ 172 leather breeches 15/ 21 yds. of
rirg. linen 1/4 
1 Blacksmith vice, anvil and hellos and hanmer 
6 sews 10 pigs 1 barron 3. . .5. . . 6 sows 25 pigs
4 shoats 3. . .2. . .6 
1 horse 50/ pr. old millstones 1/3 1 cart sold p.
wheels and yoke 6/
1 old hanger 2/6 1 hon. and chain 12/6 2 colts 5/
1/2 old steer 4. 0 2 old sheep 6 lambs 7 
1/2 young steer L3. . . 10 4 cows and yearlings 6 
01 cow 25/
1 heifer 20/ 2 hoes and 1 old ax 2/6 2 toon wedges 
7/6
1 old harrcw stock and hoes 4/ 2 barrels rotten com 
a p
1 pot and barrel 5/3 barrels rotten com at l/o _  __ __
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L_ S_ D_
1 blacksnith's hanmer and tongs 2/6 29 1/2 barrel
good com 7 10 0
a 5/ 40 3/4 bushels of wheat a 3/ 6 2 3
234 6 5 1/2
An Appraisement of the Estate of William Hancock, 
Dec'd.
1 doz pewter plates 10/ Ods O/A 6d: 5/ 40 old
pewter dishes 40/ 1 cullen and 6 patter pans 3/3 
12 milk pans 12/ 2 butter pots 5/ 4 potts and 1 
pipkin 6/3 1 brafs morter and pessel 7/6
1 frying pan 4/ 1 sage 5/ 4 tubs 12/ 9 pails 13/6
1 cann, half bus: and a naugen 2/6
3 trays 3/ 1 old mill 30/ 3 potracks 12/ 4 iron
potts 150 and 3/4 at 3: lecp: Kittle 4/6 7 2 1/4
4 pot hooks a 7 1/2 and 1 p.: hand irons 30 2 5 10 1/2
2 cows and calves L3 1 young steer 12/6 1 cow 30/
4 heifers a 25/ 3d: a 15/
3 steer L3 2d: L3 2d 40/ 1 bull 30/ 1 young d: 15/
1 heifer 15/ 4 yeast: a 15/
3 heifers 50/ 1 young steer 15/ 1 p.: old draught 
steer 40/
2 ccws and calves L12. . .10 0 ecus and yearlings LI 
. . .15
57 old sheep a 5/ 20 lambs a 4/ 1 bed and furniture 
15 L Id: 12L
1 bed quilt L3 1 swit curtains 30/ 11 napkins 16/6 
4 towels 10/
1 table cloath 12/2d: 30/ 1 d: 3/4 towels 6/ 1
table d: 5/ Id: 7/6 Id: 7/6
Id: 10/ Id: 5/ 3d: 7/6 4 towels 6/ 2 pillow cases 5/
4d 6/ 2p: sheets a 32/
2 p: sheets a 32/ 1 p: d 32/ 3 sheets 24/ 1 old d:
5/ 1 bed cover 25/ 1 looking glafs 5/
1 black trunk 7/6 1 bed and furniture 15 1 trunnel 
Bedstead 2/6
1 old chest 1 old trunk and 1 old chear 5/ 1
blanket 10/ 1 rugg 10/ Id: 20/
2 old d: 7/6 1 matt 2/6 1 bed and furniture 13. . .
10 1 old table 7/6 1 old case 1/3 
2 wooling wheels 15/ 1 old cubbard 2/6 1 foot 
wheel 7/6 2 hand d: 10/
1 p: wind j: Blades 1/3 1 old chest 2/6 1 man's 
saddle 30/ 1 housing and curb bridle 
9 sides sole leather 27/ 1 hackle 7/6 1 bed and 
furniture L6 1 hone and razor 3/6 
1 looking glafs, pepper mill, hour glafs and case 
draws 15/0 3 pine tables 10/
1 cole still 40/ 1 tea kittle and trivet 7/6 
1 coffee pott 5/ 2 brafs candlesticks and snuffers 
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1 box irons and heaters 5/ 1 pr. hand irons 15/ 1 
pr. tongs and shovel 3/3 
1 p. stilyards 10/ 1 candle box 1/3 1 butter pott 
2/6 1 doz. chairs 10/ 1 mougl/
1 p. pistols and holsters 15/ 1 gun and bayonet 30/
1 sword catuch box powder ball 10/
1 table 15/ 19 table spoons: a 36. . .9. . .1/2 
at 7/ p. ox. 1 grater 2/6 £>12. . .17. . .9 and 
three fourths 13 12 9 3/4
6 tea d: a 2 3 1/2 at 7/ oz. 172: money scales 4/6 0 19 4 1/2
1 sett china ware 45/ 1 doz. china plates 20/ 6 
delph plates 5/
1 china bowl 2/6 butter dish 1/6 1 milk pott 1/ 
butter bolt 1/
6 broken cupps and saufsers 4/ 2 glafs cans 4/ 6 
glafses 3/6 5 glafs tunblers 
1 decanter 2/6 2 glafs salts 2/ 1 glafs mustard 
pott 3/6
1 vinegar cruet 1/3 2 broken bowls and 1 broken
mugg 6:
A parcel earthen ware 1/3 4 earthen dishes 5/ 6 
earthen plates 3/
2 soap and 1 sallow earthen plates 3/ 1 punch bowl 
1 volan of Tillitsan 10/ 1 Dicktionary 30/ 1 large
Bible 20/
Nelson's Festival 7/6 Primitive Christianity 5/ 2 
old Prayer Books 4/
The Devout Christian Instructed 5/ The Whole Duty c 
Man 2/6
5 old bodes 5/9 1 desk L5 1 desk and book case L5 
1 Bofatt 50/
1 tea table 10/ 6 leather bottom chairs a 6/2
3 old trunks 0/ a small map of the West Indies 5/
1 looking glafs 12/6 
A table mats 2/ 1 large silver tankard a 37. . .12
at 7/ p. oz. L13. . .5. ..3 1/2 13 7 3 1/2
Negro Charles L35 Denny 55L Tan L60 Peter L60 
Ned L60
Blastus L50 Sbepny L40 China L40 Vinah L40 Befs L4C 
Pheay 40L Chaina L40 Negro Lettice L35 Jany 20L 
Uncca L20
Candis L20 Rose L15 Glasca L10 Phillip L15 
Hannaball L7. . .10
2 pr: drau^it steer L16 1 f d:L7. . .10 f d 15
1 cart and wheels 40/
1 yoak 5/ 1 chain and muzzels 7/6 1 yok 4/ old 
Queen a mare 20/
Bella mare L7 young Queen and mare L) Squire a 
horse L6
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Jany a mare L5. . . 2 old narrow axes 3/6 3 broad
axes 9/ 1 stone pott 4/ 5 16 6
1 hatchet 2/ 5 cart wheel boxes 5/ 1 from 2/6 7
broad hoes 9/ 0 10 6
2 narrow hoes 2/6 1 grubing hoe 1/3 1 broad ax and
Addz. 4/ 0 7 9
2 wedges 6/ 2 augers and 3 chizzels 4/ 1 spade 4/ 0 14
1 whip san x cut saw and 1 hand saw 12/6 1 grind
stone 3/ 0 15 6
1 mill peck and diif sel 1/3 2 sides upper leather 10/ 11 3
12 sides leather and 3 skins 1 5
12 bush: wheat a 2/6 40 6 tcb; a 27/6 L) 30 2 tobs
Hh: 5/ 2 cags 4/ 0 12 0
1 tub and shug: Box 4/ a parcel old casks 4/ 120
lb. wool a 1/ 4 old casks 6/ 6 14
1 cask n: Vinegar 17/6 1 barrel cyder 12/6 5 bus:
of oats a 1/3 1 pint dot 3/ 1 19 3
1 cagg 2/ 1 flax brake 2/6 1 quantity shells 50/
10 head hoggs 55 5 9 6
1 case n: 3 bottles 4/ 12 round bottles 3/ 1 larch
2/ 1 wanning pan 10/ 0 19
Cash L26 barr: com 20 a 10/ P. barr: L10 lp:
pinchers, nippers and a hantn 36 3 6
12 hoggs L3 12d: and 4 piggs L3. . .2 2 sows 15/ 3
sows and 12 piggs 30/ 0 7
1 sow and 7 piggs 15/ 13 hoggs 25/ L3. . .5 4
window frames 12/ 4 15
8 Window sashes 40 lights 16/ 4d: sashes 24 lights
0/10d: go light 30/ 2 14
2 window frames 23/ 5d: a 1/3 1 old spade 1/ 10
old cyder hd: a 3/ 2 3 3
1 pcwdering tub 2/6 1 half hh: tubb 1/6 1 old hh:
1/6 1 barrel 2/ 0 7 6
2 potts hoggs lard 31/6 3 small tubbs 4/6 1 stone
pott 2/6 a par: salt a hh: 9/3 2 7 9
1 earthen pott 1/3 1 trought 1/3 1 choping knif 1/3
1 pr. garden shears 2/6 6 3
771 lb. Bacon a 5: p. lb. L16. . .1. . .3 2 harrows
15/ 1 plow 7/6 Id: 2/6 1 old sheep 3/6 17 9 9
3 door frames 7/6 part of a barrel of tarr 2/6 _0 10 __
1126 1 10 1/2
Presented in Court June 19, 1759, Deed Book 8,
Page 375.
The Inventory and Appraisement of M. Thcmas Hunter's Estate, Deed 
Book 9, Page 52.
L_ S_ D_
9 axes at 1 12
12 hoes at 12
3 grubin hoes at 9
3 axes at 1 6
A plow and diains 1 5
12 harrow hoes at 12
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L S D_
3 plows at 1 10
1 Brafs Kittle 3
3 spinning wheels 15
A parcel of old tools 5
1 p. cart wheel boxes 5
4 from wegger and pesel 0
1 petteauger and Road to her 1 15
2 cafes of bottles 2
13 flag chears 15
1 hackel 10
1 bead and bumiture 5
1 bead and d 4
A parcel of tea ware 5
1 pair of stillards 7 6
1 oval table 12 6
1 ditto 10
1 square ditto 2
1 desk 2
1 desk 4
1 trunk and parcel Earthen ware 17 6
1 cart and wheels 2 5
1 grine stone 7 6
4 p. draft hears 6 p. pair 24
1 draft steer 2 10
45 head cattle 55
29 head of sheep at 4
1 mare at 6
1 young baymare 8
1 stone hound 10
10 hids 1
51 head of hoggs 10
26 piggs 1 3
5 sows and piggs 2
243 barl com 7/6 p. barrel 9 2 6
1600 shingles 4/ pr. thousand 6 4
12 head of hoggs and 12 piggs 3 12
1 hand mill 1 flax brak 2 1
1 sarch 1 locking glase and slate 7 6
1 spice molter and moufes trap and pops box 7 6
A parcel of old books 2 15
3 puter basons and 20 plates 1 1
3 dishes 6
1 dozen silver spoons 6
3 knives and 6 forks 1 3
2 guns 5
2 beads and furniture 10
12.11 16 “l
Carried Upwards
3 old chests 10
1 saddle flower tub and sword 10
1 box iron 1 3
3/4
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L S
4 iron potts 1 7
2 iron pott hangers 10
1 brafs kittle 1 spit 1 pan 5
2 hand nulls 4
1 tub and half bushel 3
1 whip saw 1 15
21 gall, brandy 4/ p. gall. 4 6
7 bushels salt 14
5 sider hg 10



































Inventory and Appraisement of the Estate of M. John Thorowgood, 
Dec'd.
L_ S_ D
2 beds and furniture 15
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L S_ D_






6 cows and calves 




12 grown sheep 4
70 Hi 4*1 
iU —
Given by will to his son John Thorowgood.
1 bed and furniture
2 cows and calves 5 dry cows 2 large steer 1 four
6 10
year old steer 1 two year old ditto At Back Bay
3 yearlings 15 10
7 cows aid calves 15 10
1 pair draught oxen 0 0
12 grown sheep 4 4
3 ews and laiibs called his own 
1 silver tankard and 12 large table spoons weight
2 2
20 13
1 gold ring 1 1 10
L120 14 10
Given by Will to his daughter Peggy Hunter.





10 grown sheep 3 10
L159 104
Thcmas L. Thorowgood
2 cows and yearlings 4 15
10L163 19
77 sheep at 7/




1 large looking glafs 3 10
1 small ditto 
1 large oval table 2
12 6
1 small ditto 





1 bed and furniture 2 10
1 ditto 4 0
1 ditto
1 square walnut table
4 10
10
2 old pine chests 5/ leather trunk 2/6 7 6
12 flaged chairs 15/ 2 pine tables 3/ 1 3
1 safe 15/ 1 case and 3 bottles 7/6 1 2 6
1 red pine chest 7/6 1 case drawers 
1 coffee pott
1 shovel 1 pr. tongs and 1 chafing dish
1 pr. irony Dogs 7/6 1 tea kettle and trevil 7/6
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L_ S_ D_
1 tanthom and 3 dish matts 3 6
10 knives and 10 forks 12 6
6 ditto 6
A parcel china ware 10
2 small china bowls 5
A parcel Earthen ware 6
A parcel stone ware 10
A parcel glafs ware   7 6
Carried Forward L222 14 4
1 large Bible and a parcel small books l
12 silver tea spoons at 4 13 a 7/ 1 14 3/4
3 doz. bottles 3
13 oz. 7 old silver a 6/ oz. 4 3 1
2 stone jugs 6/ 1 p. steelyards 6/ 12
2 flower tubs 4/ 7 napkins 10/6 14 6
3 table cioaths 30/ 2 ditto 5/ 1 15
4 towells 0
1 pr. money scales 2/6 2 guns 30/ 1 12 6
1 sword 2/6 16 ccws and calves 32 2 6
14 large steer 35
12 ccws and 6 yearlings 25 10
8 steer and 2 heifers 15
1 bull 1 15
1 young mare 12 1
1 bay mare and colt 15
1 sorrel mare and colt 15
1 bay horse with 1 eye 0
45 hogs a 7/ 15 15
7 hogsheads and 1 barrel 1 3
7 flodcs bees 2 16
1 lye stand and 3 empty casks 4 6
A parcel flax 10
27 old casks 2 14
1 grindstone and 2 flax brakes 5
6 sides upper ditto 1 10
15 sides upper ditto 3 15
93 wool a 1/ 4 13
1 pair cart wheels 1 10
1 ox cart and wheels 15
1 pair draught oxen 8
20/2 bushels wheat a 4/ 4 2
1 ox cart and wheels 2 10
4 spinning wheels 1 5
A parcel woodenware 8
4 iron potts 2 pans 2 skillets 1
1 iron spit 2/6 6 harrow hoes 18/ 1 6
A parcel old tools 12/6 3 old lathes 2/6 15
A parcel old iron 1/6 5 earthen potts 8/ 9 6
2 qt. poots and lp. ditto 10
10 pewter plates 22/6 7 old plates 12/6 1 15
9 milk pans 9/ 3 dishes 30/ 1 19
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L_ S_
2 basons and 1 sauce pan 6
2 harrows and hoes 18
1 plough 10/ 9 hoes 13/6 1 3
5 axes 1 hatdiet and 1 hoe 10
30 ploughs 1 4
2 plough chains 12
1 petteauger not exhibited to view 10
Cash left in the house L282 13
50 barrels com given by will to Margaret
Thorowgood 25
Barrels com being one 9th part of the com given 
by will to John Thorowgood Brought Forward from 
the other column L222 14
Carried forward L765 16
Amount brought forward L740 16
Given by Will to M. Marg. Thorowgood during her natural life. 
1 negro man called old Harry 25
1 ditto man called old Will 50
1 ditto non called old Janmey 40
1 ditto man called old Tom 30
1 ditto wench old Betty 15
1 ditto Pegg 40
1 ditto Phillis 35
1 ditto Arty 20
1 ditto Hagar 12 __
L1007 16
Given by Will to his son John Thorowgood.
1 negro nan called Old George 30
1 negro wench called Nanny 35 __
L1072 16
Given by Will to his daughter Peggy Hunter.
1 negro man called little Harry 50
1 wench ditto called Bose 40_ __
L1162 16
Given by Will to his son John Thorowgood.
1 negro man called Crowell 60
1 wench called Janny 50 __
Anount brought forward L1272 16
Given by Will to his son Argal Thorcwgood.
1 negro called Jack 50
1 ditto Rachel 50 __
L1372 16
Given by Will to Thomas L. Thorowgood.
1 negro called Little George 60
1 ditto Frank 30
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Given by Will to Mitchel Thorowgood. 
1 negro called Own 
1 ditto Africa 
1 ditto Sarah
Given by Will to Pembroke Thorowgood. 
1 negro called Forty 
1 ditto Philip
Given by Will to Sally L. Thorowgood. 
1 negro called Little Betty
An Error in bring forward 




L1612 16 1 1/4
12
50 __ __









Deed Book 9, Pages 680-81
Inventory and Appraisement of the Estate of Thonas Wbodhouse, Dec'd, 
Jan. 1788 (day not given).
L S
1 horse L7 10/ 1 ditto L0 1 pr. steer L12 27 10
7 head cattle L14 25 head sheep L8 15 22 15
11 head hoggs L5 10/ 1 walnut desk L5 10 10
2 beds and furniture L16 7 flag chairs LI 10/
1 case bottles 6/ 1 large chest 30/ a parcel delft
17 10
ware 10/ 2 6
2 axes 15/ 2 heading hoes 5/ 1 plow and stock 15/ 1 15
1 + cut saw 10/ 1 plow chain and buck 4/ 14
1 man's saddle and bridle 10/ 1 harrow and buck 10/ 
1 hilling hoe 10/ 4 pewter basons 12/ 2 ditto
1
dishes 6/ 1 0
2 spinning wheels 20/ a parcel coopers ware 12/ 
1/2 doz. mettle spoons 2/6 140 lb. bacon a 6L
1 12
3. . .10 3 12
12 bushels peas 36/ 1 lyth and furniture 10/
55 barrels com L33. . .2. . .6 1 ax cart wheel and
2 6
yoke L3 36 2
1 tea kettle 12/ 1 silver watch L4 .. 4 12
Negroes to wit-Tom 50L, Ishmael 50L 100
Nanoey L40 Amey 40L Rachel L30 110
Dinah 30L, Lilah 20L, John 20L 70
L412
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An Inventory and a Appraisement of the personal Estate of Matthew 
Leman deceased. Audit Book 5, 1809-14, Page 168. June 10th 1812.
Dollars Cents
1 bed and furniture $15 1 Ditto $18 1 Ditto $10
1 Desk $5 comer cupboard $5 53
1 lot of earthenware $1.50 1 case of bottles $1.00
6 flag diaris $3 5 .50
1 jug and plastering bowl $1.25 1 .25
1 pr. snoothing irons girdle and firetongs 1 .50
2 flax wheels 1 woolen 2 pr. cords 3 6/2
1 looking glafs .75 1 diest and trunk .75 1 gun and
peas .50 2
1 lot of tin ware .25 1 pepper mill and phealls .75
1 lott of books $2.00 3
5 knives and forks .25 1 pr. geers and flag $1.00
3 bottles and teflen .25 1 .50
1 pine table and 13 feet role 125 1 earthen dish and 1
pot .75 2 .25
1 lott of pewter .75 some pork fish and fat $1.50 2 .25
1 tub and sope .50 1 barrel and lime .50 2 leder
barrels .50 1 .50
1 handsaw 1 shade and 9 hoes $3.50 2 enpty guns .25
1 iron toothrake .25 4
2 axes $1.50 2 plows $1.50 1 flag stone grinder pots
and brushes $3 6
1 hand mill $5 1 lott coopers ware trays and morter
$1.25 6 .25
2 low pots and cables 1 tea kettle $3.75 2 potracks
$2.00 5 .75
1 canoe .50 2 bush, com $6.00 1 horse $30.00 7 stocks
bees $10.00 46 .50
2 ccws and calves $20.00 1 sow and 7 shoats $11.00
4 hogs $10.00 1 lot of wheat $3.00 44
The crop on the ground $6.00 Dunghill stock $7.00
Lot shells $2.50 15 .50
$204 .56 1/4
Will of Francis Whitehurst, Will Book 1, Page 222.
Son-Daniel Whitehurst-The plantation whereon I now live, containing 
one hundred and fifty acres more or less, one negro named 
George and also iry gun.
Son-Batson Whitehurst-One negro fellow named Toney, one young yoake 
of oxen, also Ews and Lams.
Son-Tuley Whitehurst-Two negroes— Jacob and Singo, one cow and 
Erling.
Daughter-Ann Land-Two cows and calves, two Ewes and Lams, two sews 
and pigs, one white horse.
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3 youngest daughters-Pegga Whitehurst, Betsey Whitehurst, and Keziah 
Whitehurst-The remainder part of my Estate whicii is not already 
given away.
Executors-Sons-Daniel Whitehurst, Daniel Murden.
Mardi 12, 1793
Entered in court Jan. 6, 1794.
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Adze: A cutting tool having a thin ardiing blade set at right angles 
to the handle and thus differing from the axe. It is used to trim 
off the surface of wood.
Auger: A tool for boring holes in wood consisting of a shank with a 
crosswise handle for turning and having spiral channels that end 
in two spurs for marking the outline of the hole, a central tapered 
feed screw, and a pair of cutting lips. Also, any of various auger 
like tools designed for boring into soil.
Awl: A pointed metal spike used for creating holes in wood by spreading 
the wood fibers apart.
Barrow: A castrated male Hog.
Blades, Winding: Infer blades for winding thread or fibers.
Block: A wooden or metal case enclosing one or more pulleys, provided 
with a hook, eye, or strap by which it may be attached to an object, 
and used to change the direction of motion of the object, or when 
two or more pulleys are ccnpounded, to change the rate of motion or 
exert increased force.
Blunderbuss: An obsolete short gun or firearm that had a large bore
and usually a bell muzzel, capable of holding a ntxober of balls, 
and for shooting at close quarters without exact aim.
Bobin: Infer a type of lace.
Bodkin: A sharp-pointed implement of steel, bone, ivory, etc., for 
making holes, especially in cloth: A tape needle.
Bofat: A sideboard or side-table, often ornamental, for the disposition 
of china, plate, etc.
Bolster: A long pillow or cushion that is used to support the head of 
a person lying on a bed and that usually extends across the bed and 
is placed under the pillows and often under the sheets.
Brasscock: Infer a brass faucet or tap device; the hammer in the lock 
of a firearm.
Breastplate: A metal plate protecting the breast as defensive armor.
136
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Broad Axe: Used for hewing logs into square beans (a type of plane- 
striking chisel). Has a large square head.
Cagg (Cag): A snail cask, usually of ten gallons or less. Also, a 
snail fishing vessel.
Calamanco: Woolen fabric of flanders.
Cambric: A fine, thin white cloth made of linen or cotton.
Catudi Box (Cartouche Box): Container for cartridges, shot or ball 
used in the firing of guns and pistols.
Cartwheel Box: An iron piece within the round hole of the nave in the 
middle of a cart wheel, to keep it from wearing. The cart rests on 
a fixed axle between the wheels, which turn upon the axle by means 
of the boxes in the center of the nave.
Caulking Iron: A chisel like tool with a concave edge for receiving a 
caulking yam and driving it into a seam.
Chafing Dish: Archaic def; a dish holding burning coals used especially 
for cocking or warming food.
Chintz: Painted or stained calicoes imported from India.
Crock: An earthen pot, jar, or other vessel.
Crodclery Wear: Variant of crockery ware, earthen pots, jars, or other 
vessels.
Cruet: A small bottle or vial for liquids— "Vinegar Cruet," etc.
Curb Bridle: Chain or strap passing under lower jaw of horse and
fastened to the upper end of the branches of the bit. Used chiefly 
for checking a horse.
Delftware: A tin glazed Dutch pottery; especially a brown pottery
covered with an opaque white glaze upon which the usually pre­
dominantly blue decoration is painted. Also, caiman glazed English 
pottery for table and other uses.
Doublet: A man's close-fitting garment for the upper body made with
or without long sleeves and with or without short skirts.
Draw Knife: Brought to America before the Pilgrims (early seventeenth 
century). Called this name because it was drawn toward the person 
who used it. It had many uses, of which these are a few: taper
shingle sides, rough-size edges of floor boards and rough-trim 
paneling, shape axe, rake, and other tool handles, make legs for 
stools, ox yokes, punp handles and wheel spokes.
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Drugget: A kind of cloth, all of wool, or mixed of wool and silk or 
wool and linen, used for wearing apparel.
Drunline and Hook: Line with a hock or hooks attached which is wound 
about a cylinder in such a fashion that it may be let out or 
brought in by turning the cylinder. Ccranonly used in fishing 
operations.
Dutch Oven: A cast iron three-legged kettle with a tight cover on 
which coals may be heaped that is used for baking in an open fire.
A brick oven in which cooking is done by the preheated walls.
Fetter: A chain or shackle for the feet. Used chiefly in the plural 
("The slave's fetters").
Firelock: A gunlock employing a slow matdi to ignite the powder 
charge; also, a gun having such a lock.
Flax Hackle: An instrument for cleansing and straightening flax 
fibers; a flax comb.
Fowling Piece: A light gun, as a shotgun, for shooting birds or 
small quadrupeds.
Frow (Froe): A cleaving tool with handle at right angles to the blade 
for splitting cask staves and shingles from the block. Also, a 
steel wedge for splitting logs.
Fustian: A kind of coarse cloth made of cotton and flax.
Gig: An arrangement of hooks to be drawn through a school of fish when
they will not bite, in order to hook them in the bodies. Also, a 
light, narrow boat adapted either for rowing or sailing. "A fishing 
gig."
Gimlet: A tool for creating holes in wood by cutting.
Gouge: A chisel with a concave blade for cutting rounded grooves or
holes in wood. A cannon tool in the colonies.
Grindstone: A millstone; a disc of stone of considerable thickness,
revolving on an axle, and used for grinding, sharpening, or 
polishing.
Grubing: Used as a noun, infer a grubbing hoe, a kind of hoe found in
all regions. Less frequent were grubbing axe and grubbing fork.
Hackle: An instrument set with parallel steel pins for splitting and 
cantoing out the fibers of flax or hemp, a flax comb.
Halyard: A rope or tackle used for raising or lowering a sail, yard, 
spar, or flag.
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Handirons: Variant spelling of andirons. A pair of metal supports for
firewood, used on a hearth (Frequently listed with shovel and tongs 
and found in all regions).
Handwheel: A wheel worked by hand. Especially one whose rim serves 
as the handle by which a valve, lathe feed, or other part is 
operated.
Harness: The trappings of a horse, including those used for riding: 
tackle gear, furniture, armanent, the equipment or mounting of any 
thing.
Harrow: A cultivating implement used primarily for pulverizing or 
smoothing the soil and sometimes for mulching, covering seed, or 
removing weeds.
Hogshead: A large cask, specifically one of a definite capacity, 
which varied for different liquids and commodities; a liquid 
measure containing 63 old wine-gallons equal to 52 1/2 inperial 
gallons, abbreviated hhd. "Hogshead of tobacco."
Hone: A fine grit stone used for sharpening a cutting implement.
Hook: Any angling device or lure capable of taking but one fish at
a time.
Kersey: A kind of woolen cloth which is usually coarse and ribbed.
Lancet: A surgical instrument, usually with two edges and a point­
like lance, vised for bleeding, opening abscesses, etc.
Mallet: A tool with a large head for driving another tool (as a 
chisel) or for striking a surface without marring it.
Mattock: A pickaxe-like tool having blades instead of points used 
for loosening hard ground, grubbing up trees, etc.
Maul: A massive hammer, ccmmonly of wood, for driving wedges.
Nubbins: Imperfect ears of com. Singular, a dwarfed or inperfect
ear of maize.
Ocun: Obsolete form of oakum. The coarse part of the flax separated
in hackling; Tow.
Pestle: An instrument (usually club-shaped) for brusing or pounding 
substances in a mortar.
Piggin: A small wooden pail or tub with an u p rig h t stave or handle;
often used as a dipper.
Pincher: One that pinches. A tool used in grasping objects.
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Plane: Usually resembled a siirple box; however/ seme were inscribed or 
had elaborate floral carvings. Used for leveling the surface of 
wood or fitting wood pieces together.
Porringer: A dish for porridge or similar food; especially a low one 
handled usually metal bowl or cup frcm which children eat or are fed.
Punch: A tool usually in the form of a short rod of steel that is 
either solid or hollow and sharp-edged and that is variously shaped 
at one end for different operations (as perforating/ cutting/ etc.).
Ream: Tool used to create holes in wood by cutting/ rather than by 
spreading the fibers.
Riding Chair: Contrivance in which a seated person is carried by 
other individuals.
Rigging: The ropes, chains, and other lines used aboard a vessel,
especially in working sail and supporting masts and spars.
Runlet: A small barrel or keg of varying capacity.
Saddletree: A frame of a saddle to which the leather part is
fastened.
Scotch: May refer to low-grade cloth/ scotch cambric (fine quality 
cotton dress goods made in imitation of linen), scotch checks (a 
yam dyed muslin in plaid patterns) or other types of scotch 
material.
Scythe: An implement used for mowing grass, grain, or other crops and 
composed of a long curving blade fastened at an angle to a long 
handle.
Seine: A fishing net designed to hang vertically in the water, the 
ends being drawn together to enclose the fish.
Serge: Games frcm the word serica, which means silk; the Spanish
term is xerga. A cloth originally made in Italy and Spain.
Shear: The iron blade in a plough which cuts the ground at the
bottom of the furrow.
Sickles: Instruments used in clearing brush and harvesting crops.
Spoon: Implement used to skim or scoop food or drink.
Staple: A U-shaped metal loop both ends of which are driven into a
surface to hold the hook, hasp, or bolt of a lock, secure a rope, 
or fix a wire in place.
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Steelyard: A kind of scale. A balance consisting of a lever with 
unequal arms, which moves on a fulcrum; the article to be weighed is 
suspended from the shorter arm, and a counterpoise is caused to 
slide upon the longer arm until equilbriun is produced, its place 
on this arm (which is notched or graduated) showing the weight.
Tiller: An implement for tilling ground (Till— to turn or stir or 
prepare the ground for seed).
Tongs: An implement consisting of two limbs or "legs" connected by a 
hinge, pivot, or spring by means of which their lower ends are 
brought together so as to grasp and take up objects which it is 
impossible or inconvenient to lift with the hand.
Trays: The pair of ropes, chains, or leather straps by which the
collar of a draft animal is connected with the swingletree.
Trencher: A plate or platter made of wood, metal, or earthenware.
Trooping Saddle: A type of saddle worn by a horse and employed in 
military or show exhibitions.
Trunpery: Small, insignificant, or worthless items, trash, rubbish.
Vallen (valance): Drapery hanging from an edge such as a window, etc.
The term is derived from a town in France.
Wedge: A piece of wood, metal, etc., tapering to a thin edge, used in
splitting wood, rocks, etc., in raising heavy bodies and the like.
Wheel: A wheel designed for a specific purpose, a structure re­
sembling a wheel, or a contrivance or apparatus having a wheel as 
its principal part (spinning wheels, woolen wheels, hand wheels, 
etc.).
Whetstone: A natural or articifical stone for whetting edge tools
(a blade sharpened on a well-oiled).
Yoke: A pair, couple: a contrivance by which two animals, especially
oxen, are coupled together for drawing a plow or vehicle. "Yoke of 
Oxen"
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